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manager dies Wednesday
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News In Brief
General Tire announces first
offer to buy company from firm
General Tire Public Relations Director Ed 'Wail announced
Wednesday the first offer to buy the General Tire4Company from
GenCorp., Inc., its parent firm.
General Tire operates the huge tire-making facility on U.S. 45
North in Mayfield, where some 2,000 persons are employed.
According to Kalail, a General Tire management group led by
president Gil Neal has made a proposal to purchase the tire company
on a everage buyout from GenCorp.
Kalall said that this is the first offer to buy General Tire that GenCorp has received since it announced early in April that it would sell
the tire company as part of its restructuring program.
The initial offer to sell followed an unsuccessful takeover bid by
California-based interests seeking control of GenCorp stocks.
Kalail said that GenCorp was not commenting on the offer because
It expects to receive other offers as well.

Pending sale of Genex Property
topic of Paducah conference
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McConnell trip raising questions
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — U.S.
Sen. Mitch McConnell's 11-day
speech-making trip last year is
raising a new question about
financial reporting: should the expenses of friends be treated like
the expenses of spouses.
During a trip to Las Vegas and
California In January 1986, McConnell earned $10,500 by making
seven speeches to private groups.
McConnell disclosed those
honorariums, part of a total of
$46,700 in speaking fees he received last year, in his 1986 flnjal
report, as required by law.

He also reported that the seven
sponsoring groups paid his
transportation, food and lodging,
as required by law.
What he did not report was
a friend went with him and
the groups paid her expe
That is not specifically- uired
by law.
That information was disclosed
by The Washington Post on Sunday in a front-page article on the
general issue of honorariums. The
story spotlighted McConnell's trip
as an example of how lawmakers
get personal income and free

vacations through speech making.
Under Senate rules, if the travel
expenses of a spouse are picked up
by a private group in connection
with an honorarium, the
lawmaker must disclose that fact.
The rules, however, are silent on
companions who are not spouses.
As a result, McConnell did not feel
he had to disclose that he was accompanied by a friend or that her
expenses were paid, according to
Niels Holch, McConnell's chief of
staff.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Who's on first?

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —
While some Democratic leaders
have cooled on the idea of a
special legislative session this
year, Senate Republicans have
jumped on the bandwagon.
GOP caucus chairman Sen
Jack Trevey of Lexington sent a
letter to Gov. Martha Layne Collins on Wednesday asking her to
call lawmakers to the Capitol to
deal with the problems facing the
state's workers' compensation
program.
"The General Assembly, we
believe, is ready to act on this
issue in a thoughtful and decisive

Elsewhere...
By the Aasociated Pre..

SEOUL,South Korea — After more than a week of violence, burning eyes and seared throats, anti-government protesters and police
prepared for more confrontations as the opposition marked "antiteargas day."
WASHLVGTON — The CIA is warning Congress there is a high probability Iran may sponsor a retaliatory attack against U.S. ships in
the Persian Gulf if the Navy protects Kuwaiti tankers, congressional
sources say.
WASHINGTON — A lawmaker is calling for tighter inspection
standards after airport security workers missed one in five guns,
hand grenades and other weapons sneaked onto airliners in a special
test of security at major airports.
KIEV, U.S.S.R. — The Chernobyl nuclear accident left at least 27
nearby cities and villages too contaminated for people to live in for
the foreseeable future, a government official says.
WASHDIGTON — A Republican senator is proposing to ban all imports from the Japanese company Toshiba,saying a subsidiary's sale
of high-tech submarine machinery to the Soviets caused "significant
damage to our security."
DOVER, Del. — A 50-year-old man freed by a woman's deathbed
recantation of rape charges says he holds no grudges even though he
served 12 years in prison because of her false accusations of sexual
assault.

(Cont'd on page 2)

Democrats
unite behind
budget plan,
tax proposal
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Murray State University Summer Showcase cast members Kent Jenkins (left) and Earl Brown perform a
rendition of the classic Abbott and Costello "Who's on First?" skit at the show's debut Wednesday night in the
MSU Currie Center. Performances of the musical-comedy variety show are scheduled for Wednesday through
Friday nights for the next eight weeks in the Stable Doors coffee shop.
Staff photo by David Tuck

Congressional committees want 'iron clad'
agreement that North will testify publicly
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
congressional Iran-Contra committees will attempt to forge an
"Iron clad" agreement for Oliver
L. North's public testimony next
month but are prepared to initiate
contempt proceedings if there's a
snag, the chairman of the Senate
panel says.
Sen. Daniel Inouye, D-Hawaii,
said he expected the chief
counsels for the House and Senate

committees to be getting together
with North's lawyers to arrange
the public testimony currently
scheduled for July 15.
Inouye's announcement
Wednesday night followed a
private meeting of the Senate
panel. The meeting was triggered
by North's surprise refusal to
undergo closed-door questioning
prior to his public appearance.
Testimony by other witnesses

has indicated that North, while a
White House aide assigned to the
National Security Council, was the
central figurf in secret efforts to
support the Nicaraguan Contra
rebels during a period in which
Congress banned U.S. military
aid. He also played a lead role in
secret arms sales to Iran, which
were used to help underwrite the
Contra supply effort.

WASHINGTON I AP) —
Democrats, needled by President
Reagan's fiscal attacks, are
uniting behind a $1 trillion budget
that challenges the president's
most frequent vow: no tax
increase.
House and Senate leaders on
Wednesday announced they had
broken through weeks of deadlock
between their two chambers and a
final fiscal 1988 budget resolution
was at hand.
The Democratic plan would
rearrange the priorities Reagan
sought but, like his, doesn't meet
the limits of the Gramm-Rudman
deficit-cutting law.
It rejects Reagan's deep cuts in
domestic spending progrms such
as education and health care and
the president's plan to sell off
billions of dollars in government
assets.
The resolution, expected to be
(Cont'd on page 2)

Rice tells Walters she
feels she's been exploited

F-7
Forecaot
Tonight: Mostly cloudy with
thunderstorms likely. Low 70 to
75. Light wind. Chance of rain:
60 percent.
Friday: Occasional
thunderstorms.
Forecast
The extended forecast for
Saturday through Monday calls
for very warm and humid condition with a chance of
thunderstorms each day.
LAKE LEVELS
. 359.3
Kentucky Lake
359.2
Barkley Lake

Sen. Mitch McConnell

Republicans
join the call
for session on
workers' comp

Gov. Martha Layne Collins was scheduled to announce at a press
conference this morning in Paducah the pending sale of the Genex
Property located in the Coleman Road Industrial Park.
Collins made her announcement at the Paducah Chamber of Commerce before a crowd of state and local government officials.
No other details of the press conference were available at this time.
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NEW YORK (API — Donna
Rice admits her involvement with
Gary Hart set her up for unwanted
publicity but says she was treated
unfairly by the news media.
In an interview with Barbara
Walters, to be broadcast tonight
on ABC's "20-20," Rice is asked
point-blank if she ever slept with
Mt,according to ABC.
Rice's much-publicned involvement with the Colorado Democrat
led to his withdrawal from the
presidential race last month.
ABC released excerpts from

ry....111.4;t*rat7,,^

portions of the hour-long interview, 25 minutes of which will be
broadcast, but wouldn't reveal the
answers to the key questions.
The interview was the first time
Rice talked at any length about
her relationship with Hart. Both
denied any impropriety after The
Miami Herald ran a front-page
story saying Rice had spent the
night with Hart in his Washington
townhouse while his wife was out
of town.
((iverd on page S)
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Republican...
((ped frees page 1)
way," Trevey said in the letter,
which was also released to
reporters.
Trevey mid the legislature must
act quickly to halt the growth in
the debt of the workers' compensation Special Fund, which is rising by some 82 million each week.
•'Ideas for solutions abound both
in industry and among legislators,
but the fact that a crisis exists is
denied by none," said Trevey's
letter.
Trevey, one of rune Republicans
in the 38-member Senate, mentioned the wort of the special task
force created to deal with the problem, though the group has yet to
settle on a final recommendation.
"Even if the task force was in
complete agreement on every

'

Democrats...
((Wird hum page 1)
ratified by a House-Senate conference committee, would
restrain military spending and
then trim it back sharply from
Reagan's request unless he goes
along with more than $19 billion in
taxes for next year
Reagan has said repeatedly he
will veto a tax increaae.
Democratic leaders, who
shaped the budget plan without
Republican participation, have
said they would not be able to
muster enough votes to override.
The Pentagon budget would be
about 1296 billion, with estimated
cash outlays of $289.5 billion —
enough to keep pace with inflation.
If the taxes are not enacted, the
defense program would be frozen
essentially at about current levels,
with $289 billion in spending
authority and outlays of i284
billion.
Spending authority, the legal
ceilings in the budget. often exceeds the estimated outlays
because it includes obligations
paid out over more than one fiscal
year

front, It could not wish the solutions into being," Trevey said
The Special Fund, which was
created to pay for claims for occupational diseases or those that
cannot be apportioned to a specific
employer, has a debt of about $1.8
billion. The debt is for benefits
that have been awarded but not
yet paid.
Various groups have been urging Collins in recent weeks to call
lawmakers into special session for
a variety of reasons.
Besides the workers compensanon problems, other groups want
lawmakers to raise state income
taxes by adopting the federal
revenue code.
But while Republicans have
joined the call, Democratic
legislative leaders, who represent
the majority party, have become
less enthralled with the idea of a
special session
The spending plan calls for f19 3
billion in new taxes next year and
*65 billion over the next three
years. said Sen. Lawton Chiles, DFla.. chairman of the Senate
Budget Committee.
The Democrats said their plan
would reduce the deficit by $37
billion, a billion more than the
budget Reagan submitted in
January.
But Gramm-Rudman calls for a
deficit no larger than $108 billion
in the fiscal year beginning Oct. 1.
as an interim step toward a
balanced budget in fiscal 1991 The
Democratic plan. like the president's, would leave red ink in the
neighborhood of $134 billion.
As a result of compromise,
freezes would be imposed in many
areas of domestic spending, but
there would be selected increases
for education, job training.
research on AIDS and other congressional priorities.
The Democrats rejected
Reagan's request for deep cuts in
many of those accounts.
House Speaker Jim Wright, DTexas, said he expects final congressional approval early next
week

Deadline set to end elderly services dispute
HOPKINSVILLE Ky (AP — A
local dispute that has threatened
to disrupt services for the elderly
In nine western Kentucky counties
must be resolved by Oct. 1 or the
state Cabinet for Human
Resources will step in, officials
say
The Christian County Senior
Citizens Center and Pennyrile
Allied Community Services, the
community-action agency that administers the services to the elderly, have been at odds for more
than a year over control of the
center
The controversy reached a head
earlier this year when center officials said they would no longer
work with PACS, leaving the agency without a senior-citizen center
In the most populous county of the
nine it serves
The counties in the Pennyrile
region are Christian, Caldwell.
Crittenden, Hopkins, Livingston,
Lyon, Muhlenberg, Todd and
Trigg
The cabinet warned that, as in
other regions of the state, only one
agency can be in charge of all the
counties.
As a result, the cabinet would
not allow the Pennyrile Area
Development District, the agency
that awards the contract for
senior-citizen services, to give the
$1.5 million contract to PACS
while keeping the $258,809 earmarked for Christian County in
escrow until the dispute was
settled.
That contract was to have been
awarded in time for the new fiscal
year beginning July 1
Earlier this month, the cabinet
warned that if the dispute were not
settled by June 15, the state would
take over the operation as of July
1.
But cabinet spokesman Brad
Hughes said Wednesday that the
Pennyrile Area Development
District has submitted an interim
plan that calls for continuing the
operation as is from month to

month and also for rebidding the
senior-citizen program
The state approved the plan, but
set Oct. 1 as a deadline
Both PACS and the Christian
County center have agreed to continue working together for the
period.
"We don't want to come down
there and run the day-to-day
operation," Hughes said in explaining the reprieve. "They can
better take care of it themselves.'
The development district will
soon begin preparing specifications for the bidding, said John

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — A
study done for a legislative panel
on school finance is food for
thought, though not yet ready to be
digested, said task force chairman
Rep. Joe Barrows.
The report reviewed Wednesday
by members of the School Finance
Task Force recommends sweeping changes in the way Kentucky
pays for educating elementary
and secondary school students.
Barrows, D-Versailles, referred
to the document as a "preliminary
draft of possible
recommendations."
The reason that task force
members were so tentative about
the report was that its suggestions
are expensive and certain to be
controversial — such as taking a
hard look at consolidating some of
the 178 school districts in the state.
One county school district and 11
independent districts have fewer
than 500 students this year, the
report said. A district of that size
cannot offer comprehensive programs or use personnel effectively, the report said.
"It is not feasible for a school
district with an enrollment of less
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Asked if he thought the differentiation was logical, Holch said, "I
don't write the rules."
Bonnie Parker, staff director of
the Senate Ethics Committee, said
the committee has never ruled on
the subject because it has never
been raised.
To get an answer, she said, the
committee would have to be
presented with a specific factual
situation that could be studied
Under Senate rules, a member
Is prohibited from taking a gift
worth more than f100 from anyone
with a direct interest in legislation Necessary travel expenses of
lawmakers and spouses in connection with a speaking engagement
are exempt, however, from that
limitation
Holch said McConnell reported
far more information on his
honorariums than required. and
"we kind of feel it's a bit unfair"
for the Post to have concentrated
on him so heavily
Under Senate rules, McConnell
could keep only 00,040 of his
honorarttnns and gave the rest to
charity
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than 500 pupils to meet the ... objectives," said the report by Jim
Melton, who is a retired executive
director of the Kentucky School
Boards Association and former
teacher and school
superintendent.
On money issues, the report
recommends that teacher salaries
in Kentucky equal the average
salary in surrounding states. In
1985-86, Kentucky's average
teacher salary was $21,280. The
border state average was $24,129.
To make up the difference would
have cost an additional $87.2
million in 1985-86.
To help close the gap between
rich and poor school districts, the
report also recommends doubling
the amount of power equalization
funding by fiscal year 1989 and
eventually providing five times
the amount of money now in the
budget.
Power equalization is a program in which the state provides
extra money to districts that have
smaller property tax bases on sort
of a sliding scale, with the poorest
districts receiving the most
money. This year, for example,
the state provides about $68.5
million to districts through power
equalization.
Melton said he did not add up the
total cost of his suggestions.
Barrows said school financing is
an important subject for study
even if the 1988 General Assembly
does not have the money to implement the recommendations.
And it appears the next session
will be in that situation, Barrows
said.
"Realistically, were going to
have a tough session with money,"
he said.
The report also makes the
following broad suggestions:
Accreditation
Melton said entire school
districts should be rated on how
they are "meeting the needs of
students." Such accreditation programs should be tied to funding so
all students will have the same opportunities regardless of where
they live.
The state board of education
should also ensure through the
process that all students have access to advanced programs in
math, science, foreign languages,
language arts and computer
science.
Funding
The report recommends changing the way the state allocates
funds to local school districts. The
new system should be based on
pupil needs rather than classroom
units.
Funding for education should
also be increased to the average of
Kentucky's border states on expenditures per pupil.
The state should also increase
the amount of assistance it pro-

McConnell...
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Christian Cbunty.
One of the sticking points in
negotiations has been the state's
Insistence that only one agency
provide services in all nine
counties
If the state would drop that requirement, the Christian County
center would place a bid for running the program in Christian County, said Lynn Hester, chairman of
the center's board of directors
Without that change, he said, "I
fear we may be stalemated at the
end of the 90 days."

Legislative panel's study suggesting
sweeping changes in school financing

CHILDREN'S
MERCHANDISE ONLY!

CHILDRENS

Adams, executive director
In awarding a new contract, his
agency will look for an organization that can foster ''a partnership" with the nine senior-citizen
centers and local elected officials,
Adams said
The new contract also will give
all nine local centers a greater
role in running the programs. he
said
He emphasized that there will
be only one center in each county,
vetoing suggestions from PACS
that it operate a separate center in

vides to local school district:, for
construction. Special emphasis
should be placed on maintenance
of current buildings.
Textbooks and Fees
At a minimum, the state should
provide free textbooks to all
secondary students who are
classified as economically deprived. Such a program would cost
$1.75 million annually. An alternative would be to provide free
books to all secondary students at
a cost of $5 million annually.
The state should also pick up the
cost of providing instructional supplies for poor students, A $20 annual per pupil expenditure would
cost $4.5 million.

Murrayan arrested
following an alleged
Wednesday shooting
Kenneth Hammonds, 26, of
Calloway Ave., Murray, was arrested Wednesday and charged
with first-degree wanton endangerment, according to Murray
Police Detective Charles Peeler.
Hammonds allegedly fired a
shot gun at Ricky Prescott of
Broad Street Wednesday at approximately 1:30 p.m. on Nash
Drive, Peeler said.
A $2,000 bond was set for Hammonds in the Calloway County
District Court yesterday. A public
defender has been appointed.

Rice...
(Coord from page 1)
ABC said Walters also asked
Rice if she had heard from Hart
and what she thinks of him, but
would not release her responses to
those questions, either.
ABC did release excerpts from
other portions of the interview,
conducted Tuesday in New York.
"I feel like I've been exploited,"
Rice says at one point. "I've been
painted as a person that I'm not. It
isn't fair. And that makes me
angry. I think it's unfair. I don't
think the media has the right to
make a private person a public
person."
Walters: "A public person? And
you were the person he was involved with?"
Rice: "Right ..."
Walters: "You're saying that
the press has gone too far."
Rice: "Well, I was involuntarily
made a public person."
Walters asks Rice about
photographs, including one of Rice
on Hart's lap, taken during a yacht
trip from Miami to Bimini.
"When you were on the boat,
there were pictures taken. Who
took them?" Walters asks.
"Lynn Armandt," Rice said,
referring to a friend who was
along on the yacht trip and later
accompanied Rice on the trip to
Washington. "She took them. She
encouraged the taking of the
photographs, and she suggested
the shot to sit on Gary Hart's lap."
Walters: "Didn't you think it
was strange at the time?"
Rice: "I didn't think anything
about it at the time. Plus, it was
my camera, my film."
Walters: "Then what happened
to the pictures?"
Rice: "I had them developed,
and Lynn kept asking me for
prints, so finally! lent her a set of
the prints to show to her boyfriend,
and I never got them back."
Walters asks if they are the
photographs she presumes Armandt sold to The National
Enquirer
"Presumes" Rice responds.
•'That she sold'"
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PERSPECTIVE
Some secrets are
hard to keep
Unbelievable as it sounds,
businessman Albert A.
Hakim, a middleman in the
Iran-Contra arms sales, may
know more U.S. secrets than
do the 24 members of the congressional committees investigating the affair.

boxes. Hakim's ended up in
his Swiss lawyer's office —
under lock and key, he assured the congressional committees.
But North's cavalier disregard for U.S. secrets didn't
end with the decoders. North
shared so many secrets with
So what if Hakim had no Hakim that a Hakim deposisecurity clearance? His, tion taken before the hearings
buddy, Lt. Col. Oliver North, was classified "top secret" —
provided him with top-secret which meant Hakim could not
information as well as a review his own comments
super-secret encryption de- when questioned by the comvice. In fact, North distribut- mittee.
ed the encryption devices as
North, of course, kept some
though they were Dick Tracy secrets — from Congress, if
decoder rings from cereal not his arms merchants.

Letter To The Editor

Jones appreciates dialogue
Dear Editor
I want to take this opportunity to
say how very meaningful our
meetings and conversations have
been during the past 18 months,
and how very much I look forward
to continuing our dialogues in the
months and years ahead.
A campaign involves many
facets. Among the most important
areas is the candidate's education
about his or her state. You, as
spokespersons and pulse-takers for
the Commonwealth, have been
masterful teachers in heightening
awareness of the important issues
and the decision makers who will
work to solve our problems.

Traveling throughout the state
and learning about our mutual
needs and our collective determination simply reconfirm the
pride we share in our state. More
than ever, we remain convinced
that by working together, there is
no limit to what we can accomplish.
Again, I appreciate the time we
have shared together. I look forward to exchanging ideas in the
near future.
With best regards, I am
Sincerely,
Brereton C. Jones
1051 J. Newton Pike
P.O. Box 12590
Lexington, Ky 40583

Report
to Kentucky

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

Church donations said to accomplish
far more than those to TV ministries
With the Southern Baptist Convention in its annual meeting this
week in St. Louis, a New Yorkbased Associated Press writer,
George W. Cornell, has come up
with an interesting article.
In it, he compared the accomplishments realised through
church donations with those made
by some of the TV ministries —
recently spotlighted in moral,
financial and hanky-panky
disclosures.
Just what specific work is sustained by the donated TV millions
as compared with what is accomplished with similar contributions to other churches, he asked.
Robert F. Polk of Dallas, director of Cooperative Program promotion for the Baptist General Convention of Texas, gave his some
figures. Polk brought out a broadly applicable comparison of this in
the nation's biggest Protestant
body — the 14.6 million Southern
Baptists.
•
Incidentally, the Southern Baptist Convention Program of
Cooperative Giving started right
here in Murray — at First Baptist
Church.
It was the idea in 1900 of the Rev.
H. Boyce Taylor that Southern
Baptists adopt a unified budget
plan. He was pastor of the Murray
church from 1897 to 1931 — 34 years
— and traveled the Vale promoting
his idea.
It was adopted in 1915 by the Kentucky Baptist Convention and in
1925 by the Southern Baptist Convention. Under the plan — known
as the Cooperative Program —
Baptist churches across the Convention contribute a percentage of
their income to a central fund from
which the denomination's many

mission and humanatarian programs and agencies are supported.
A historical marker in front of
the local church on South 4th Street
designates it as the ''birthplace" of
the program.
•••
But, back to Polk and writer
Cornell.
Polk came up with figures which
reflect striking contrasts in
religious giving. They show that
church dollars do far more in a
tangible way than do the TV-given
dollars.
And, the Baptists' situation can
be likened to that in other major
religious denominations, generally,
in view of the similarities of their
methods and operations.
Polk pointed out that Southern
Baptists gave about $635 million in
1986 to support the denomination's
worldwide
missions
and
hurnanatarian programs. This sum
is in about the same range as the
reported combined giving of $684
million to six of the leading TV
ministers.
From these roughly equal
amounts, what tasks were carried
out in each of the two arenas, Cornell asked.
As for the TV money, Polk referred to reports which showed that,
besides paying for the TV shows, it
supported four schools, one
hospital, three churches, two
ministries to needy children, one to
others in need and one home for
unwed mothers.
The extent of these services, Cornell's article pointed out, are scant
compared with the immense tasks
carried on from a similar amount
of money given to the Cooperative
Program of Southern Baptists —
one, single denomination.
Among other things, his article

noted, the Baptists donations supported 52 children's homes, 48
hospitals — including 23 overseas,
33 nursing homes or homes for the
aged, and 67 colleges and universities enrolling 200,000 students.
The denominational money, it
also noted, also supported 3,756
foreign missionaries in more than
100 countries, 3,637 home missionaries in the United States and
ministries to students on 1,100 campuses such as that of Murray State
University.
• •
At least 30 foreign and home missionaries have gone out from the
First Baptist Church here in Murray. To name a few:
Ray and Martha Moore's
daughter, Sharon, and her husband, Paul Wells, are home missionaries in Alaska. Steve Hussung
and his wife, Lisa, also are home
missionaries. They serve on the
Cheyene Indian reservation in
Montana. Steve is the son of Dr.
and Mrs. Karl Hussung.
Ken and Donna Hill are in Lyon,
France, right now in language
school preparing themselves for
foreign mission service in Niger, a
remote country in the heart of
Africa. Until a couple years ago,
Ken was a Ralston Purina district
manager based in Murray.
Bill and Betty McElrath have
been Baptist foreign missionaries
In Indonesia for more than 20
years. He's from one of Murray's
pioneer families.
Harry Hampsher, who once was
minister of music at the Murray
church, and his wife, Martha, are
in Portugal. Richard and Carol Poe
are in Santiago, Chile. He used to
be director of the Baptist Student
Union at Murray State

around town which say 'Caution,
Mustang Crossing'," from column,"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by James C. Williams
Thirty years ago
Enrollment at Murray State College for the summer session is
1,201, a record summer attendance, according to Mrs. Cleo
Gillis Hester, registrar.
Gerald D. Harmon, quartermaster third class, USN, aboard
destroyer USS Maddox, visited
San Francisco, Calif., June 13-17,

following a major Pacific Fleet
training exercise with U.S. First
Fleet off the California Coast.
Recent births at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Doyle Humphreys.
Forty years ago
Sam Boyd Neely, president of
Murray Junior Chamber of Commerce, said 16 girls have been
entered in beauty contest on June
23 at Varsity Theatre. Grover
Wood James will be master of
ceremonies.

•••

Also, Southern Baptist funds support six seminaries, enrolling one
fifth of the seminarians in the country, and a TV network — the
American Christian Television
System I ACTS). Carried on cable
in many cities, it is seen in Murray
on Channel 43 of the local cablevision system.
Cornell went on to quote Polk as
calling the operations from
Southern Baptist funds "the
greatest outreach ministry in the
world" — sustained by an amount
similar to the total of the six TV
ministries, yet hugely overshadowing them in results.
Another striking difference between the church and TV ministries,
he pointed out, is the accountability in church operations. State and
national conventions decide how
the money is spent, and regularly
audited reports are presented at
state and national levels.
"From the local church to the
missionary on the foreign field,
every penny given is accounted
for," said Polk in summarizing his
comments for Cornell and The
Associated Press. He, no doubt, is
in St. Louis this week attending the
big, annual Baptist pow-wow.
• •
With all the disturbing publicity
of late about the TV ministries and
the strange use of their funds, it's
good to keep religious giving in the
proper perspective.
This column has dealt with just
Southern Baptists, the denomination with which I am most familiar.
It is in no way meant to be a horntooting accounting for that one
denomination. I am sure other major denominations have similar
progrand accomplishments to
which t11,i4,1so can point with
equal pride

Looking Back

SENATOR WENDELL FORD
U.S. !Atomic, Washigiloa,
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Saluting Our Determined Dairy Farmers
June Dairy Month is widely regcognized as a time to celebrate the
accomplishments of our nation's roughly 175,000 dairy.-farm families,
including about 4,5(X) families in Kentucky.
This salute to our dairy farmers, with milk-promotion nights at
baseball parks and hundreds of other regional and local events, has
become an annual tradition.
But I see a special significance in this month's celebration, which
comes at a time when dairy farmers are demonstrating a strong will
to overcome one of the worst farm recessions in our history.
Dairy farmers are paying about $200 million a year for a highly
successful program of milk promotion, research and education. Congress got this program started in 1983 and farmers later voted to keep
it going by continuing their payments of 15 cents for each 100 pounds
of milk sold.
Farmers thus are paying for national, regional and local advertising that has helped bring an increase of almost 10 percent in milk sales
in the first three years of the program. In addition, they are contributing more than $650 million to the government's whole-herd buyout program, which is helping some 14,000 farm families make orderly
transitions from dairying to other enterprises.
The dairy promotion and buyout programs have led to dramatic
breakthroughs in a drive to end overproduction and stabilize prices.
Cow numbers have reached a record low. Once soaring milk production was down 3.6 percent in the first quarter of this year. Government purchases of surplus cheese and other dairy products, which had
been costing more than $2 billion a year, already have been cut in half.
Severe challenges remain. Dairy-farm numbers could keep declining as new technologies allow fewer farmers to produce more milk at
lower costs. Farmers struggling to stay in business have been hurt by
price-support cuts aimed at bringing down production and reducing
the need for government purchases of surplus products.
Our dairy farmers still face annual price-support cuts of 50 cents
a hundredweight until estimated government purchases have been
reduced to less than 5 billion pounds in milk-equivalency terms.
But they are moving close to that goal and giving themeselves a
fighting chance to avoid some, if not all, of the threatened cuts. And
the government, which is starting a program to use surplus dairy
products in an export-incentive program, must keep doing everything
possible to support their efforts.
The goal of our changing farm programs is efficient production
for increasingly competitive markets at home and abroad. At the same
time, many of us in government are intent on preserving the family
farms that contribute so much to our rural communities and to the security of our national food supply. I am convinced that our dairy-farm
families will cling to a determination to help our nation meet those crucially important objectives.
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Ten years ago
Kenny Orr, 17, was killed in a
one-vehicle accident on Highway
1828 yesterday at 5 p.m.
Installed as new officers of Murray Lions Club at meeting at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church were Yancey Watkins,
Jack Rose, G.T. Lilly, Groover
Parker, Arvin D. Crafton, Joe D.
Ward and Paul Mansfield.
Rebecca Sue Blackford and
Hugh David Noffsinger were married May 22 at Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gary L. Crum, June
4, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. SherrW Hicks, June 6.
Twenty years ago
Hal Perry Construction Co. of
Benton, submitted the low bid of
$1,434,800 for construction of an
addition to laboratory school at
Murray State University, according to Gov. Edward Breathitt.
"Jamie Parker has signs up

Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Houston
have returned from a three weeks'
trip to Atlantic City, N.J., New
York and Washington, D.C. Dr.
Houston attended the 100th anniversary of American Medical
Association at Atlantic City.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie F. Arnett,
May 27.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sledd were
the weekend guests of their
daughter, Mrs. Max Olson and
family of Alton, Ill.

WRITE A LETTER — Letters to
the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be
published.
Letters hould be typewritten and
double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general
Interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannnot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.
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Watson-Morton wedding planned

•.-

Captain Irs.
700 North 12th
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
753-9383

Try Our Drive-Thru

Captain D's Announces Price Rollbacks
Country Style

FISH DINNER $

99

•a semareem portion of Country Style nek made
with mar own aid laakinned liesatbern style
corn meal breeding • hies •2 hush puppies • slaw
%plain s

pIece

FISH3DINNE
• 3 pieces if fish Wet • creamy eels slaw
• 2 hushpuppies • crisp french fries

9
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Miss Sharon Marie Watson and
Gregory Clare Morton have planned their wedding for Saturday, July 11.
The ceremony will be said at St.
Joseph's Catholic Church in
Macon, Ga.
The couple plans a honeymoon
in the Caribbean and will reside in
Macon.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Watson of
Marion, Ind..
Mr. Morton is the son of the Rev.
and Mrs. Fred Morton of Memphis, Tenn., formerly of Murray.
Miss Watson is a graduate of
Connellsvthe High School, Connellsville, Pa. She attended West
Virginia Wesleyan University and
Is a graduate of Crandall College.
She is employed by Harris,
Watkins, Davis and Chambless
Law firm In Macon, Ga.
A graduate of Murray High
School, Mr. Morton completed
undergraduate school at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.
He is currently a student at Walter
F. George School of Law, Mercer
University, Macon, Ga. He is
employed with the firm of Arnall,
Golden and Gregory.

Sharon Marie Watson and
Gregory Clare Morton to marry
KENNETH J. MIKULCIK, son of
Dr. and Mrs. John D. Manic& of
1813 Keeniand, Murray,lithe recipient of a scholarship under the
University of Missouri-Rolla
Freshman Policy for the 1987-88
academic year. Under the terms
of this policy a UMR freshman can
be eligible for up to $1,000 in
scholarship assistance from UMR.
These are awarded to students
who have an ACT composite score
of 28 or better or an SAT composit
score of 1,1100 or better and are in
the upper 10 per cent of their high
school graduating class. Mikuicik
also received a National Merit
Tuition Scholarship. He is a 1987
graduate of Murray High School.

No Limit and No Coupons Necessary

MONDAY. TUESDAY SPECIAL
Two-2 Piece $499
Fish Dinners

P

•

t

ce-kqiul

Rurh-c:Billie Joe Royal
Juno 20 only
Show Only
DInnor & Show

PAMELA RHEA RAINES,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Woods of Jackson, Tenn., was cosalutatorian with Timothy Allen
Johnson, for the senior class at
South Side High School, Jackson.
She was a member of the Beta
Club and Mu Alpha Teta and served as a varsity cheerleader. She
plans to major in chemical
engineering at the University of
Tennessee at Knoxville. She is the
granddaughter of Otis and Nell
Woods of 522 South Seventh St.,
Murray.

The Spinners
Juno 27 el 1 10 p.m.
Show Only
Dinner & Show

THEY
COULDN'T BE
BOUGHT.

- moon ng
erne former Mormon of Herman•The Hermits)

July 4 - e a 10 p.m.
Show Only
Dinner I Show
$1 00
$710

THEY
WOULDN'T BE
BRIBED.

Red Skelton
Sat. Aug. 15th
For more Information call
Ex.
In A100-592-3401
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Hospital lists
three newborns
and dismissals
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
June 17, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Coles baby girl, parents, Kathy
and Timothy, Rt. 4, Box 1040A,
Murray;
Rodriguez baby girl, mother,
Penny, Rt. 5, Box 283, Paris,
Tenn.;
McCoy baby girl, parents, Linda
and John, Rt. 3, Box 102'7A,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Julia Knall and baby boy,
313 College Cts., Murray: Mrs.
Rhoda Southern, Hardin;
Mrs. Sharon Griffin, Rt. 2, Box
12A, Murray; Gedric Paschall,
2219 Edinborough, Murray;
Mrs. Retta Cooper, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Alvis Jones, 820 Sha-Wa Circle,
Murray; Stanley Darnell, Rt. 1,
Box 200, Farmington.

Married for 50 years
Amelia Rose Hamm and
Jeffrey David Major to marry
Mr. Major is employed as a
geologist at Reed Crushed Stone
Co., Inc., Lake City.

The wedding is planned for
Saturday, Aug. 1. Invitations are
being sent.
FrIIRCeS Drake

Your Individual Horoscope
ARIES
(Max. 21 to Apr. 19)
Affairs are nicely settled at a
distance, but there is a nagging
problem at home base. Curblmpatience. Charm Wins more flies than
vinegar today.
TAURUS
( Apr.20 to May 20)
You could be speaking out.of turn
now. Do further investigation before
lodging any protests. It won't take
much, however, to fuel the fires of
resentment.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
You'll win others over through
persuasiveness and good will. A
smart remark won't cause others to
cooperate with you where money
interests are concerned.
CANCER
(-June 2l to Juty 22)
It's those little things that could get
to you today. Temperament could
interfere • With accomplishment. Do
your duties quietly. Solidify your
position.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Be sure to attend to a matter
concerning a child's interest. Time is
on your side. (jetting angry won't
speed up a situation. Social graces
win you friendships.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Business and pleasure do mix
today. A touchy matter could arise
with a friend. It's not a time to lend
money. Home responsibilities are
tidily handled.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Don't expect too much today.
Others are cooperative to a point.
Some concerns are best dealt with by
you alone. Know another person's
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Hamm and Major wedding Aug.
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Hamm of
Waverly, Tenn., announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter,
Amelia Rose, to Jeffrey David
Major of Murray, son of Mr. and
Mrs George D. Major of Cadiz.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl D. Major of
Slaughters, and of the late Arwood
V. Askew and the lte Kathleen
Carr Askew.
The bride-elect is a 1984
graduate of Waverly Central High
School and attended David
Lipscomb College, Nashville,
Tenn., for two years. She plans to
be a May 1988 graduate of Murray
State University with a bachelor of
science degree in social work.
Miss Hamm is a member of
Gamma Beta Phi Honor Society
and the Alpha Delta Mu National
Work Honor Society.
Mr. Major 12 a 1981 graduate of
Trigg County High School and a
1986 graduate of Murray State
University with a bachelor of
science degree in geology and
geography. He plans to receive his
master of science degree in geoscience from MSU in December.
The groom-to-be is a member of
Sigma Gamma Epsilon Honor
Society and an alumnus of the
Alpha Gamma Rho Social Fraternity where he served two years on
the Executive Council as house
manager. He also served on the
Board of Directors of Calloway
County Fire-Rescue, Inc., as
secretary of the board and the
department.

•• —
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sector than on the job today. Hurrying with details could lead to mistakes. Be thorough. Fulfill a social
obligation.
PISCES
War
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
There is a tendency to quarrel
where money is concerned, yet you
can improve income now. Shop with
an eye for beauty, but avoid impuLsive
decisions.
IF BORN TODAY, you often have
an interest in reform and may be

drawn to a political career. Like many
of your sign, you're restless and need
a good education to make the most of
your talents. Learn to specialize to
avoid having your fingers in too many
pies. You're meant to do your own
thing and also have leadership abilities. Though you can succeed in
business, you may be happier in art
artistic or professional career. Birthdate of: Abe Fortas, jurist; Lou
Gehrig, baseball player; and Pauline
Kael, film critic.

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Christi= wW observe their 50th wedding anniversary
on Friday, June 19. They were married on that date in 1937 at Nashville,
Tenn. Mrs. Chrisman is the former Edine Blackford. Mr. Chrisman, a
retired Murray businessman, is tourism director for Murray-Calloway
County (hamber of Commerce.

LAWNS
GARDEN
SALE
Hybrid
Tea Roses

Brigitte Bardot sells items
PARIS (AP) — Brigitte Bardot
got a standing ovation when she
came out of seclusion to sell
jewelry, art, clothing she wore in
films and other belongings at auction to help animals.
"I gave my beauty and my
youth to men," the 52-year-old
Miss Bardot said, "and now I am
giving my wisdom and experience, the best of me, to
animals."
Wednesday's auction raised
about $580,000, exceeding the
$500,000 needed to gain official

non-profit status for the animal
protection foundation that bears
Miss Bardot's name. About 1,100
people gave her a nearly fiveminute standing ovation.
The 1960s sex symbol, who left
public life in 1973, lives as a nearrecluse in Saint-Tropez.
Among the first items sold was a
poster from her 1966 film And
God Created Woman" that fetched
$906. A well-known picture of Miss
Bardot posing on the beach at Cannes in a skimpy bikini brought
$1,151.

Small Container
Trees
8 Different Varietles

Jones Landscaping
I Nursery
407 N. 12th

753-1725
8-5 Mon.-Sat;
1-5 Sun.

glaetTirS

sitmlars
1)()\). \ I( )\X", \II ki.t

SHOE
SALE

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
It's hard work that brings you
results. Rise above minor irritations
and get the job done. Persistence
pays off. Nagging behavior though
brings delays.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
ffi
)
l
You'll have to be firm with a child.
Set limits without getting into an
argument. Let affection help you set
the right example. Be a role model.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You'll need some time by yourself
to get ajob done. Others could get on
your nerves, but don't waste time
quarreling. Extend an invitation to a
co-worker.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
You seem to do better in the social

1‘.

Naturalizer, Shelby, Life Stride, Calico,
Gloria Vanderbilt, Browsabouts, Wimzees, Audition,
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-Coming community events are announced
Thursday,Juse 18
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m at
lodge hall.
Hickory Grove Church of Christ
will have Vacation Bible School at
7 p.m
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church will have Vacation Bible
School at 6:30 p.m.
————
Better Breathers Club will meet
at 7 p.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Men's Stag Night with Joe Pat
Barnett, Bob Barnett, Al Pranger
and Danny Woods in charge will
be at Oaks Country Club.
————
Men's Stag Night with Clyde
Adkins, Tim Miller, Chad Stewart
and Joe Rexroat in charge will be
at Murray Country Club.
————
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m
————
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in third flood
classroom of Educational
Building. First United Methodist
Church. For information call Mar.
tha at 759-4940 or Glen at 435-4143.

Thursday,Joie 111
Regional public hearing to
discuss how Kentucky laws might
be amended to provide for more
effective drug crime law enforcement will be at 7:30 p.m. in
Barkley Room, Curris Center,
Murray State University.
Prepared Childbirth Class will
be at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
"No, No, Nannette" will be
presented by Community Theatre
at 8 p.m. in Playhouse in Murray.
Calloway County Park. For information call 7594752.
————
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizen Center, Benton. For information call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
————
"Summer Showcase" will be
presented at 7:30 p.m. in The
Stables, airris Center, Murray
State University. Admission will
be $3 adults, /2 children 6 to 12 and
free to children under 5.
————
Twin Lakers Antique Car Club
meet at 6:30 p.m. at Gateway
Restaurant, Draffenville

Just Received Fresh Order Frozen Vegetables.
Order NOW Before Heat & Dry
Weather Run Prices High.
—Wholesale & Retail Meat—

GIBSON HAM CO.
On

753-1601
107 N. 3rd St.
Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"

50% Off

Summer

Bargains
•

All S rin & Summer
Merchandise

DOR-MAE
t

Dixieland Center

753:7441

-5

•Itt•tAP't.P.:

r

30%
Entire Stock of
Off

Men's Shoes
•Freeman

•Capezio
& more
Olympic Plaza
Murray
(502)753-9228

famuIy
eIree

Ilouraday,June 111
Carol Poe Group of First Baptist
Church Women will meet at7 p.m
with Martha Parker
————
Friday,Jose lf
West Side Senior Citizens will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Basel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activiUes by senior citizens.
————
Twin Lakers RV Camping Club
will have its monthly campout at
Ke.nlake State Park with Hugh and
Larue Wallace as wagonmasters.
————
Fellowship of Apostolic
Pentecostals will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Lake-Land Apostolic Church.
————
Twilight Golf for men and ladies
will be at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
————
Grace Baptist Church will have
Vacation Bible School at 9 a.m.
————
New Concord Church of Christ
will have Vacation Bible School at
9 a.m.
————
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church will have Vacation Bible
School at 6:30 p.m.
————
Hickory Grove Church of Christ
will have Vacation Bible School at
7 p.m.
t Golf with Rick and
VickljMIller as hosts will be at 5:30
p.m./at Murray Country Club.
————
tional Boy Scout Museum will
be Open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
————
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Wingo from 9 to 11 a.m. and at
Sedalia from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
"No, No, Nanette" will be
presented by Community Theatre
at 8 p.m. in Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park. For information call 759-1752.
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
————
"Summer Showcase" will be
presented at 7:30 p.m. in The
Stables, Curris Center, Murray
State University.
————
Memorial Baptist Church Puppeteers will present a program at
8 p.m. at Piney Campground,
Land Between the Lakes.
————
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Skywalk at 10
a.m. and 2 p.m., Magic of the
Night at 12 noon and 4 p.m. and
Stargazing at 9 p.m. at Golden
Pond Visitor Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
and Farm Fences at 2:30 p.m. at
The Homeplace-1850; LBL
Wildlife at 2 p.m. and Predators at
3:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center.

Lovins and Piercefield vows said
Miss Kelley Lee Loris and
James Ray Piercetield were married on Saturday, May 16, at 4:30
p.m. in the sanctuary of First Baptist Church, Murray.
The bride lithe daughter of Mrs.
Julie Lovins and the late Gene
Lovins of Murray.
Parents of the groom are Mr.
and Mrs. J.T. Piercefield of
Benton.
Dr. Greg Karwood, minister of
the church, officiated at the
ceremony. Music was by Marie
Taylor, organist, Audrey Wilson,
pianist, and Gale Vinson, vocalist.
The altar was centered with a
15-branch candelabrum flanked
by two brass urns containing a
medley of peach, teal green and
sea foam green lilies, cabbage
roses, peonies, lotus, curly willows
and bamboo palms. The unity candle with peach ribbons and peach
apple blossoms was at the altar
along with two spiral candelabra.
The balcony was trimmed with ivy
and peach streamers.
The bride was escorted to the
altar by her brother, Eric Lovins
of Lexington.
Her wedding gown of white silk
taffeta was designed with a Victorian neck with cameo yoke, Victorian sleeves puffed at the
shoulder and fitted lace lower
sleeves. The basque bodice was
overlaid with Alencon lace, seed
pearls and mother of pearl sequins
with a large bow in the back. The
full skirt had a venticon draped
skirt and a row of scalloped lace at
the hem with a cathedral train.
The bride wore a satin floral
headpiece accented with pearl
sprays and pearl strands. Her double layered bridal illusion veil was
sprinkled with seed pearls.
She carried a bridal bouquet of
gardenias, ivy, tea roses and
baby's breath.
Mrs. Jennifer Sosh of GoodlettsvWe, Tenn., sister of the bride,
was matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Patty Lane of
Gilbertsville, sister of the groom,
Kim Adams of Memphis, Tenn.,
and Denise Ellegood of
Cunningham.
Each attendant wore a peach
satin tea length dress. Each carried a bouquet of a giant peach
lotus surrounded by teal green
spring blossoms and peach Alencon lace ribbons.
The flower girls were Ashley

Mr. and Mrs. James Ray Piercefield
Lane and Kirby Lane of Gilbertsville, nieces of the groom. They
wore tea length peach satin
dresses and carried white baskets
decorated with lace and peach ribbons and filled with peach rose
petals.
The groom wore a black tuxedo
with black cummerbund and
ascot. His boutonniere was a white
rose.
Danny Piercefield of Nashville,
Tenn., served as best man for his
brother.
Groomsmen were Todd Surber
of Atlanta, Ga., Byron Ogger of
Lexington and Richard
Piercefield of Florence, cousin of
the groom.
They wore dark gray tuxedoes
with peach cummerbunds and bow
ties and had peach apple blossom
boutonnieres.
Candlelighters and ushers were
Michael Stewart of Princeton and
Todd Gray of Eddyville. They
wore dark gray tuxedoes with
gray cummerbunds and bow ties
and peach apple blossom

Mtiofied beet
(Coned on page 8)
BillOutland
with plaque

Bill Outland, son of Mrs. Estelle
Outland and the late Milton C.
Outland of Murray, was recently
honored at the Kentucky State
Congress of Parent-Teacher
Association convention held in
Ashland.
Outland, principal at Dawsoni
Springs Elementary School, was
named principal of the year for the
second district.
He attended the convention
where he received a plaque identifying him as the top principal of
1986-87 in the second district and a
certificate placing him on the Kentucky PTA's principal's honor
roll.
Outland had earlier received a
Second District PTA life membership award.
Attending the convention with
Outland were his wife, Ruth Ann,
two daughters, Sherida Outland
and Mrs. Francie Ray, one grandson, Chipper Ray, and his mother,
Mrs. Outland.
- The district awards were chosen
by the Arizona State PTA.
Outland and his wife were also

ENGLISH SOLE
Starting As
Low As

1 9" to 40" Screens
Starting At

honored at the Second District
PTA Spring Conference held at
Hanson School.

Willie Nelson
and town mayor
agree on event
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — Willie
Nelson and the mayor of Lincoln,
Neb., say they have agreed to hold
Nelson's Farm Aid III concert in
Lincoln.
After two months of on-again,
off-again negotiations between the
singer and the University of
Nebraska, Nelson said Wednesday
his third benefit concert for
farmers would be Sept. 19 at the
university's Memorial Stadium.
Some problems have been solved but "there's still a couple of
sort of major ones that haven't
been," Nelson said. "I'm being
assured by both sides that
everything will be worked out. ...
It's nice to be wanted."
"Well, we sure want you. And
that's the reason I'm here," Lincoln Mayor Bill Harris told the
singer.
The first Farm Aid concert was
at the University of Illinois. Farm
Aid II was last July 4 near
Nelson's hometown of Austin.

SUMMER SALE
Skirts • Shorts
Blouses • Shoes

$279 $269

Large selection in
consoles, portables, remote
control, 40" projector, & more.
Financing available.
Check out our used VCR's
starting at 11150.

boutonnieres.
Mrs. Carol Bogard of Murray
kept the register.
Directing the wedding was Mrs.
Geneva Giles.
A reception followed at Murray
Country Club with Mrs. Mary
Lawson as director.
The tables were covered in
white linen cloths adorned with
peach satin ribbons, magnolia
leaves and brandy-sniffers containing peach candles.
The three-tiered wedding cake
was decorated in peach and accented with swans, bells and
peach netting.
Punch, nuts, mints, cake, hors
d'oeuvres and various finger foods
were served from silver
appointments.
Serving were Nan Littlepage of
Princeton, Sherry Lemons of
Nashville, Tenn., and Sherry Colley of Murray.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Pierceffeld are now residing at 601
Rollingwood Lane, Nashville,
Tenn. 37217.

Outland named principal
of year for district by PTA

Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
————
Greater Paducah Area Chapter
147 of Parents without Partners
will meet at 8 p.m. in Irvin Cobb
Ballroom, Paducah.

Sae Ends Juno 25th
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We are pleased to announce that Tracy Beach,
bride-elect of Terry Butler,
has selected her bedding
and bath accessories
from our bridal registry.
Tracy and Terry will be
married on July 25, 1987.

JCPenne

y

Chestnut Hots snopp.tvii ent,.
Murray Kentucky
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Riley and Barton vows solemnized at church
Miss Laura Jill Riley and Terry
Bernol Barton were married on
Friday, May 8, at 7 p.m. in a
candlelight ceremony at New
Home Missionary Baptist Church.
Officiating at the double ring
ceremony was the Rev. Glynn
Copeland. Music and vocal selections were by Miss Kathy
Copeland of Paducah.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Um Riley of Kirksey
and the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mn. Rudy Riley of Kirksey, Mrs.
Pat Graves of Brookport, Ill., and
Robert Larimer of Benton. She is
the great-granddaughter of Mrs.
Kathleen Austin of Benton.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mn. Larry Barton of Lynnville.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Gertrude Sturd and the later Bernard
Sturd of Newton, Kan.,and of Mrs.
Lucille Gambill and the late Bernol Barton of Jonesboro, Ark.
The altar was centered with a
15-branch candelabrum decorated
with greenery, dusty rose flowers
and dusty rose satin bows,flanked
by two spiral candelabra. Two
white wicker baskets filled with
mixed spring silk flowers graced
each side of the altar. Family
pews were marked with dusty rose
satin bows entwined with ivy.
The bride was escorted to the
altar by her father and given in
marriage by her parents.
She wore a formal gown of white
taffeta and chantilly lace. The fitted bodice was designed with short
puffed sleeves and a sheer yoke
enhanced by pearled silk floss embroidery. A wide taffeta ruffle
bordered the yoke. The full skirt
featured a cascade of back lace
ruffles that swept gracefully into a
shapel tran. The front of the skirt
was appliqued with Chantilly lace
motifs in a semi-circle design.
Her headpiece was a two tiered
fine illusion veil falling to the
waist line in back and was attached to a Juliet cap of matching
pearled lace.
Her something old were diamond earrings, gift from her
grandmother; her something new,
her wedding gown; something borrowed, a slip from Miss Tina
Baker; something blue, her blue
garter. She had a 1967, year of her
birth, penny in her shoe.
She carried a bouquet of

cascading white carnations,
daisies, dusty rose flowers and
baby's breath entwined with ivy,
dusty rose satin ribbons and
sprays of pearls.
Miss Tina Baker served as maid
of honor. Miss Carma Newsome
was bridesmaid. They were identically attired in dusty rose tea
length dreams with lace overlay
skirts. They carried dusty rose
and white rapes with white ribbon.
The groom wore a gray full
dress tuxedo with white shirt, gray
tie and cummerbund. His boutonniere was a white carnation with
dusty rose center, flanked by
baby's breath and green leaves.
Mark Bailey served as best
man. Groomsman was Shane
Jones. Ushers and candlelighters
were Tim Barton, brother of the
groom, and Stacey Riley. Ragen
Riley, brother of the bride, served
as ring bearer.
The men attendants wore silver
gray tuxedoes with white shirts
and dusty rose ties and cummerbunds. Each wore a single white
boutonniere with dusty rose
center.
The bride's mother wore a dusty
rose crepe dress. The groom's
mother was attired in a shirt waist
dress of white, printed with roses
and trimmed in lace. Each mother
had a white orchid corsage. The
grandmothers and greatgrandmother had corsages of
white roses.
Mrs. Daina Bulkier presided at
the guest register.
Miss Angie Majors, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Majors,
distributed rice bags.
A reception followed in the
fellowship hall of the church.
Serving were Mrs. Laura
Copeland, Mrs. Daina Buhler,
Mrs. Tracy Whitlow, Miss Kathy
Brewer and Miss Ellen Bohannon.
The bride's table was covered
with a whie cloth overlaid with
white lace, draped and caught
with white satin and dusty rose
bows. A flowing fountain was
centered beween a four tiered
wedding cake decorated with
drapes and clusters of dusty rose
roses and rose buds. Staircases
descended to tiered cakes on each
side. Statuette bridesmaid and
groomsman stood on staircases.
The traditional miniature bride

Illolootod Groups of Summar Woar

90 and $20 (Values to S100i
&MIMIC

Scotts Grove Baptist Church, located just north of Murray US
Highway 641 will have a special building dedication service on Sunday,
June 21. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.followed by morning worship at
11 a.m. and a potluck dinner at noon. The Rev. Heyward Roberts,
pastor, invites the public to attend.

North Pleasant plans school
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church will have
Vacation Bible School, starting Monday, June 22, and continuing
through Friday, June 26. Classes for children, age three through the
sixth grade, will be from 8:30 to 11 a.m. at the church, located on Roy
Graham Road off Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road. For transportation call 759-4727 or 753-6311.
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Mr. and Mrs. Terry Bernol Barton
and groom on top of the cake was
specially created for the bridal
couple by Mrs. Marie Tucker of
Kirksey.
Brass candelabra with white
flowers and white tapers stood on
each side of the cake. Punch,
mints and nuts were served from
crystal and brass appointments.
The wedding and reception were
directed by Mrs. Sue Copeland.
After a short wedding trip to
Nashvlle, Tenn., the new Mr. and
Mrs. Barton are residing in
Lynnville.
The bride will be a 1987 graduate
of Murray State University with
an associate degree in business
administration. She currently is
employed in the Department of
Educational Leadership and
Counseling at Murray State.
The groom, a 1981 graduate of
Marshall County High School, is
employed on Barton Farms in
Lynnville.

OPENING
SOON

Ministers to meet June 26

Scotts Grove plans dedication

Special out-of-town guests at
both the rehearsal and wedding
were Mrs. Gertrude Sturd of
Newton, Kan., Mrs. Barbara
James of McPherson, Kan., and
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Mallory of
Williamsburg, Kan.
A buffet supper was hosted by
the groom's parents in the
fellowship hall of the church on the
night of the rehearsal. The bridal
couple presented gifts to their
attendants.
Bridal events given in honor of
the couple include the following:
A personal shower given by Tina
Baker, Daina Buhler and Carma
Newsome at Murray;
A bridal tea hosted by family
and friends at New Home Missionary Baptist Church;
A surprise shower given by
workers in the Office of Department Educational Leadership and
Counseling at MSU at Golden Corral Restaurant, Murray.
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Plum Tree Restaurant
Located 641 N.
(Next to Creative Interiors)

Breakfast Anytime
Hours 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.
753-6353
"Different Lunch Menu Every Day"
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Tank Dresses
(Prints & Solids)
YOUR CHOICE:

I.,

10.99
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FATHER'S DAy

Comfortable&cool
Cotton Knit Tank
Dresses man array
of patterns 8,r
beautifulfashion
colors. S.M.L
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Movies All Day I
Saturday & I
Sunday
Members & Non-Members

II NO LIMIT!NO LIMIT!NO LIMIT!

I Rent 5 Movies 1
I Get 1 FREE! I
s Now In Progress!

I
113-112.„
MADEMOISELLE SHOP I

Over 3,000 Movie Rentals!
Sun
1-5
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Print & Jam Shorts

,
HOME TV & APPLIANCE
Control Shopping C.ontor
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753-7670 753-HOME
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5.99

Reg. To 10.99-Great selection ofstyles. Junior Sizes.
"Nationally Advertised"Swimsuits

25% To 30% Off
OCEAN PACIFIC •SASSAFRASS•DIPPERS * HANG TEN
•COLE OF CALIFORNIA * ROBBY LEN • LA BLANCA

Handbags

7.00

Reg. To 14.99- Great selection of all yourfavorite
styles ofsummer Handbags.

Cotton Knit Tops

9.99

Reg. To 20.99- Novelty Tops infashion colors,stripes
& patterns. S.M.L

Unconstructed Jackets..10.99
Reg. To 23.99- Assortedfashion colors. S.M.L
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Downtown Murray
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Reg. To 26.99

Kory Alan Roach born
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Alan Roach of Rt. 8, Box 15A, Murray, are the
parents of a son, Kory Alan, weighing eight pounds one ounce, measuring 20 inches, boni on Sunday, June 7, at 10:37 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother is the former Tammy Thomas. The father
Is with West Star Motor Sales. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
W. Roach of Murray, Mrs. Gloria Thomas of New Concord and Johnny
Latimer of Atlanta, Ga. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Lucy Roach of
Kirksey, Mrs. Penny Legate of Mayfield and Mrs. Irene Woods and Mrs.
Frankie Starks of Murray.
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Area ministers are invited to attend a special hospital up-date on Friday, June 26, from 9 to 10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
This is planned to familiarize the ministers with the new facilities of the
hospital. Ministers are asked to note the date of June 26 from date listed
In Community Calendar on Wednesday.
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Hair Accessories
Take An Additional

30% Off

Barrettes. Bows,Banana Barettes& Combs.

Central Shopping Center
Murray, KY
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Saturday,June II
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
will have a luncheon at 12 noon at
The Dakota
---Deadline for reservations for
Calloway County High School 1967
Class Reunion on July 11 at Cunls
Center, Murray State University,
has been extended to today. For
Information call 752-4989.
Youth of Calvary Temple will
have a car wash from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. in parking lot of Pizza Hut.
-Boy Scout Troops 45 and 77 will
have an old newspapers only drive
today. For information all 753-3824
or 753-2553.
---Couples Bridge with Willie and
Barbara Williams as hosts is
scheduled at 7:30 p.m. at Oaks
Country Club.
---Hazel Alumni Association will
have its 40th reunion in cafeteria
of Calloway County High School.
Renewing old acquaintances will
start at 6 p.m. with the meal to be
served at 7 p.m.
---"No. No, Nannette" will be
presented by Community Theatre
at 8 p.m. in Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park. For information call 759-1752
---AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p m at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
---National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
---Mid-West Tag Team Title
Wrestling Match will be at 8 p.tn.
at Kenlake Amphitheatre.

Saturday,Jame as
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Breadmaking
at 9:30 a.m. and Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homepiace-1850, Skywalk at 10
a.m and 2 p.m. and Magic of the
Night at 12 noon and 4 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor Center, Hummingbird, Butterfly Gardening at
1 p.m., LBL Wlldlife at 2 p.m and
Night Visula at 8:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center;
Homemade Beverages at 1:30
p.m. at Empire Farm
---Suaday,Jame 21
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry West will be
honored on 25th wedding anniversary with a reception from 2 to 4
p.m. in Fellowship building of
Union Hill Church of Christ.
---Scotts Grove Baptist Church will
have its building dedication today
with worship at 11 a.m. and
potluck dinner at noon.
---Reunion of all relatives of late
P. Colson will be at Shelter No. 1 at
Kenlake State Park. A potluck din.
ner will be at 1 p.m. For information call 753-7497.
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DEAR ABBY - I was saddened by
the letter from your reader whose
canary lost its feet due to tight leg
bands. The saddest part is that this
need not have occurred.
Leg bands on canaries (usually
one on the right leg of the males and
the left leg for females) are a means
of identifying the year the bird was
hatched as well as the identity of
the breeder. It also is proof that the
bird is free from disease and is in
this country legally. Bands are
specifically sized for different species of birds since there is a wide
variety in the size of their legs.
Articles on banding always caution
that in the event of any swelling
unier a leg band, the band must be
removed immediately. The canary
whose owner wrote to you lost its
feet because gangrene set in when
blood circulation was cut off.
We will be happy to provide a free
leaflet on proper leg-banding techniques to any of your readers who
write to us requesting one.
ARTHUR FREUD. AMERICAN
CAGE-BIRD MAGAZINE,
ONE GLAMORE COURT,
SMITHTOWN, N.Y. 11787
DEAR MR. FREUD:(Any relation to the late Sigmund?)
People who are in the business
of selling birds and, therefore,
must “band" them routinely,

Your $
choice
only

175

•-PARKEWS.F.,

Cook's Jewelry
Central Shopping Center
753-1606

Couples Tennis will be at 6:30
p.m. at Murray Country Club.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Skywalk at 10
a.m. and 2 p.m and Magic of the
Night at 12 noon and 4 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor Center; Iron
hickory at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m. and Buttermaking at 2:30
p.m. at The Homeplace-1850;
Homemade Beverages at 2 p.m. at
Empire Farm, LBL Wildlife at 2
p.m. and Herbal Walk at 3 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center.
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CARTER ELEMENTARY Fourth
Graders were gives a preview of
what Murray Middle School will
be for them in 1967-38. The program to familiarise students with
teachers, programs sod buildings
was planned by guidance
counselor Mary Jame Littleton,
John Hinz, MMS principal,
welcomed the students and enter.
By Abigail tainineet
was provided by this
year's fifth graders. Student CounVan Buren cil representatives served as
guides for the group. In top photo,
from left, Bonnie Payne, Tina
Ballard, Sarah Van Dyke, Tracy
Pervine and Amy Borland are
served refreshments. Student
Council representatives pictured
are Joey Bassell and Leigh Ann
Carter.In side photo future middle
should know how to band them scboolers received "Tiger Tags"
humanely. I hope you get a flock from this year's fifth graders who
of requests in response to your are,from left, Noelle Jedan, Anna
offer.
Garland and Amy Bryan.

Wrong Size of Breeding Band
Puts the Squeeze on Pet Birds

Father's Day
Special

Murray

Sunday,Jame 21
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m
--- AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. For information call
753-0061, 762 3399 or 753-7764.
---"No, No, Nannette" will be
presented by Community Theatre
at 8 p.m. in Playhouse in Murray.
Calloway County Park. For information call 756-1752.
----

Summer
Maternity Wear
sizcs 4 thur 46
20-50-75%
Off Regular Price
Mayfield shoppng P127,1
247-8949
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DEAR ABBY: The letter about
the canary who lost its feet because
of too-tight leg bands brought back
painful memories. In your answer
you wisely suggested that a vet
should have been consulted, but in
our case it didn't help.
Some years ago, I had a beautiful
talking budgie — a clever,loving pet
who had a vocabulary of more than
100 words and phrases. My hue'band and I adored him.
One day, when he had just turned
3 years old, I noticed the banded leg
had swollen just above the band. I
took him to the vet who had to
anesthetize him in order to remove
the band. The doctor said, "I wish
these breeders would either use
plastic bands, which are easier to
remove, or use a band large enough
to allow for the growth of the legs."
My poor baby recovered from the
anesthetic and I took him home, but
later that night he became very sick
and finally died lying in my husband's hand. Apparently, a blood
clot had formed due to the restriction of the band,and when the band
was removed, the clot moved and
killed him. We were heartbroken.
It's the only time I ever saw my
husband cry.
Abby, until people who attach
these bands realize-the problem and
try to improve the situation, I would
respectfully suggest to anyone
purchasing a young bird to have the
band removed immediately while it
is still loose on the leg.
STILL MISS HIM
IN VANCOUVER, B.C.

Pleies by Kaye Peebles

DATEBOOK
(Coat'dfrom page 7)

Dexter-Hardin plans school
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church,located on Highway 1824 just
east of US Highway 641 North at Calloway-Marshall County Line, will
have Vacation Bible School starting Monday, June 22, and continuing
through Friday, June 26. Classes for children through the sixth grade
will be from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. On Friday, June 26, at 7:30 p.m. there will
be a program and picnic for all children and their families.

Adult group changes meeting
Adult Great Books Discussion Group has changed its meeting from
fourth Monday, June 22, to fifth Monday, June 29. It will be at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library. Libby Hart will be the discussion leader of
Selections from the Federalist Papers. All those who have read the book
are invited to attend and take part in the discussion.

Maegan Renee Coles born
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy R. Coles of Rt. 4, Murray, are the parents of a
daughter, Maegan Renee, weighing seven pounds three ounces, measuring 194k inches, born on Wednesday, June 17, at 7:57 a.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. They have another daughter, Misty Dawn.
The mother is the former Kathy Bynum. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald L. Coles of Rt 4, Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Bynum of Rt. 3, Murray.

First Baptist plans for school

Vacation Bible School at First Baptist Church, 203 South Fourth St.,
Murray, will be begin Monday, June 22, and close on Friday, June 26.
DEAR ABBY: I am a college Classes for age three through Grade I will be from 9a.m.to 12 noon each
tennis coach. Last month our state day. Classes for Grades 9 to 12 will be from 6:30 to 9 p.m. each evening.
championship fell on the same For transportation call 753-1854.
Saturday as my girlfriend's brother's wedding. The wedding was
scheduled for 4 p.m. at a small
church, which was about a 30Bethel United Methodist Church, located off Highway 94 East on
minute drive from where the tournaBethel Church Road, will have Vacation Bible School, starting Monday,
ment was to take place.
The tournament finally ended at June 22, and continuing through Friday, June 26. Classes for nursery to
3:30 so I decided to drive directly to senior high will be from 6 to 8 p.m. each evening.
the wedding in my tennis clothes.
I arrived at the church door and
asked the mother of the groom (my
girlfriend's mother) if it would be
Chestnut General Baptist Church, located at Chestnut and North
OK if I went into the church and sat Third Streets, Muray, will have revival services starting Monday, June
in the back. I apologized for my 22. The Rev. R.V. McCartney of Los Angeles, Calif., will be the speaker
appearance and explained that I for services starting at 7:30 each evening. The pastor, the Rev. Jerry
had rushed over directly from the Bradford, invites the public to attend.
tennis tournament She didn't say•
word — she just looked at me in
amazement. (I (USW you could say
I was snubbed.)
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jeffrey of Rt. 8, Northwind Trailer Park, MurAbby, I know I wasn't appropriately dressed for the occasion, ray, are the parents of a son, Anthony Scott, weighing six pounds 12
but if I had showered and changed ounces, measuring 19% inches, born on Sunday, June 14, at 5:14 a.m. at
clothes, I would have missed the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Another son is Bobby Ives, 2%. The
ceremony. Was I wrong?
mother, the former Lisa Winchester, is on leave from Food Service at
IN THE DOGHOUSE Murray State University. The father is employed at Fisher-Price Toys.
Winchester of Coldwater and Ms
DEAR IN: Your intentions Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. L.C.
are Mr and Mrs
Great-grandparents
Term.
Memphis,
of
Jeffrey
Ann
were good, but your judgment
Earl Lamb of Stella
was poor.
•••

Bible School to be at Bethel

Chestnut General plans revival

Anthony Scott Jeffrey born
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LOS ANGELES(AP) — Actress
Cybill Shepherd and singer Jose
Feliciano are among 21 celebrities
to be honored with sidewalk stars
on the Hollywood Walk of Fame in
coming months.
The 21 will be added to 1,843
honored since the Walk was introduced 28 years ago, Johnny
Grant, chairman of the Walk committee, said.
Selected in the motion picture
category were Hume Cronyn,
Richard Dreyfuss, Phillip Dunne
and Burgess Meredith. Tim Con.
way, Jack Klugman, The Lennon
Sisters, Miss Shepherd, Ben
Vereen and Bill Stout were picked
in television.
The Andrews Sisters, Chuck
Berry, Feliciano and Labo Schifrin
were selected in the recording
category. Inductees from live
theater included Gene Barry,
Celia Cruz, The Step Brothers and
Debbie Reynolds.
Posthumous awards go to
Mahalia Jackson, Rod Serling and
the Ritz Brothers.
The Hollywood Chamber of
Commerce presents stars to
celebrities after a sponsor
nominates them and pays 23,500

Singer discusses
her stuttering
when a child
NEW YORK (AP) - Pop
music's Carly Simon says she gets
stage fright that goes far beyond
the mere jitters.
"When I was growing up I had
such a terrible stutter that I was
treated like a handicapped child,"
she said in an interview in June
17th editions of The New York
Times.
Last week, she gave her first
public concert in seven years, at
Gay Head, a community at the
southwest of Martha's Vineyard,
and sang 14 songs
There were no signs of fear as
she belted out 16 years of hits
"It's terribly paradoxical,
because I do enjoy doing It," she
said. "But when the anxiety
comes on, the adrenaline is so
strong that it topples me

Water Slide — Rampage — Bumper Boats

A variety offresh siafood
sauteed, broiled,fried, boiled and baked

ml wpgt of Kuttawa
Hwy 012
Exit 40 - 124

Celebrities get
sidewalk stars
on Walk of Fame
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United Way
offers agencies
Calico catalog
The United Way of Murray.
Calloway County is now making
available discount catalogs from
Calico Industries. The Partnership Umbrella, Inc. has recently
entered into an agreement with
Calico that provides a discount of
15 percent off the price of any item
in the catalog for United Ways and
their funded agencies.
"It is a catalog that supplies the
agencies with equipment that they
would need," said Phil Jachowics,
secretary of the local chapter. He
added that Calico has also agreed
to waive all freight charges for
this program.
The eight agencies that are now
being funded through the local
United Way will receive one of the
discount catalogs.
The local organization is also
heavily involved with Gifts-inKind. It is a program that allows
service agencies to receive free
merchandise to help them serve
the community better.
In the past two years, two copying machines and two vacuum
cleaners have been distributed in
the Murray-Calloway County
area. The United Way will soon be
receiving three more vacuum
cleaners that will be distributed to
the Girl Scouts, 4-H, and the
Murray-Calloway County Theater.

DR.Goirr
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Problem isn't
just dandruff
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT - I had a permanent four years ago, and have had a
dandruff problem ever since. I've
tried every type of shampoo, but after
a few hours the flake fountain starts
to erupt. Sometimes I have a little
scabs on my scalp. Any suggestions?
DEAR READER - See a dermatologist. I doubt that the permanent
you had four years ago is the source of
your continuing flaking. Other skin
diseases, such as psoriasis and seborrhea, are more likely. The dermatologist can make a diagnosis and establish treatment.
DEAR DR. GOTT -- I'm having

United Way Executive Secretary Susan Hardin, left, and Public Relations Chairman Judy Stabler present a copy of a Calico catalog which is
being made available to the local United Way and its funded agencies.
The catalogs are filled with equipment that the agency could use for Its
operations such as office equipment and the like. For further information, contact the United Way of Murray-Calloway County.

Bakkers plan to fight for home
TEGA CAY, S.C. (AP) — Tammy Faye Bakker is accusing PTL
of rummaging through her home,
sending her dogs to the pound and
selling her son's go-cart, and says
she wishes the ministry's new
leaders had killed her instead.
A PTL official denied Mrs. Bakker's tearful allegations and said
It was embarrassing to do so.
Mrs. Bakker, wife of deposed
TV evangelist Jim Bakker, vowed
Wednesday to fight a PTL attempt
to evict the couple from the $1.3
million home she claims the
ministry gave them.
Addressing reporters outside
the palatial parsonage she has
called home since 1981, she also
said she and her husband have
started a new ministry.
Despite millions of dollars in
compensation the couple reportedly received from PTL before Bakker stepped aside in March
because of a sex scandal, Mrs.
Bakker said they have only
$37,000.
She also accused PT'L's new
leaders of shredding letters from
PTL contributors and maliciously
burying hundreds of record
albums she recorded, and said she
and her husband have been
"hunted like a scared animal"
since the Rev. Jerry Falwell took
over PTL at Bakker's request.
"I hope that Jerry Falwell and
his family never have to suffer the
way that they've made our family
suffer. I wake up every morning
wishing that they had killed me
and Jim does too. It would have
been much kinder for them just to
have put a bullet in us. But they
didn't and so we're still here."
Falwell's spokesman, Mark
DeMoss, denied the allegations.
"I'm embarrassed, frankly, to
stand here and answer them,"
DeMoss said. "Mrs. Bakker's
books and records remain on sale
at Heritage USA, and the
ministry's new managers have not
entered the home.
"We're talking about an enormous problem with millions and
millions of dollars and she keeps
talking about albums and gocarts."

PTL officials have said it was
the Bakkers' mismanagement
that caused the ministry, saddled
with a $72 million debt, to file for
protection from creditors under
Chapter 11 of the federal
bankruptcy code.
An associate of the Bakkers,
meanwhile, said Wednesday he
resigned as their security chief
after they announced their intention to fight for the home instead of
collecting their belongings.
"I see the war coming, and it
looks like ... unless there's a
miracle it's going to happen," said
Don Hardister, a Bakker associate
for 11 years. "It's going to come to
a showdown and I don't think
either side wants that."
PTL stands for Praise The Lord,
or People That Love.
The Bakkers returned to the
lakefront home near PTL headquarters a week ago from their

home in Palm Springs, Calif.,
where they had been in seclusion
since March.
Mrs. Bakker said she and her
husband will try to talk to PTL
before filing a lawsuit seeking to
keep the house. Asked why they
don't buy the house, she said,
"Well, we don't have any money.
And that's the honest truth."
The couple's new ministry is
called New Convenant Partners,
Mrs. Bakker said. "The reason
that we call it New Covenant is we
made a covenant with our partners, with the PTL partners," the
term for PTL contributors.

trouble with hot flashes, depression,
forgetfulness and general disinterest
in things. I'm 45 and my doctor will
not give me estrogen. He says I have
to live with it. I can't believe that
women have to feel like this in 1987.
DEAR READER - Women don't
have to experience the incapacitating
symptoms of menopause that you describe. The use of estrogen /progestin
hormone combinations should alleviate your difficulties. Although your
doctor may have valid reasons for
withholding treatment - if. for example, there is some medical contraindication to its use - you are entitled to a second opinion. Ask your
doctor for a referral to a gynecologist. By working together, your doctor
and the specialist should be able to
come up with a schedule of hormone
replacement that will enable you to
feel better.
DEAR DR. GOTT -- My daughter,
42, has organic brain syndrome. The
doctor tried to explain AL but 1 guess I
was too shocked to understand. What
is this condition'
DEAR READER - Organic brain
syndrome is a constellation of symptoms that can result from a physical
disorder of brain tissue. The condition
can be acute - such as in alcohol or
drug intoxication
or chronic, as in

CJ's Casual
Furniture

V

Indoor/Outdoor

416

Leisure Furniture
and Cushions

V

Gli

PVC "Furniture Grade" Pipe
For.. Lawn, Patio, Pool,
Sunroom, Basement or Deck

V

ERLANGER, Ky. (AP) — A
young truck driver and employees
of nearby businesses have been
praised by police after helping
capture a bank robbery suspect
Wednesday.
Police praised the actions of
Guy Schmitz, 22, of Bromley, who
called police after he spotted a
man forcing a woman into the
door of the Columbia Federal Savings & Loan Association branch
bank.
When the robbery suspect fled
across Dixie Highway and through
the Tate Builders Supply Co.,
across the Southern Railroad
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Vacation Bible School
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First Baptist Church
203 South 4th Street
June 22-26
9:00-12:00 a.m. — Age 3 through Grade
8
6:30-9:00 p.m. — Grades 9-12
For Transportation Call 753-1854
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SEARS Catalog Bel-Air Center, Murray
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tracks and through back yards,
others tracked him and told police
of his course.
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Alzheimer's disease, lead poisoning or
hardening of the arteries Patients
with organic brain syndrome tend to
lose higher functioning: judgment, recall, memory,emotional balance and
perceptions of themselves and the
world around them
Certain forms of organic brain syndrome are treatable and curable for example, those caused by intoxication. Other types, unfortunately,
are not. Therefore, your daughter
needs to have a precise diagnosis
made In my opinion, the investigation should be coordinated by a neurologist (a nerve specialist) and may
involve psychological testing, a CT
scan and blood tests, in addition to a
thorough neurological examination.
You shouldn't be satisfied with the
general diagnosis of organic brain
syndrome when a more specific cause
for your daughter's illness could be
discovered
and
her
condition
rectified.
Dr Gott's new Health Report on
IRRITABLE BOWEL SYNDROME
explains the symptoms and management of this common problem Send
$1 and your name and address to 1'0
Box 91428, Cleveland, OH 44101-3428
Be sure to mention the title

Truck driver helps capture suspect
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"I want to tell our partners that
we love you more than anything in
the whole world," she said. "We
miss you. I don't know how God is
going to work this whole thing out.
But I know somewhere he has a
great plan."

FATHER'S DAY
SALE
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Government says 27 towns near Chernobyl- are uninhabitable
KIEV, U.S.S.R. (AP) — The
government has called off (Neonlamination work in 77 towns near
the Chernobyl nuclear plant, judging them too dangerous for people
to inhabit in the foreseeable
future, an official said.
Two other towns in the 18-mile

danger zone have returned to normal more than a year after the
region's devastating nuclear accident, and 16 towns have been
decontaminated but still lack
public services,said Konstantin T.
Furrow. He is deputy chairman of
the Kiev regional government

Mier

committee in the Ukraine. The remainder of the 59 towns and
villages evacuated after the April
36, 19116 disaster will be gradually
repopulated, he said.
"There are 77 populated points
that will not be resettled in the
foreseeable future," Fursov told a
group of Moscow-based reporters.
He said that among those areas
was Pripyat, home to more than
50,000 people before the explosion
that rocked the No. 4 Chernobyl
reactor and released a cloud of
radioactive gas that killed 31
Soviets and circled the world.

Fursov said two cities,
Cheremoshnya and Nevitskoye,
had come back to life, with
schools, stores and public
transportation functioning normally. Another deputy chief of the
regional government, Anatoly
Duda, said the two towns account
for only about 500 of the evacuees.
Residents have trickled back to
another 16 towns, said Fursov.
"People are returning there
without permission, mostly elderly people," Fursov said during a
meeting with reporters at the
regional government head -

Goetz is silent to news media
start

frooltbe

ECHO. WHEN YOU'RE A LITTLE

1111 First
Father's Day
Specials!
IMPATIENT LIKE I AM

TRIM TOUGH
JOBS DOWN TO SIZE
• top value-The right
Combination of price &
performance
• semi-auto cutting line head
• lightweight but powerful
211 CC engine
• Pro-Fire' electronic ignition
for quick, easy starts

NEW YORK (AP ) — Bernhard
Goetz, once talkative in the troublea months after he shot four
youths on a subway train in 1984, is
now virtually silent to the news
media
While reporters and
photographers camped out by the
front and back doors of his
Manhattan apartment building,
hoping for a comment or a glimpse, he remained in seclusion,
choosing not to comment after
Tuesday's acquittal on attempted
murder and assault charges.
He told reporters who telephoned him that his lawyer. Barry Slotnick had told him not to make
statements
Now is not the time to talk,"
Goetz told WNYW-TV in his first

comments to the news media since
the verdict.
"I feel that some people in the
media are distorting this," Goetz
told WPIX-TV in a telephone conversation. "I think they are acting
In the interest of the media, and
not in the interest of society or the
truth."
The only clues to Goetz's frame
of mind following the verdict — in
which he was convicted only of a
single gun possession charge —
came in brief remarks passed
along by those closest to him during the seven-week trial.
"I'm glad it's over," Goetz was
quoted as saying to the limousine
driver who sped him from the
courthouse Tuesday. "The last
two years have been hell."

Commission approves long-term beds
FRANKFORT, Ky.(A?) — The
Commission for Health
Economics Control approved 111
new long-term care beds at its
meeting Wednesday.
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The commission took the-following actions for the West Kentucky
area:
Christian County
Approved a request by Christian
Health Center of Hopkinsville to
convert four intermediate care
beds to personal care. No cost was
Included in the project.
Hickman County
Approved a request by ClintonHickman Personal Care Facility
of Clinton to renovate the closed
portion of the former hospital and
add 10 personal care beds. Cost of
the project was estimated to be
$8,900.
McCracken County
Approved a request by Residential Care Center of Paducah to
establish a 60-bed personal care
facility in an existing structure at
a cost of 3780,000.

quarters in Kiev. "Conditions
there are safe, but the social services are not ready yet."
The reporters, on a trip nubed and controlled by the Soviet
Foreign Ministry, visited the new
village of Tavriya, built last year
to house 305 lamb, evacuated
from the "Path of Communism"
collective farm 17 miles from the
accident site.
Identical pink brick houses lined
three dusty streets that stretched
betweeen the old village of Kolonshchina and the flat farmland of
the new collective farm.

Many of the evacuees told
reporters they were satisfied with
their new home but would prefer
to live in the towns and villages
where they grew up and raised
their children.
Fursov said 52 new towns like
Tavriya have been built in the
Kiev region, but he 'lid not say how
many evacuees have been housed
In them.
Officials have said 135,000 people were evacuated from the northern Ukraine and southern
Byelorussia after the Chernobyl
accident.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
"0 human race' Born to ascend on
wings.
Why do ye fall at such a little
wind?"
— Dante
South has several ways to fail at
today's slam but only one way to
succeed. Small wonder that many
duplicate declarers failed to score
12 tricks.
The quickest way to defeat is for
South to win dummy's heart king
and to take a losing trump finesse.
West wins and returns a trump. and
its now impossible for South to maneuver 12 tricks.
A slower way to failure is to
choose the best line of play but fail
to execute it properly. Quite a few
fell for this reason.
The best line of play is to assure
oneself of eight trump winners.
These, together with three side-suit
aces and one king will total 12
tricks. Obviously a crossruff is the
best way to win eight trump tricks.
South should win dummy's heart
king and cross to his ace of clubs. On
his heart ace, he discards dummy's
last club and starts the crossruff. He
ruffs a low club in dummy, cashes
the spade ace and ruffs a spade with
a low trump. South ruffs his last
heart in dummy and ruffs another
spade. this time with his ace of
trumps.(Many Souths lost the slam
by ruffing low, with West overruffing and returning a trump.) A third
club is ruffed in dummy and a
fourth round of spades is ruffed with
the king of trumps. South's last club
is ruffed in dummy and South is left
with the J-9 of trumps and no sidesuit losers. West then gets his high
trump and South gets his wellearned slam.

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH sill A
•A J 10 9 8 7
K
•10 8 7 6
+42
WEST
EAST
+52
•K Q 6 4
V 10 9 7 5
V Q 86 4 2
•Q 5 2
•3
4K J 8 7
+963
SOUTH
•3
AJ3
•A K J 9 4
4 A Q 105
Vulnerable Both
Dealer South
The bidding
South West
North East
1•
Pass
1•
Pass
Pass
3+
Pass
3•
Pass
3 NT
Pass
4•
4
Pass
4
Pass
6•
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead Heart 10
BID WITH THE ACES
6 IS B

South holds

North
1 NT

•K Q 6 4
Q864 2
•3
+963
South

ANSWER: Two clubs If South responds two diamonds (no major),
bid two hearts and expect to play
there (non-forcing Stayman) If
North bids a major, South can raise
to invite game
Send bridge questions to The Aces. P ii Bon
12363. °atlas. Texas 23225 with sell-addressed
stamped envelope for reply
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27" Diagonal

Model iSC2725H

ReceiverlMonitor with Remote Control
A contemporary look that is sweeping and dramatic. MIS
Stereo Sound System. Receiver/Monitor with direct video
and audio input kicks for VCR's, video discs or video
comeros. Richly grained wood veneers on top & sides are
framed by hardwood solids Honey Oak finish. Full recessed
swivel base in matching finish. Cushion glide.

92995
19" Diagonal

Model ISC1911W

with Remote Control
Streamlined Elegant Design. Handsomely crafted compact
style to complement your special room. Righly-grained
Spartan walnut finish on top and sides, with silver ond charcoal black color accents.

37995
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19" Diagonal Model •C1910B
Form and function combine in this attractive color TV to
make it the perfect choice for your interior. Compact
cabinet has an Etruscan Bronze Metallic color on top and
sides with block and brushed aluminum color accents
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288°°
HOME TV & APPLIANCE
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Central Shopping Contor
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Kentucky News In Brief
LOUISVD,LE,Ky.(AP) — Louisville radio station WHAS has won the
1987 Edward R. Murrow Award, a distinguished honor in broadcast
journalism.
The award, presented by the Radio-Television News Directors
Association, is given to the radio station that displays the most outstanding overall news coverage and presentation, said RTNDA spokesman
Joe Tiernan.
"Other awards tend to single out individual achievement, but this is
something that everyone shares in because the Marrow is based on a
whole year's programming by the news department," VVHAS news
director Brian Rublein said Wednesday after he learned of the honor.
"The judges, in giving the award this year, talked about the station's
'exemplary ongoing commitment to news programming," he said.
The stations first compete in 14 regions and then the winner is chosen
from the regional winners, Tiernan said. Rublein said other regional
winners included KNX in Los Angeles, KMOX in St. Louis, WC00 in
Minneapolis and KDKA in Pittsburgh.
ViHAS also won the Murrow award in 1983, and this year captured its
second consecutive George Foster Peabody Award.
BOWLING GREEN,Ky.(AP) — The identities of the four victims of a
plane crash earlier this week near Bowling Green have been released,
but the cause of the crash is still being investigated, state police said.
Trooper Jackie Strode of the Bowling Green post identified the pilot as
Ken Racich, 22, of Munster, Lnd., and the passengers as Louis Inglese,
44, of Riverdale, Ill., his son, Mark, 13, and Rick McCasland, 21, of
Chicago Heights, Ill.
Strode said the identifications were confirmed through dental records
and X-rays.
The crash occurred shortly after 9 p.m. CDT Monday about 3 miles
northwest of Bowling Green airport, Strode said Wednesday.
He said flight plans for the six-passenger, single-engine Cessna called
for it to go to Lansing, Ill., near Chicago. The plane had stopped in Bowling Green for refueling.
Minutes after the plane refueled, it sputtered, started up again, sputtered and crashed, bursting into flames near a park, Strode said.
Deputy Warren County Coroner Kevin Kirby said six people traveled
from Illinois to Florida on the plane. Two people left the plane and picked up a car one of them owned.
Then all six headed home — two in the car and four aboard the plane,
Kirby said. The two in the car were not identified.
RICHWOOD, Ky.(AP) — The body of 19-year-old Edgewood woman,
who had been shot in the chest, has been discovered in a wooded area
behind a mobile home park.
"It appears we have a homicide," Boone County Detective Maj. Don
Stamper said Wednesday. "She was discovered last night (Tuesday) at
approximately 11:45 p.m. We suspect she hadn't been there long."
Deputy Boone County Coroner Doug Stith said the victim had been
Identified as Mary Christine Huser.
An autopsy determined that she had died as the result of a single
"high-velocity gunshot wound to the chest," he said.
Staper said the victim, who had asthma problems, lived at home with
her parents and was unemployed.
————
NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) — A 60-year-old man accused of raping his
10-year-old granddaughter and recording it on video tape has pleaded innocent to rape and sodomy charges handed down by a Campbell County
grand jury.
John S. Thompson is accused of assaulting his granddaughter between
July 1 and Dec. 31, 1986, and in February 1987.

Gannett flagship reports
first profitable month
WASHINGTON(AP) — USA Today, the national newspaper with
a distinctive blue and white logo,
turned its first profit six months
ahead of schedule, according to
Gannett Co. executives.
Founded nearly five years ago,
USA Today recorded a $1.09
million profit for May. In April,
the paper lost $899,999.
Gannett Chairman Allen H.
Neuharth told a news conference
Tuesday that the figure for the
month "confirms that USA Today
Is here to stay, if, Intact, there has
been any lingering doubt about
that."
John J. Curley, Gannett president, said the newspaper was in
the black six months ahead of the
projections that the company had
made when USA Today was launched in September 1982.
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He predicted the newspaper's
average daily circulation would
top 1.6 million for the six-month
period ending Sept. 30. Curley said
USA Today's circulation hit 2.1
million for the May 22 edition, the
highest figure in the paper's
history.
In a joint statement, Neuharth
and Curley said, "We expect the
summer months, when business
normally is slower, to be
marginally unprofitable. In the
fall quarter of 1987, indications
point to a meaningful profit."
Neuharth said Gannett orginally
anticipated USA Today would lose
about $30 million this year and
record its first monthly profit
toward the end of 1987.
"We now expect to do considerably better than that," he
said.
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The man's granddaughter lived in Clermont County, Ohio,east of Cincinnati, at the time of the alleged offenses. He has been charged in that
Ohio county for similar offenses.
The child's mother, Tammy Fancher, has been charged with complicity, after police seized videotapes and gathered evidence Indicating
she allegedly filmed the sex acts between the grandfather and
granddaughter.
Thompson remained in the Campbell County Jail in lieu of $50,000 bail.
A pretrial hearing was scheduled June 26 before Campbell Circuit Judge
George Muehlenkamp.
NEW ALBANY,Ind.(AP — The body of Kentucky man who drowned
In the Ohio River near the K & I Terminal Railroad Bridge has been
recovered by New Albany police, officials said.
Police said the body of Paul Smith, 38, of Annville, Ky., was found at
the foot of the Jaycee boat ramp at 7:30 a.m. Wednesday. Smith drowned Tuesday night, police said.
Floyd County Coroner Phyllis Kaiser confirmed the cause of death.
Police said Smith and two other people were bathing in the river when
Smith walked farther out about 9 p.m. Tuesday.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A federal grand jury has indicted a
Somerset police officer on charges of beating a man while arresting him
last January.
The indictment, issued Wednesday,says Patrolman Brian Boclair, 25,
"did willfully strike, beat and assault" Ronnie D. Ard, depriving Ard of
his constitutional rights and due process of law.
Boclair arrested Ard, also of Somerset, for public intoxication and
disorderly conduct. Ard was later charged with resisting arrest, damaging a police car and assault.
Somerset Police Chief David Gilbert said Wednesday that Roelair has
been reassigned to the job of dispatcher pending outcome of the case and
an internal investigation.
The charge of violating Ard's rights is a misdemeanor and carries a
maximum penalty of one year in prison, a $1,000 fine, or both, upon
conviction.
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) — The owners of a Richmond tavern have filed a $1.7 million lawsuit against several city officials claiming the officials conspired to manipulate and control the tavern business in
Richmond.
The suit was filed Tuesday in U.S. District Court in Lexington by
William and Kenneth Lincon, who operate J. Sutter's Mill.
Named as defendants in the suit are Mayor Earl Baker, police Chief
Russell Lane, former police Chief Walter Howell, City Attorney Robert
Moody, City Manager Nina Poage and four members of the Richmond
City Commission.
The Luxons contend in the suit that their business has been harassed
by Richmond police and that it has been singled out and issued a high
number of "improper and baseless citations."
The Luxons also said police selectively enforced the city's liquor law
to protect certain taverns from criminal prosecution. They contend the
conspiracy began in April 1980 and still continues.
The Luxons seek to recover $335,000 in lost profits, $194,500 for damage
to business reputation, $230,000 in future lost income, $23,960 in attorney
fees and $1 million in punitive damages.
Moody said Tuesday that he could not comment on the allegations in
the suit.
The Luxons also ask for a jury trial.
COVINGTON, Ky. (API — An Internal Revenue Service employee
will be arraigned Friday on a nine-count indictment that charges her
with destroying tax documents at the IRS tax processing center in
Covington.
Federal authorities said the employee, Patricia Ann Van Over, 47. of
Cincinnati, has worked nearly 23 years for the IRS.
The indictment charges her with destroying documents dealing with
queries about individuals' Social Security taxes, said James Zerhusen,
an assistant U.S. attorney.
He said there appeared to be no pattern to what documents were
destroyed and no evidence that their destruction would have resulted in

Social Security
station schedule
listed for area
The Social Security Administration in Mayfield has announced its
station schedule for July through
September.
Social Security officials will be
In Murray at the Robert 0. Miller
Courthouse Annex at 201 South 4th
Street. The dates, each scheduled
for 10 a.m. to 12 noon, will be July
7, 14, 21, 28; August 4, 11, 18, 26;
and September 1, 8, 15, 22, and 29.
The officials will also be stopping in Fulton and Hickman counties. The Fulton dates are July 20,
August 17 and September 21. The
Hickman dates are July 13 and 27,
August 10 and 24, and September
14 and 28.

personal gain.
"It's strange. It makes no sense," he said.
Ms. Van Over was indicted last week by a federal grand jury. She
faces up to three years in prison and a $2,000 fine on each charge if
convicted.
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's Cabinet for Human Resources
received a $3.085 million family planning grant from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services on Wednesday.
Cabinet spokesman Brad HUghes said the money is the annual state
grant, which will be distributed to local health departments. Last year's
grant was for $2.902 million.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP — The Public Service Commission is seeking bids for a management audit of General Telephone Co. as a part of
the continuing review of the state's largest utilities.
About 40 consulting firms have been invited to submit bids for the
audit, which is scheduled to begin Aug. 17.
Beyond routine items such as cost containment plans and structure,
the commission specifically wants the audit to review the company's
planning policies and quality of service.
General Telephone serves about 295,000 customers in Kentucky.
MOUNT STERLING, Ky.(API — A Bath County man was sentenced
Wednesday to 12 years in prison for conspiracy to murder a circuit
judge.
Judge Stephen Frazier sentenced Kenneth Hatton of Owingsville for
conspiracy to murder Circuit Judge James Richardson, also of Owingsville. Hatton was convicted May 26 and the jury had recommended a
12-year term.
Christine Stacy of Owingsville, also named in the original indictment,
was found innocent. Hatton, who has 10 days to file an appeal, remained
in the Bath County jail.
TAYLORSVII
Ky.(AP) — A circuit judge has refused to reduce a
$50,000 bond for Glen Myles, the Louisville man charged with murdering
Cindy Williams of Mount Washington.
Judge Harold Saunders did lower the $50,000 bond for William Gilkey,
32, who is charged with complicity in Ms. Williams' death, to $35,000 on
Tuesday. He is accused of helping dispose of the body.
Myles, 33, was arrested in March after Williams' remains were found
near Elk Creek in Spencer County. Ms. Williams, 19, had disappeared
Jan. 14, 1988.
No trial date has been set.
CINCINNATI(AP) — A $10 million lawsuit brought against the city of
of Providence in Webster County and its police department by a convicted kidnapper and rapist has been thrown out of court.
Robert Mason of Louisville, 37, had his lawsuit dismissed in the the
U.S. 6th Circuit Court of Appeals at Cincinnati. He had contended that
his civil rights were violated and that a conspiracy was set up against
him in his 1982 conviction for kidnapping and raping a Providence
Woman.

In its decision, the appeals court said Mason could not initiate a civil
rights lawsuit until it could be proved that his conviction was wrongfully
rendered.
The lawsuit was filed in March 1985. Mason is serving 20 years for
rape and 15 years for kidnapping.
GUERFtANT, Ky.(AP) — Breathitt County officials say it will take a
few days to determine the cause of a fire earlier this week that
destroyed Highland Elementary School in Guerrant.
The one-story, wooden schoolhouse was still smoldering Tuesday,
delaying investigators for two or three days, said Lee County Fire Chief
Frank Kincaid.
Kthcald said he and 15 Lee County volunteers arrived late Monday
night to assist Breathitt County firefighters, whose only truck is out of
commission.
The fire started about 11 p.m. in the lobby near the front door and the
principal's office, he said.
Officials have not ruled out arson.

Imagine...
cool, blue water, the
warmth of the sun,
the lakes and rivers
that lure you to
adventure. Imagine...
the pure pleasure you,
your family, and
friends can have with
a pure pleasure craft.
Imagine... it on a
Flote-Bote" .

"Relaxing Vibration Massage with Soothing Sauna"
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The Vibrosaun Body ConcUtioner laths newest concept in the beauty and
health industry today. Boothe your aching muscles and pains, increase your
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Moderates unhappy as Southern Baptist Convention ends

.

•

ST. LOUIS tAPt — The
Southern Baptist Convention
winds up its 130th annual meeting
today without achieving the unity
that its leaders had sought.
With conservatives firmly in
control of the 14.6 million-member
denomination after nine years of
struggle and a controversial
Peace Committee report passed
handily, there were still murmurs
of dissent among moderates. The
dissenters have bridled at what
they see as fundamentalists' efforts to freeze moderates out of
positions on boards in the SBC's 26
agencies and seminaries.
The moderates are also unhappy
that the Peace Committee was
granted three more years of activity to monitor compliance with
its 10 recommendations
The committee originally had 22
members, but one, Winfred
Moore. of Amarillo, Texas, a
former first vice president of the
SBC, resigned moments after the
report. a product of two year's

•

work, was accepted by a show of extends the life of the committee, consecutive one-year term Theshands Tuesday night
"has transformed the Peace Com- day, were openly identified with
Moore said Wednesday that he
mittee into an investigatory, en- the leaders of the inerrantist
found it "impossible to continue" forcement committee for docmovement within the
because of the changed nature of trinal uniformity."
denomination
the committee's work
The issue of interpretation of the
Charles G Fuller of Roanoke,
'As I have stated at the end of Scriptures has been the focus of
Va , chairman of the Peace Comour meeting in St. Louis, I do not the two sides' disagreement. The
mittee, defended the work of the
believe the committee should be peace report included statements
committee Wednesday and said
continued as an 'oversight' or affirming the conservative view
its mandate to oversee denomina'police' committee to monitor or that the Bible is inerrant and
tion institutions does not give it
judge the work of our institutions leaves no room for broader inter"policing" powers over
and agencies, their trustees and pretation of any of its passages.
our trustee system," Moore said.
Crouch, flanked by other seminaries and other agencies. He
He said he felt his truthfulness members of the Alliance, told a said that It should be viewed as
and integrity would be at stake if news conference that the report "an interruption" of normal
'presents a clear double standard 'denomination procedure and said
he continued on the committee
A recently organized group of in that the individual freedom of the committee may disband
before its mandate expires in 1990.
moderate-conservative Southern denominational employees will
Fuller also took exception to
Baptists protested the committee not be protected or ensured, while
report Wednesday, saying that it no restrictions are placed on other
"violates the heart of what it Baptists. such as pastors, church
means to be a Baptist, namely. members and convention
religious liberty "
officers."
The leader of the Southern BapHe said that two-thirds of the aptist Alliance, the Rev. William pointments of SBC president
Henry Crouch of Charlotte, N.C., Adrian Rogers, a conservative
A representative from the
said Recommendation 10, which who was re-elected to a second
Mayfield Social Security office
will be in the Murray Courthouse
Annex on Tuesday from 10 a.m,
until noon.
A person should contact Social
Different Sale Items in Different Stores,
Security:
But All Stores Are Loaded With Budget
• Before getting his or her first
Pleasers, Many Not Mentioned Here
job, because a Social Security
Hurry in Today for Best Selection!
number is required to get proper
DISCOUNTS OFF NEWLIN PIK/S kit0 APIN.I TO SILIC110 ITINIS
Social Security credit for earnings. Employers are required to
examine a person's Social Security card. Be sure to apply for a
number at least two weeks before
it will be needed.
• After a death in the family to
see if survivor benefits can be
paid.
• When someone in the family is
disabled, to find out if disability
benefits can be paid.
• At retirement — at 65 for full
,1"-rate benefits or as early as 62 for
/
_
reduced benefits. Sign up for
Medicare two to three months
before 65 even if there are no plans
for retirement.
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Let us install continuous
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special equipment.

• Anyone with a question or with
a report to make prior to the
representative's visit to the cour-

LONDON (AP) — The London
Hospital Medical College says it
will not sell the skeleton of John
Merrick, the so-called Elephant
Man, to Michael Jackson no matter how much the American pop
star offers.
College secretary David Edwards said Wednesday that the
college had rejected the 28-yearold Jackson's original $500,000 offer and would also reject his second offer of $1 million.
"There is a very strong feeling
that it would be quite wrong on
ethical grounds to sell John Merrick's remains for money," Edwards said.
The British domestic news agency Press Association said the
singer has reportedly stated he is
determined to acquire the
skeleton for his private museum.
The agency said Jackson is
reportedly creating a "chamber of
horrors" at his Los Angeles home.
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*Vinyl and Aluminum Siding
*Replacement Windows
*Shutters *Columns
*Storm Windows and Doors
*Canopies and Awnings

ASPHALT PAVING
• Streets

• Roadways
•Shopping Centers
• Parking Lots
• Residential
Subdivisions

*FREE ESTIMATES
REYNOLDS
ALUMINUM

FREE ESTIMATES

362-8661

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
802 Chestnut St., Murray

ASPHALT PLANTS IN
PADUCAH-MAYFIELD-LAKE crrr

Business: (502) 753-8181
Home: (5021 753-0634

Spring Cleaning Time is Here!
Have your:
'Trucks-Large or Small
'Farm Eauipment
'Store Fronts
'Painting-Let us wash it first

'House Trailer
'Pontoon Boat
'Motor Home or Camper
'Building-Metal or Brick

Professionally washed by:

Ashley's
Mobile Washing Inc.
4th St. & Chestnut
Murray
753-0698 or 753-0897
You can comp to us, or wo can corns to you.
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Steak House
Hwy. 79
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with items includin5 deformed
skulls, skeletons and a library of
medical books on strange
diseases.
Merrick was dubbed the
Elephant Man because of his terrible deformities stemming from a
twisted spine and huge lopsided
skull. He died in 1900 and his remains were later acquired by the
college.
The 1980 American-made film
"The Elephant Man" won high
praise from critics for its
penetrating and sympathetic
depiction of his life.
Edwards said the skeleton is not
on public display. He said even
medical researchers must give a
good reason before they are allowed to see it, but that Jackson was
allowed to see it several years ago
after becoming fascinated by the
film.
He said the college had no idea
then that Jackson would want to
buy the skeleton.

MOSCOW (AP ) — A retired
New York state educator flew a
single-engine plane adorned with
American flags into Moscow's
Sheremetyevo Airport today on a
"friendship flight" from the
United States.
Pilot Millard Harmon, 61, touched down in his red-and-white
Beechcraft 36 at 1:40 p.m. local
time, 41 hours and 31 minutes after
leaving Washington. The flight
plans had been cleared in advance
with Soviet authorities.
"I think we need a few more
friendship bridges between
Moscow and Washington, and
that's why I flew here," said Harmon, who landed under gray skies
In a light rain.

Model 20 by Realistic
irr

thouse may telephone the
Mayfield Social Security office at
247-8095

Retired educator
flies into Moscow
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Unanimously re-elected were
Lee Porter of Nashville, Term.,
SBC registration secretary, and
Recording Secretary Martin
Bradley, also of Nashville.
The 25,000 Southern Baptists
were to end their meeting today
after hearing a talk by evangelist
Billy Graham and final reports
from a number of seminaries and
agencies

Hospital refuses pop star Jackson's
offer to buy Elephant Man skeleton

20%to44% 12% to 53%
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Texas.
Victor M. Kaneubbe. a Choctaw
Native American and retired
pastor of the First Indian Baptist
Church in Phoenix, was elected second vice president of the
denomination, defeating four
other nominees.

Social Security rep to be here

Radio Thaek

•

suggestions that some committee
members "lacked courage" to
stand up for their convictions inside the panel
"I do not know of a sanctified
wimp in the entire lot," Fuller
said
In other action in a shortened
session Wednesday, messengers
to the convention gave narrow approval to plans to hold the 1989
convention in Las Vegas. Some of
the delegates had argued that Las
Vegas, with its open gambling and
prostitution, was not an "appropriate" site for the SBC.
Next year's meeting of the SBC,
which is the largest non-Catholic
denomination in the United States,
is scheduled for San Antonio,

this ad) $200
off
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American reporter
missing in Lebanon
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP —
American journalist Charles
Glass is missing and feared kidnapped in a Syrian-policed suburb
of Moslem west Beirut, security
sources said Thursday.
The sources, speaking on condition of anonymity, said Glass
disappeared before noon Wednesday as he was traveling back to
Beirut from Sidon, provincial
capital of south Lebanon.
If confirmed, it would be the
first abduction of a Westerner in
Lebanon since Syria sent 7,500
troops to west Beirut on Feb. 22 to
quell factional fighting.
Glass is a veteran ABC correspondent who quit four or five
months ago and is believed to be
working on a book about the Middle East,
One source, speaking on condition of anonymity, said Glass was
kidnapped by gunmen who intercepted him in a chauffeurdriven car in Beirut's suburb of
Otuai, a stronghold of Iranianbacked Shiite Moslem extremists
The area is policed by the Syrians
No claim of responsibiity has
been made in his disappearance
Eight Americans are among 24
foreigners missing after being kidnapped in Lebanon in the past two
years. Also missing is Anglican
Church envoy Terry Waite, who
disappeared in Lebanon while on a
mission to negotiate the release of
hostages.
No group has claimed responsiblity for Waite's disappearance
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Direct deposit has advantages
Residents of the western Kentucky area who receive Social
Security benefits can reap several
advantages by taking put in the
direct deposit program and have
their checks deposited in an account in a financial institution,
Bettye W. Williams, Social Security district manager in Paducah,
said recently.
Checks are sent directly to a
checking or savings account in a
bank, savings institution, credit
union, or other financial institution, rather than to the person's
home.
Some advantages are:
• A person does not have to be
home to get the check. The money
will be immediately available in
an account.
• There is no worry about the
check being lost or stolen.
• There is no need to stand in
line to cash or deposit the check.
•It is safer to keep money in an
account rather than at home or on
one's person.
• A checkbook provides a written record for keeping track of
one's money.

•To arrange for direct deposft, a
person should complete direct
deposit form SF-1188A. The form
can be obtained at any financial
Institution. A person's Social
Security check contains all the information necessary to complete
the form. A person should check to
make sure bow the institution will
handle the account.
It is very important for people
with direct deposit to continue

notifying Social Security of any
address change so they will
receive any notices sent about
their benefits.
For more information about
direct deposit, contact either the
Paducah Social Security office
located on 548 Lone Oak Road,
telephone 443-7508: or the
Mayfield Social Security office
located on U.S. Highway 45 North,
telephone 247-8005.
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Movies i .00 each
Rent 3 or more & keep 'til Mont:lay
VCR Rental $4.00 per day
*Coupon good for rent 1 movie for

1.50

PRICES GOOD THRU JULY 11
(regular weekday price l

Good Mon -Thurs. Only

and get 1 FREE
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AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL
SOUTHERN STATES DEALER
14GO
LISP

Expires 6/30/87
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roadblock set
The Tennessee Highway Patrol
will conduct a drunken-driver
roadblock Friday in Henry County
In cooperation with the Henry
County Sheriff's Department.
The roadblock is in conjunction
with a new Tennessee patrol
policy which calls for a roadblock
In one of the 11 Jackson area counties once a month.
According to the patrol's
records, already this year there
have been 54 alcohol-related accidents in Henry County,including
three fatalities.

SEC chief faces
a difficult task
on Wall Street
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
man chosen to head the Securities
and Exchange Commission, an
academic who has studied the cutthroat world of securities fraud,
must put his theories to work on
the biggest Wall Street scandals
since the Great Depression.
President Reagan announced
Wednesday he will nominate
David S. Ruder, former dean of
Northwestern University's law
school, to be chairman of the fivemember commission that
oversees securities markets.
Ruder, now a law professor at
the Evanston, Ill., university, will
succeed John Shad, who launched
the SEC investigation that hit arbitrageur Ivan Boesky with a $100
million fine and is still toppling
Wall Street traders like dominos.
Maintaining the momentum of
that investigation will be Ruder's
biggest challenge at the SEC.
He told reporters at the White
House that he is ready and expects
to pursue the investigations for a
long time to come.
"As long as there are people,
there will be people that have
criminal motives," Ruder said.
"Insider trading will be a problem
for years to come, and it needs to
be addressed."
But Ruder also said he thinks
the SEC is "doing a great deal" to
combat inside trading and is "on
the right track."
Reagan described Ruder, 58, as
one of the nation's foremost experts on securities regulation and
corporate finance.
"No one is better equipped to
continue the fine work of Chairman John Shad in the area of insider trading enforcement,"
Reagan said in a statement.
Ruder was dean of Northwestern's law school for eight
years, until 1985. He has taught
courses in SEC enforcement, insider trading and takeover and
has written more than 40 articles
on corporate securities issues.

Judge says CSX
can close shop
WAYCROSS, Ga. (AP) — A
federal judge has ruled that CSX
Transportation may close its
freight car repair shop in
Waycross and transfer the jobs to
Ftaceland, Ky.
U.S. District Judge Anthony A.
Alaimo said Wednesday that the
transfers were necessary for the
railroad to complete its merger of
the former Chesapeake & Ohio
Railway Co. and Seaboard System
lines.
The merger had been approved
by the Interstate Commerce Commission, but railroad workers,
alleging violations of the Railway
Labor Act, sued to stop the
transfers.
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753-7731

KOPPERUD REALTY
We're *90 On Murray!

A Real Estate - Secluded,
picturesque country setting
on 93 acres. 4,000 sq. ft. of
quality, spacious rooms.
large barn, second garage,
deck, patio, & lots of trees.
9109,000. Make offer.

—
Beautifully maintained
home in excellent location.
3 bedrooms, 2 batns, formal
living room plus recreation
room. Central gas heat
371,800. 753-1222

Well-maintained
home
located west of town, fresh
on market. Three bedroom,
2 baths, central heat & air.
Upper $40's.

The 1987 Home Team

Four bedroom home on
lovely wooded lot within city limits. Totally remodeled
and redecorated. $70's.

Most rare! Once in a
lifetime do we come upon
such value and quality as
are found in this 4800 sq. ft.
home situated on 2 acres In
the city. Many; many
outstanding features in this
lovely family home.

Three bedroom home in excellent condition in good
neighborhood.
Central
heating and cooling. Offered
at $52,500.

Beautiful country home for
comfortable family living
Fresh on the market, this 4
bedroom home is in like new
condition. 970's.

Totally rebuilt older home in
Ideal location, just minutes
from town. $85,000.

_ •.
Three bedroom,2 bath brick
home with central gas
heating & central electric
cooling. SpoUess home in
the $50's.

Step back in time. This
beautifully restored country
home has all the modern
conveniences plus country
charm. Near Ky. Lake.
$53,900. 753-1222.

If you are budget wise, see
this 4 bedroom, moderately
priced older home within
walking distance of the
University. Offered in the
$20's. Phone 7534222

Owner being transferred
means a great home buying
opportunity
for
you.
Beautifully redone older
home with central heat and
air. 830s.

753-1222

Fantastic Location! Lovely
older home with lots of
charm and appeal, located
at the western edge of town
Large wooded lot offers
plenty of privacy. Priced in
the low S70's

Roomy family home, newly
listed on Doran Road. Call
for details. 970's

Comfortable & affordable 3
bedroom home. Well kept
and nicely arranged on
large lot just Northwest of
city limits. Features living
room plus family room. Mid
$40's.

Another new listing is this 3
bedroom, brick rancher on
quiet residential Etreet
942,300 753-1222.

The charm and taste of
yesteryear are apparent in
this totally remodelled and
redecorated Main Street
home. A delightful home offered at $45,000.

Neat and attractive brick
home with vinyl trim plus a
full finished basement. Just
lowered to $38,000

A great home buying opportunity on this 3 bedroom
home located less than 2
miles from Murray $27,900

When You List With Us...
START PACKING!

753-1222
HOME'S FOR uvunc.

ismikAinni.

Beautiful Setting' For lots
of peaceful living in this
quality built 5,000 sq ft
home plus 40 acres. Small
lake, 2 grain bins & tobacco
barn are included Call Kopperud Realty, 753-1222

The price is right • An inex•
pensive home designed for
the couple who like to entertain. Private wooden deck
with 15'x22' pool, 17'x213'
basement game room, 3
bedrooms, living room, kitchen and bath. Only $33,000

ii- .Large family home on 1'.
acre wooded lot, recently
listed Four bedrooms, 3
baths, a lot of home for the
money. 370's

Quality older home adjoining Woman's Club House
property on Vine St. Roomy
home on beautiful lot. *50's

Brand New! New home.
nearing completion Three
bedrooms, two baths, partial unfinished basement,
maintenance free exterior,
two decks & central heat
and air. $50's

Neat 3 bedroom. 2 bath
home located in Circarama
Subdivision, priced in the
upper $40's. Central gas
heat, fenced yard. new roof
k sewer line. Call Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222.

Just listed last week. Roomy
8 bedroom brick ranch
home with tree shaded.
fenced, backyard. Located
on North 19th Street $30*.

711 Main, Murray
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MSU's Keasling
top women's
coach in OVC
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After leading the Murray State
University lady Racer tennis team
to a 26-7 record and the Ohio Valley
Conference championship, head
coach Connie Keaaling has been
named OVC Coach of the Year.
During the spring season, the
Lady Racers rolled to 16 consecutive wins, the longest winning
streak in women's tennis this
season. Keasling's being named
Coach of the Year completed a
sweep of OVC tennis honors for the
Lady Racers, as sophomore Sally
Heide earned Player of the Year
with her victory in No. 1 singles at
the OVC Championship.
The Lady Racera were 7-1 in OVC
play this year, with the only
blemish coming against OVC
champion Austin Peay in the final
regular-season match. The league
title won this season marks the second for Murray State in the last
four years. The last time the Lady
Racers took the league crown was
In 1084.
This year's title, in conjunction
with the men's team winning the
OVC, marks only the second time
on OVC history that one school has
claimed both the men's and
women's tennis titles in the same
year, with that distinction going to
MK in 1984.
Under Keasllng's guidance, the
Lady Racers won 68 percent of
their singles matches and 70 percent of the doubles matches they
played. They went on to claim five
individual titles at the OVC
championships.
The future looks bright for the
Lady Racers, as this year's squad
consisted of one junior, two
sophomores, and four freshmen.

Howser dies,
remembered by
former players
KANSAS C'ITY AP — Knowing Dick Howser was near death
did little to ease the grief of his
friends.
"No matter how you prepare for
this day. when it actually happens,
it's a shock." George Brett said.
"You just hate to see him go."
Wednesday afternoon, 11 months after doctors partially removed a malignant tumor from the left
side of his brain, the former Kansas City Royals manager died at
age 51.
Howser's condition had
deteriorated rapidly this spring
after a short-lived effort to return
as manager of the team he led to
victory in the 1985 World Series.
Although obviously weakened
by three operations. Howser was
there to greet the Royals when
camp opened. He resigned three
days later.
"I just couldn't get it done," he
said. "It wouldn't be fair to the
team."
A public memorial service was
scheduled today in Kansas City. A
funeral will be held Saturday in
Tallahassee, Fla., at the
Fellowship Baptist Church.

Purcell OVC Coach of Year;
seventh time for Racer head

Murray State tennis coach Bennie Purcell at his tennis camp with Cassandra Hastings and Ilan Houston, both
of Murray. Purcell was award the Ohio Valley Conference Coach of the Year for the seventh time. Lady
Racer
coach Connie Residing also woo the honor for women.

Murray State University men's
tennis coach Bennie Purcell was
voted Ohio Valley Conference
Coach of the Year in balloting of the
league's tennis coaches.
It marks the seventh time in the
past eight seasons Purcell has
received the honor and also completes a Murray State sweep of the
awards. Last week, Lady Racer
tennis coach Connie Keaaling also
received Coach of the Year
recognition.
Purcell led his squad to an unprecedented eighth consecutive
OVC title in April. The 25-13
regular-season mark the Racers
compiled pushed Purcell's 19-year
record to 424-157, a .731 winning
percentage. His team has not lost
an OVC match in its last 52 attempts, a string which extends
back to the 1982 season.
The 1987 season pitted the Racers
against such foes as Alabama,

Ntfil photo by Barry Jetsam

Fitzgerald `beats up' on Mets, Royals get past Oakland
National
By The Associated Press

Mike Fitzgerald just kept on doing what he does so well against
the New York Mets. Bryn Smith
simply did something he thought
he might never do again.
Fitzgerald and Smith were key
figures as the Montreal Expos
routed the Mets 9-1 Wednesday
night. The Expos are 4-2 against
the Mets this year.
"I'm tired of beating up on the
Mets," said Fitzgerald. who was
New York's regular catcher in
1984 before being included in the
trade which sent Gary Carter to
the Meta. "I wish I could do some
of that against some of the other
clubs."
What Fitzgerald did Wednesday
was hit a grand slam and up his
average against his former team
to .295 with three home runs and 25
runs batted in. Against the rest of
the NL, he is htting .220 with 14
homers and 95 RBI.
Smith pitched his first complete
game since last Aug. 30, losing his
shutout in the ninth inning. The
right-hander had undergone elbow
surgery in the off-season and
didn't get past the seventh inning
In his nine starts this year.
"It's a big thing for me to know I
can go nine innings and win.
Smith said. "Six months ago. I
didn't think I'd ever pitch again in
the majors."
While Smith was prospering,
New York's Sid Fernandez was
having his worst outing of the
year. Fernandez, 8-3, allowed
seven earned runs, the most he
has ever surrendered in a major
league game, and Fitzgerald's
slam was the first Fernandez has
yielded.

ASABLLIl r

"He's been our best pitcher, but
he didn't have it tonight." Mets
Manager Dave Johnson said. "We
just got an old-fashioned
shellacking."
Padres 8, Dodgers 7
San Diego, which had won only
15 games a week ago, now has won
20. The Padres' fifth consecutive
victory also was the Dodgers'
third straight loss.
John Kruk's two-run single in
the seventh inning was the
decisive hit for the Padres. Kruk
broke an 0-for-17 slump with his hit
off Ken Howell.
Fernando Valenzuela lasted six
innings for Los Angeles, giving up
seven hits, including home runs by
Carmelo Martinez and Kevin Mitchell. John Shelby hit two home
runs for the Dodgers.
Braves 6, Giants 1
Slumping San Francisco lost its
fifth game in a row — did anybody
say June Swoon? — as Rick
Mahler retired 18 of the 19 batters
he faced and Dale Murphy
homered for Atlanta.
In the seventh inning, Giants
Manager Roger Craig brought in
right-hander Randy Bockus to
face Murphy and sent left-handed
reliever Keith Comstock from the
mound to right field. Murphy hit
the first pitch over the right field
fence and Craig then removed
Bockus and brought Comstock
back to pitch.
Pirates 4, Cardinals 1
Rick Reuschel pitched an eighthitter for his first win in St. Louis
since 1980. Reuschel, 5-3, struck
out one and walked one. He carried a shutout into the ninth inning but Willie McGee tripled,
Terry Pendleton was hit by a pitch
and Curt Ford grounded into a
fielder's choice for the only St.
Louis run.
Catcher Mike LaValliere, a
former Cardinal, had two RBI
with a sacrifice fly and a single.

ALL SEASON
RADIAL

Vince Coleman had two hits for
St. Louis and now has reached
base in 48 straight games.
Reds 9, Astro.1
Kal Daniels had four hits and
Tracy Jones hit a three-run homer
in a 19-hit attack for Cincinnati,
which held on to first place in the
West. The Astros, who had beaten
the visitors the previous two
nights, could have taken over the
top spot with a victory.
But the Reds got strong pitching
from Ron Robinson, in his first
start of the season, and Bill Landrum, who earned his first major
league save. And the Cincinnati
bats were red hot as every starter
had at least one hit. It was the
Reds' second 19-hit game this
season in the Astrodome.
"You don't ever expect to come
here and get 19 hits," Manager
Pete Rose said. "But all those hits
were ropes, we hit the ball hard."
Cabs 5,Phfflies 3
Jamie Moyer, 7-4, won for the
fifth time in his last six decisions
and, in that same stretch, he has
not walked a batter in five games.
Moyer allowed six hits in eighth
Innings and struck out seven
before Lee Smith pitched the ninth
for his major league-leading 17th
save.
Keith Moreland drove in three
runs and Andre Dawson had three
straight singles for host Chicago.

American
In their time of despair, the
Kansas City Royals tried to overcome their sadness by doing what
came most naturally — playing
baseball.
Five hours after hearing that
former Manager Dick Howser had
died following a year-long fight
with brain cancer, the Royals beat
the Oakland Athletics 10-5
Wednesday night.
"Once the game starts, you
have to be able to put aside
everything else," said George
Brett, one of Howser's closest

friends on the team. "I thought
about it occasionally. I think we
had to go out and put Dick out of
our mind."
Brett, Bo Jackson and Frank
White hit home runs, helping Bret
Saberhagen becom& the first
12-game winner in the major
leagues.
"Before the game, I was going
out there thinking,'Maybe this one
Is for him?" "Saberhagen said. "I
don't know if other guys in here
were thinking that or not. We just
went out to play a good game
tonight."
The crowd of 26,780 at Royals
Stadium observed a minute of
silence in memory of Howser, who
began spring training as Kansas
City's manager. The Royals will
wear armbands in tribute to
Howser starting July 3, the day the
team had previously planned to
retire his uniform No. 10.
Saberhagen and Brett, who
helped carry Howser and the
&Vali; to the World Series championship in 1985, again led the
Royals.
Saberhagen, 12-1, gave up seven
hits in his eighth complete game.
He struck out seven and walked
two.
Brett, who had three hits and
scored three runs, put Kansas City
ahead 6-5 in the fifth inning with
his second homer of the season.
Jackson hit his 14th homer in
sixth.
Red Sox 4,Indians0
Roger Clemens pitched a fourhitter and struck out a season-high
12 for his first victory in three
weeks as Boston won in Cleveland.
Clemens, 5-6, pitched his third
shutout and sixth complete game
of the season. He raised his career
record against the Indians to 5-0.
Clemens had gone 0-2 in three
starts since beating Cleveland 1-0
on May 27.
Mike Greenwell homered and
drove in all four Boston runs.
Brewers 8, Twins 5
Robin Yount hit a two-run
homer and Milwaukee ended a
10-game losing streak against

THE QUIET GASOLINE.
Academy All Season Radial
P155/80R13
$35.11
Pi 65/80R13
$35.85
Pi 75/80R13
$36.85
P185/80R13
$37.76
P1 85/75R1 4
$38.38
P195/75R14
$38.90
P205/75R14
$40.13
P215/75R14
$41.47
P205/75R15
$41.58
P215/75R15
$42.50
P225/75R15
$44.72
P235/75R15
$45.60

'Modern All Season
Tread Design
'2 Steel Belts/
Polyester Cord
Body
'Superior Traction
& Handling

Outlined White Letter
$41.68
$42.38
$43.54

P195/70SR14
P205/70SR14
P225/70SR15

Gulf Super Unleaded Premium hos that extra octane your car needs to
keep your engine running very quietly. It helps eliminate knocks, pings,
and other engine noise when you accelerate, pass, or climb o hill. So,
if your car is making a little too much noise, switch to Gulf Super Unleaded. Because after all, there's enough noise in the world.
Auto Laundry - 16th & Chestnut
Eastskl• Gulf
Murray Gulf - 12th & Glendale
2nd & Main
University Gulf - 16th & Chestnut
—7
Dunc.an's Market - Hwy 94E & 732

Gulf

EPSON
*Dual floppy disk drive system
•640KB RAM memory
*Serial and parallel ports
•AT-type keyboard
•Optional monochrome monitor
•MS-CIOS. operating system
•GW-BASICiu programming
language
•One year warranty

Mohawk Magneta GT
P175/70SR13
P185/70SR13
P185/70SR14

Auburn, Georgia and Northeast
Louisiana, all of whom were nationally ranked. Purcell said next
year's schedule will be equally as
challenging.
"We're going to have to play the
tough teams because we're in a
tough region," he said. "Plus, the
experience we get from playing
-ranked teams makes the
team stronger when it comes time
to play conference matches.
A 1962 graduate of Murray State
and a member of the school's
Athletic Hall of Fame, Purcell
made his mark in basketball as a
student. He turned to tennis when
his sons showed an interest in the
sport, becoming MSU's tennis
coach in 1968. During his tenure as
coach, Murray State has won eight
OVC titles and compiled 13 20-win
seasons. Purcell also serves on the
NCAA Region III tennis advisory
committee.

$45.94
$49.32
$52.71

*90 Days Same As Cash With Approved Credit

Sp4/01111
$
9
9
500
While Oust*** Last

Jones Goodyear
721 S. 12th St. • Murray

Computer Center
Murray, KY 42071
314 Main Street
(502) 753-7733

Minnesota in a brawl-interrupted
afternoon.
After Gene Larkin's home run
gave the visiting Twins a 54 lead
In the top of the sixth. inning,
reliever Mark Clear hit Steve
Lombardozzi with the next pitch.
Lombardozzi tried to charge
Clear, but was restrained by home
plate umpire Ken Kaiser. Dan
Gladden, who left the Minnesota
dugout, was ejected.
Later in the inning, Sal Butera
grounded into a double play and
Lombardozzi wrestled with
Brewers second baseman Jim
Gantner, triggering a benchclearing incident. Gantner and
Twins coach Tony Oliva were
ejected.
Milwaukee had not beaten Minnesota since last Aug. 26.
Tigers 3, Blue Jays 2
Lou Whitaker homered on the
first pitch of the game and Matt
Nokes also hit a solo home run,
leading Detroit past Toronto
before a crowd of 46,227, the
second-largest at Exhibition
Stadium.
Whitaker hit his ninth homer,
the 22nd time he has led off a game
with a home run, against Jim
Clancy, 7-4. Clancy has lost six
straight decisions to the Tigers
since Sept. 14, 1984.
Detroit's Alan Trammell went
0-for-4 and ended his hitting streak
at 21 games, the longest L. the majors this season.
Yankees 4,Orioles 3
Gary Ward hit a tiebreaking
sacrifice fly in the seventh inning
and Dave Winfield followed with
an RBI single, leading New York
over visiting Baltimore.
The Yankees won their third
straight while the Orioles lost for
the 13th time in 14 games.
Angels 6,Rangers 1
Mike Witt pitched four-hit ball
for eight innings and California
parlayed four Texas errors into
four unearned runs.
Witt, 8-5, won for the third time
In four decisions.
Mariners 2, White Sox 0
Scott Bankhead pitched four-hit
ball for 8 2-3 [rulings and Seattle
sent visiting Chicago to its fourth
(Coned on page 19)

Softball teams
in close games
The Jams edged the Stammers
12-11 in Middle Division softball as
Valerie Shelton and Lori Dunn
cranked two home runs apiece.
Krista Stalls added a homer and
triple and Christy Bell was 2-2.
The Stammers were led by Marti McClard's two triples. Shane
Lamb and Heather Scott tripled
and Becky Kelso and April
Haneline doubled.
The Terminators nipped the
Cards in a 17-16 contest as Tammy
Chester knocked a home run and
double. Cathy White also homered
and Tyra Gamble and Melissa
Munch) doubled. Vicki Rowland
was 3-3.
Kadonna Randolph doubled,
tripled and homered and Amanda
Edwards hit two home runs for the
Cards. Tammy Hansen tripled and
Misty Darnell and Abbey Gullett
doubled.
The Cards came back in the second game to rout the Terminators 17-6 as Darnell cranked a
triple and two homers. Randolph
doubled and homered, Ruth Ann
F
homered and Edwards
Gamble, Chester and Trisha
Mande honored for the Teraugers. Gamble also chipped in
a double.
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Several late baseball results reported
Mott Report

Only one area baseball game
was reported from last night as
Wednesdays are generally reser/.
ed for make-ups except in the
Park League, however, several
scores were reported late from recent action.

Park League
Dennison-Hunt used two doubles
and a home run by Russell Lencki
to power its way put Holland
Medical 20-6 last night. Jason
Eaves added a double and triple
and Sean Stonecipher, Brad Stone
and Adam Meloan had two
doubles apiece. Adam Wells,
Jeremy Hunt and Drew Holton
also doubled.
Holland's Jarred Manna nailed
two doubles and Charles Taylor,
Ryan Pickens and Jeramie Sutter
doubled.
Jerry Atkins and Associates tied
Allison's Photography 11-11 Tuesday. Allison's Jared Plummer,
Brad Rowland and Richie Jones
homered while Al Plan, Robert
Durr and Patrick Haney tripled
for Jerry Atkins.
Atkins' Chris McNeely, Shane
Fox and Scotty Schecter doubled.
Jason Gilliam knocked two

doubles and Brett Childers and
Trent %%loon doubled for Allison's.

John's came from behind to defeat
Taylor Seed, 10-5.
Joey Waller (3-1) went the
distance for Hawaiian Tropic,
striking out five and walking nine.
Hitters for Hawaiian Tropic
were: Rob Dennis(1 for 4, 1 RBI),
Neil Lax (2 for 4, a triple, 1 RBI),
Don Easley (1 for 3, 3 runs, 2 RBI)
and Ryan Dawson (1 for 2, 1 RBI).
Mike Winters had the gamewinning RBI and Waller had four
stolen bases.
For Kiwanis, hitters were: Ryan
Malone (3 for 4, 2 runs, 3 stolen
bases, 1 RBI), Andy Rickman (2
for 4, 2 runs, 3 stolen bases, 2
RBI), Randy Hansen (1 for 3, 2
RBI), Kevin Tucker (1 for 2) and
William Beale (1 for 3).
Doug Payne (2.2) went the
distance for Taco John's, striking
out four and walking six, scattering six hits.
Hitters for Taco John's were:
Jon Burkeen (3 for 4, 2 runs, 4
stolen bases, 1 RBI), Payne (1 for
3, 3 runs), Joey Bazzell (1 for 3, 2
RBI) and Tony Patrick (1 for 3, 3
stolen bases, 2 RBI). Chad Bazzell
had the game-winning RBI.
For Taylor Seed, hitters were:
David Potts (1 for 3), Cliff Curd (3
for 4, 1 RBI), Jon Wilson (1 for 4, 1
RBI) and Benji Kelly (1 for 3, 1
RBI).
In Monday night's action, Taco
John's beat Hawaiian Tropic,
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Cash & Carry

753-6450
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WHOLE HOUSE
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WHAT BETTER WAY TO GET-AWAY THAN WITH A NEW BOAT.

BASS BOATS

OUTBOARDS by

YAMAHA

!NONA

Procraft-Astroglass
Lowe Pontoons & Aluminum Boats

EXPECT A LOT

01'4.

RUNABOUTS

Store Your Boat in
Our Boat Motel.
Low Yearly Rates.

Celebrity - Mork Twain
Fabuglass

WATERPROOF
MASONRY PAINT

WATERPROOF

MASONRY
PAINT
•WATERPROOFS INSIDE OUTSIDE
ABOVE AND BELOW GRADE
•5 LBS COVERS UP TO 125 SO FT
Most Coverage Per Pound '
•READY TO MIX JUST ADD WATER
EASY TO APPLY

5 lb. bag

Over 80 Boats To Choose From
h Largest Selection of Boats, Motors & Equipment in the Area.
Sales and Service 7 Days a Week

MACK & MACK
MARINE

25 lb bag

Easy to use. Goes further with half the paint.
You'll smile. Your
pocketbook will smile.
For happy painting.

$460

'152
'

IffrOpois

DON'T SETTLE FOR A MERE
REPLACEMENT WINDOW
Get a better window. Famous
Andersen' Perma-Shield"
windows. With double-pane
insulating glass, or optional
triple-glazing. Insulating wood
core. Low-upkeep vinyl
exteriors. Easily
installed. Free
estimates.

Come
home
soquality
home
soCane
Andersen:

Aurora, Ky.-On Beautiful Ky. Lake-474-2251
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Taylor named Athlete of Year
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Mary
Taylor, who led Marshall County
to four consecutive appearances in
the girls state basketball tournament, has been named Kentucky
Associated Press Female High
School Athlete of the Year.
Taylor, a 6-foot-1 forward, was
voted the award by sportswriters
and sportscasters from across the
state. She will attend Western
Kentucky University this fall.
"It goes to show that when you
work hard you can receive
something like this," said Taylor,
who was named the state's "Miss
Basketball" in April.
"But I can't look at this as an individual honor. If it hadn't been
for my teammates and coaches, I
wouldn't have won."
The other finalists were Susan
Rankin of Danville, Sherry Mitchell of Muhlenberg Central, Debbie Budde of Covington Scott,
Christie Freppon of Newport Central Catholic and Kim Roberts of
Christian County.
Taylor averaged 18.2 points,
nine rebounds, four steals and
three assists a game in leading the
Lady Marshals to a 28-4 record
last season. She was an all-state
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12-10, and Kiwanis got by Country
Crossroads, 5-4.
Jon Burkeen (2-1) got the win for
Taco John's, striking out five and
"My new office
walking nine.
means I can serve Like good neighbor,
Hftters for Taco John's include:
a
your family insurBurkeen(2 for 5, 2 runs), Payne (1
State
is there
ance needs Cali or State FarmFarm
Peelers won over Jane Rogers
for 3, 3 runs,4 stolen bases, 2 RBI,
Insurance Companies
drop in anytime
Home Otfices Bloomington Illinois
State Farm 17-8 Tuesday with
game-winning RBI), Chad Bazzell
Wesley Cogdell and Aaron
(2 for 3, 2 runs, 1 RBI), Joey
Pasbrig combining for the win.
Bazzell (1 for 2, 2 runs, 2 RBI),
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
Pasbrig had a triple, Cogdell and
Patrick (1 for 3,2 runs,3 RBI)and
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Dan Koch had three singles
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Alan Jourden (2 for 3, 3 RBI).
East DIAMee
East Pukka
apiece, Brent Keller two singles
For Hawaiian Tropic hitters
W L
Pet.
015
Gli
Pet
W L
Toronto
636
40
28
1129 IS
23
Louie
and Casey McNutt and Donnie
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were: Dennis(2 for 4, 1 RBI), Lax
1
New York
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647 6
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(2 for 4, a triple, 1 run, 2 RBI),
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648 11%
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M
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661
111.11Waukee
606 74
32 31
For Jane Rogers State Farm,
New York
Waller (1 for 4, 4 stolen bases, 2
Boston
483 Hie
29 15
26 32 475
Philadelphia
Johnathan Reid had a home run,
runs, 1 FtBI), Winters (1 for 4, 2
Baltimore
37
431 13
211
662 11
28 34
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
166 17
23 40
West Mikes
Tony Farris two singles and Matt
RBI), Dawson (1 for 4) and Chris
Wok Division
UR
Pct.
36 L
Owens a single.
Garland(1 for 1). Don Easley stole
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W
L
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29
664 36
CInclimeti
Idiftnesola
37
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1131
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Houston
30
In Tuesday's second game, D
three bases.
Oakland
34
se 540 2
516
33 31
San Francisco
and W beat Hutson Company 11-5
In the second game, William
Kansas City
30
516 34
32
500 3
32 32
Atlanta
33 32
Seattle
606 4
453 6
36
29
Los
In spite of a home run and doubles
Beale (2-0) got the win in relief for
California
30
36
412 7
303 164.
20 46
San !Assn
by Scott Downey and Mitchell
Kiwanis, while Mike Kelm took
27
Texas
34
443 8
Game.
Wednesday's
Chicago
23 SD
371 124
S.
Philadelphia
3
Chicago
Downey for Hutson Company.
the loss for Country Crossroads.
Wedeseday's
San Diego 8. Los Angeles 7
The winning pitcher was Adam
Detroit 3. Toronto 2
Hitters for Kiwanis were
Atlanta IC San Francisco 1
liUlwaiikee 8, Minnesota 5
Montreal 9, New York 1
Grogan who also had a double.
Malone (1 for 4, a triple, 2 runs)
SeatUe 2. Chicago 0
CIncUutaU 9, Houston 1
New York 4, Baltimore 3
Jeremy Latimer had two singles
and Michael Barnett (1 for 2).
Pittsburgh 4. St Louis
Boston 4, Cleveland 0
Thursday's(Eames
and Michael Carr a single for D
For Country Crossroads, hitters
Kansas City 10. Oakland 5
Philadelphia Jackson 1 4 , at Chicago
California 6. Texas 1
and W.
were Lucas Denhart (1 for 2),
Sutcliffe 8-3 ,
Thursday's Games
Darling 24 at Montreal
New York
Todd Clere (1 for 3, 1 RBI) and
Baltimore McGregor 2-4 , at New York
i Heaton 9-2;
Rhoden 7-4;
Tony Atkins (1 for 4, a triple, 1
Cincinnati
Hoffman 3-I , at Atlanta
Boston (Stanley 3,71 at Cleveland Tett
(Palmer 4-7,
RBI). Alan Miller came on in
I -5
Los Angeles Welch 8-3; at Houston Knep
Milwaukee Nieves 4,4; at Toronto I Stieb
relief for Country Crossroads, givper 2-8i
5-3
Pittsburgh i Kipper 4-5, at St Louts TUII
ing up one hit in five innings and
Kansas City Gubleza 3-8 at California
nell 3-1;
In Tuesday's games, Hawaiian
i Fraser 3,4
allowing no runs.
San Francisco ; Hammaker 3 3; at San
Only games scheduled
Diego IS Davis 17,
Tropic gave Kiwanis its second
In Friday night's game,
Friday's Game.
Friday's Games
loss of the year, 10-8, and Taco
New York at Boston, ; n ;
Pittsburgh at Chicago
Hawaiian Tropic overcame Taco
Seattle at Cleveland, in,
PltUadelptda at New York
John's, 12-9. Rob Dennis (2-2) got
Milwaukee at Toronto. In,
ancinnati at Atlanta
Detroit at Baltimore. , n
Los Angeles at Houston
the win for Hawaiian Tropic.
Chicago at Minnesota. in;
Montreal at St Loots
Hitters for Hawaiian Tropic
Kansas City at California, in;
San Francisco at San Diego
Texas at Oakland, In;
were: Neil Lax (1 for 4, 3 RBI),
Iffrkbeck, pitcher. to Beloit of the Midwest
Wednesday's Transactions
she said. "I really wasn't that in- Joey Waller (2 for 4, a triple, 3
League
Amerkaa League
runs)
Don
Easley
(1
for
3,
2
runs,
3
terested in anything else. Other
National League
CHICAGO WHITE SOX -Placed Nell
NEW YORK METS-Signed Derrick
Allen, pitcher, on the 15-day disabled hat
sports don't excite me like stolen bases, game-winning RBI),
Young . outfielder and John Johnstone and
Purchased the contract of Ralph CitareUa.
Bart Crum (1 for 2, 2 RBI) and
basketball."
J a mes Mc Anarney, pitcher., assigned
pitcher. from Hawaii of the Pacific Coast
Young and Johnstone to Kingsport of the Ap
League
And she added: "You have to Ryan Dawson (1 for 2, 2 runs, 1
palachlan League and McAnarney to Little
KANSAS CITY ROYALS-Released Jorge
make basketball first or you're not RBI).
Falls of the New York-Penn League
Orta. outfielder Called up Jim Elsenreich,
SAN DIEGO PADRES- Asked waivers on
outfielder, from Memphis of the Southern
For Taco John's, hitters were:
going to be good at it."
La1Carr Hoyt, pitcher, for the purpose of giv
League
Jon
Burkeen
(1
for
4),
Doug
Payne
Marshall County Coach Howard
lng him his unconditional release
MILWAUKEE, BREWERS-Sent Mike
Beth has been a big influence on (1 for 2, 3 stolen bases, 3 runs),
Chad Bazzell (1 for 4, 1 RBI), Joey
her life.
Larry Krouse Insurance
"He was always there for me," Bazzell (1 for 2, 3 runs), Tony
105
N.
Patrick
(1
12th
for
3,
4
and
Alan
(Next to McDonald's)
RBI)
said Taylor. "He pushed me and
759-9888
Jourden (1 for 4).
helped me on and off the court."
Previous winners of the award
were Donna Combs of Louisville
Ballard in 1986; Brigette Combs of
MAZDA B2200 SETS
Whitesburg in 1985; Belitta Croley
of Lexington Henry Clay in 1984;
THE STANDARD FOR
Clemette Haskins of Warren CenRIDING COMFORT,
tral in 1983; and Sharon Ottens of
Mary Taylor
Webster County in 1982.
HANDLING, AND VALUE.
-2.2 overhead cam engine - 5 speed
selection the past two seasons.
overdrive
- Double-wall cargo bed -Steel
She said her biggest athletic
••
thrills came in the state tournabelted radials - Tinted glass and more
ment when Marshall County (Cont'd from page 18)
finished undefeated to win the title straight loss and 15th defeat in 18
Sale Purchase Price $6250
in her freshman season and last games.
No Money Down - 60 months at $135 - APR 10.43% - Finance Charge $1731.43.
Bankhead, 7-4, held the White
season's double-overtime victory
Sox hitless for 42-3 innings. He left
over Lexington Henry Clay.
Rated #1 Customer Satisfaction by J.D. Powers Agnecy
Although Taylor enjoys swimm- after Harold Baines singled and
ing and skiing at Kentucky Lake, Greg Walker doubled in the ninth.
she only competed in basketball in Edwin Nunez struck out Ivan
800 Chestnut
high school.
Calderon to end the game for his
Murray, Ky
•Inclues dealer prep r.ptiun & freight ciharges Taxes & license extra
"I was too tired for the others," eighth save.
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Congresswoman wants tighter inspections for airlines
guns, hand grenades and other
weapons sneaked onto airliners in
a federal test.
The auns used were unloaded

WASHINGTON (AP) - A congresewoman is calling for tighter
inspection at major airports after
security checks missed on in Dye

- 46,
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and the grenades defused,officials
said.
Rep. Cardiss Collins, D-Ill.,
head of the government activities
and transportation subcommittee,
urged new testing standards after
the release of a General Accounting Office report on the random
tests at X airports.
The test, involving 2,419 attempts to carry weapons onto
planes, was aimed at seeing how
well screening systems work.
Security workers and screening
devices failed to catch 496, or 21:1
percent, of the weapons
"These test results demonstrate
the need for the FAA (Federal
Aviation Administration) to set
minimum screening requirements
and to penalize airlines for loose
security procedures," Ms. Collins
said. Her subcommittee is considering the report today.
The GAO did not identify any of
the airfields in the report, citing
security reasons.
The report said the highest rate
of success for detecting the
weapons was 99 percent.
Only four airports detected
weapons in more than 90 percent

Vacation Bible School
Roy Graham Road June 22-26 8 30 a m - 11 00 a m
Ages 3 yrs to 6th Grade
For transportation call: 759-4727, or 753-6311
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of the tests, while two
found them less than half e
time: one caught them on only 34
percent of the tests; another had a
46 percent success rate.
FAA spokesman Fred Farrar
said Wednesday that the agency is
trying to improve screening
technology to the point where
machines and not people would
perform all the searches.
"We're aware that were talking
about human failings," he said.
But he said the agency was doing all it could to improve the current system of inspections.
"We haven't had a successful hijacking in the country in almost a
year and a half," he said. "When
we do run the tests and the
screeners fail, we can and do take
enforcement action against the
airline. We would like to do better
and we're striving to do better but
on balance it's pretty good."
The FAA has required inspections of airline passengers and
their carry-on luggage since 1973.
The procedure is usually carried
out by private security company
workers hired by airlines.

Lawmakers in coastal states
ask for anti-litter legislation

North Pleasant Grove Presbyterian Church
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"There seems to be a prevailing
attitude that we can't do any harm
by throwing plastic refuse into the
ocean," Rep. William J. Hughes,
D-N.J., said Wednesday. "It's the
same 'out of sight out of mind'
mentality that has turned our
oceans into the repository of last
resort for sewage sludge,
chemicals and other refuse."
Plastic trash is suspected of contributing to the decline of several
species, including the northern fur
seal, steller sea lion, Hawaiian
monk seal and certain sea turtle
and seabird species.
U.S. law prohibits the disposal of
garbage from ships within three
miles of the coast. But a measure
by Rep. Gerry E. Studds, D-Mass.,
would ban disposal of plastic garbage by U.S. flag vessels in all
ocean waters and prohibit plastic
disposal by foreign vessels within
200 miles of the U.S. coast.
In addition, all types of garbage
would be banned within 12 miles of
the shoreline.

AMERICA'S NO. 1 PREFERRED'
WASHERS & DRYERS

Mrs. Louise Haley Graves,83, of
646 James Lee Road, Fort Walton
Beach, Fla., died unexpectedly in
a local hospital there on May 31.
She was a native of Murray and
had moved to the Florida area
four years ago from Memphis,
Tenn. She was the daughter of the
late Ewing Haley Sr. and Audie
Farley Haley.
Mrs. Graves is survived by her
husband, Bruce Graves Sr.; one
son, Bruce Graves Jr. and wife,
Barbara, and two grandchildren,
Lisa Graves and David Graces,

Services for Mrs. Be-Ronda
Carter will be Friday at 2 p.m. at
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. The Rev. Paul
McAdoo will officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will be organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers will be Tim
Shawhan, Teddy Henderson,
Ricky Parris, Bryan Mason, Keith
Watkins and James McClanahan.
Burial will follow in the church
cemetery with arrangements by
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
where friends may now call.
Mrs. Carter, 18, of Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., died Tuesday at 7

lEaHs
OF MAYTAG
DEPENDABILITY

• Last longer
needs fewer
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less • No 1
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a consume, branr!
preference Su' •
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0(412

The funeral for Joshua Douglas
Clark is today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Stockdale-Malin Funeral
Home, Camden, Tenn. Burial will
follow in Prospect Cemetery
there.
The infant son, 12 days, died
Monday at Kosair Children's
Hospital, Louisville. He was born

Final rites for Mrs. Lottie Lamb
were Wednesday at 3.p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. John Dale officiated.
Pallbearers were Nicky Ryan,
David Ryan, William Lee Thorn,
Bob Dunn, Joel Thorn and Pete
Farley. Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Lamb, 85, of 732 Vine St.,
Murray, died Tuesday at 10:25
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
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Hospital. She was the widow of
Lawton Lamb.
She is survived by two sisters,
Mrs. Ople M. Phillips, Murray,
and Mrs. Myrtle Burdin, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tenn.; several nieces and
nephews.

CIA issues warning
that Iran may attack
WASHINGTON (AP)-The CIA
is warning Congress there is a
high probability Iran may sponsor
an attack against U.S. ships in the
Persian gulf if the Navy protects
Kuwaiti tankers, congressional
sources say.
The intelligence agency suggested that either tankers unprotected by the U.S. flag may be
attacked or Iranian-sponsored terrorists might hit Navy ships in a
way that would be difficult to trace
back to Iran, the sources said
Wednesday, speaking only on condition of anonymity.
The warnings were made in
closed-door meetings of the House
and Senate Armed Services Committees, the sources said.
Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis., chairman of the House panel, said the
types of threats the Pentagon is
planning to defend against are the
least likely to occur.
"An aerial assault or a missile
attack provide the most dramatic
scenarios, but not the most
reasonable scenarios," Aspin
said. "The last thing the Iranians
want to do is leave their fingerprints on any attack upon
Americans."
He suggested the Iranians may
use mines to attack U.S. ships. He
cited two instances, one on May 17
and another 10 days later, when a
Soviet tanker and then a Liberian
tanker hit mines near Kuwait. The
source of the two mines has not
been determined.
At the Pentagon, officials issued
a statement late Wednesday which
said there was "no difference in
opinion" between the CIA and the
Navy about the risks in the gulf.
President Reagan has said the
United States will begin protecting
11 Kuwaiti tankers starting next
month by putting the ships under
U.S. flags and captains. In addition, the tankers will be accompanied by Navy ships.
Administration officials have
made clear in testimony to Congress that the Navy will defend only its own ships and the Kuwaiti
tankers.
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June 3 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors are his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Douglas Clark, 702
College Courts, Murray; grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. A.C. Webb,
Bruceton, Tenn., and Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Clark, Albany; greatgrandmother, Mrs. Anna Clark,
Albany.

Mrs. Lottie Lamb

Clocks

FREE$50

a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors are her husband,
James Alan Carter, to whom she
was married on June 13, 1987; her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lee
Henderson, Rt. 1, Hazel; one
sister, Mrs. Lisa Kay Shawhan,
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.; half sister,
Vickie Lee Littlefield; half
brother, Teddy Lee Henderson;
grandmother, Mrs. Margeret
McNeely, Garland, Texas; greatgrandmother, Mrs. Myrtle Orr,
Hazel; parents-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Windel Watkins, Puryear,
and Mr. and Mrs. Billy Carter,
Fayetteville, N.C.

Joshua Douglas Clark

Father's Day Wildlife

MAYTAG
BIG
LOAD
DRYERS

The family suggests that expressions of sympathy be made to the
American Heart Association or to
St. Jude's Children's Hospital,
Memphis, Tenn.

Mrs. Be-Ronda Carter

All Summer

GREAT BUYS ON SIIIELIEICT NICODEL. DEPENDABLE
MAYTAGS PLUS FREE SAVINGS BONDS.

MAYTAG
HEAVY
DUTY
WASHERS

Valparaiso, Fla.; one sister-inlaw, Mrs. Ewing Haley Jr., Memphis; several nieces, nephews and
cousins in Calloway County.
A funeral mass was celebrated
at 10:30 a.m. on June 2 in St.
Mary's Catholic Church of which
she was a member. Burial was in
Beal Memorial Cemetery.
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VA hospitals considering major
change in AIDS testing policy
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Veterans Administration
hospitals, which test only some patients for AIDS, are considering
changing the policy, the agency's
top medical officer says.
Dr. John A. Gronvall, testifying
before a Rouse Veterans Affairs
subcommittee Wednesday, said
VA hospitals have treated 5 percent of the nation's AIDS victims
and can expect to see more cues
as the disease spreads through the
general population.
Subcommittee members urged
the VA to begin routine testing for
AIDS, and Gronvall said his agency is reviewing its stance under
orders from President Reagan.
He said current VA policy is to
test for the AIDS antibody only
when a patient has symptoms of
the disease or is a member of a
high-risk group such as homosexuals or intravenous drug abusers.
Dr. James W. Curran, director
of the federal Centers for Disease

10

Control's AIDS program, said he
favors "routine voluntary counseling and testing in a medical
setting."
Gronvall said that between

September 1983 and May 1987, VA
medical centers treated 2,014 victims of the deadly disease, with 34
percent of the total in New York
and 21 percent in California.

Chestnut General
Baptist Revival
Starts Monday, June 22
at 7:30 p.m.
Guest Speaker
R.V. McCartney
from Los Angeles, CA
Pastor Jerry Bradford
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Playhouse production a fine way to start theater season
By RUM PERKINS
The 1987 summer season at the
Playhouse in the Park is off to a
tine start with the musical comedy
production No. No. Nanette It's
Just the sort of delightful froth that
makes summer evenings at the

•

depot so much fun
"No, No, Nanette" opened in
Detroit in 1925, and its 1971 revival
as "The New 1925 Musical" began
the nostalgia craze that has been
sweeping the country ever since
It's a fluffy, tongue-in-cheek bit of
nonsense from the time when the
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idea of someone making a fortune
out of religion was still a laughing
matter
Murray's Bill Phillips, who has
spread his considerable talents
widely around west Kentucky
theatres, is back on the Playhouse
boards to play the rollickingly wellintentioned Jimmy Smith, a Bible
publisher who revels in making
money and watching other people
spend it Concerned that his loving,
understanding wife Sue — who is
also beautiful and gifted as played
by Elizabeth Bailey — might
misconstrue his overzealous
philanthropy, Jimmy hires his best
friend Billy Early (Pete Lancaster
makes Billy every bit as rollicking
arid well-intentioned as Jimmy ) to
buy off the most conspicuous of his
beneficiaries ( Paula Lee Stocks,
Shelli Walker, and Gretta Shepard
have to be seen to be believed), and
— From there on the plot twists and
thickens in convolutions as tangled
as those in the previous sentences.
(Sorry )
Nanette is Jimmy's niece, who is
in love with Billy's law clerk Tom,
but wants to have a little — or even
a lot of — fun before she settles
down to marriage. Laney Howell

and David Weatherly play the
young lovers with admirable
finesse, singing and dancing their
way to happily-ever-afterdom in
spite of all obstacles.
Louise Weatherly gives us
another lesson in "there's no such
thing as a small part" with a performance that is at once raucous
and droll as the Smiths maid
Pauline. And Holly Bloodworth's
impressive voice and presence are
given heightened impact in the intimate setting of the depot: with no
footlights separating her from the
audience, she knocks your socks off
as Billy's wife Lucille, and brings
the house down with her rendition
of the "Where Has My Hubby Gone
Blues."

chorus (sixteen of the finest hams
in west Kentucky ) carry the stiffness to high-camp art Most of the
orchestra does a fine job in supporting this musical, but if the piano
bangs a little loudly for your taste,
none of these singers can be drowned out, and they can all stay on key
whether the piano does or not.
"No, No, Nanette" is a wonder-

In fact, Director Bussey has
assembled such a uniformly
talented cast (and Pat Skinner's
costumes are so well done I that any
imperfections in the production are
hardly noticeable. If the
choreography is a little stiff and
you miss the light touch of tap that
Karen Balzer does so well, the dancing talent of the principals,
especially Bloodworth and Bailey,
is unhampered, and Bussey's

ful way to start your theatrical
summer It will continue at the
Playhouse in the Park for the next
two weekends, June 18-21 and 25-28
Call 759-1752 for reservations, and
be prepared for an evening of
unadulterated tun
"I Want To Be Happy," Bill
Phillips sings, and the whole cast.
Is set to make you happy, too

Laney Howell and David Weatherly, in the Playhouse in the Park pro
duction of "No, No, Nanette."

Martin Sheen: head of an acting dynasty

.\

t

French born players Gary Dyson and Eric Jordan were among the participants in the Murray State University Summer Community Band concert Tuesday night in front of Lovett Auditorium on the MSC; campus.
The band, under the baton of MSC Director of Bands Dennis Johnson, is
composed of students and adult volunteer members from around the
region.

WS ANGELES (AP) — No one
was more surprised than Martin
Sheen to discover that he had
parented an acting dynasty.
Martin and Janet Sheen are
parents of hot new stars Charlie
Sheen, 21 ("Platoon" ), and Emilio
Estevez, 23 ( "The Breakfast
Club". Also coming along are
Renee, 20, who appeared in the TV
movie,"The Room Upstairs," and
Ramon, 23, who recently made the
movie, "Turn Around," in Norway. Emilio and Renee have
chosen to retain the their father's
real name, Estevez.
-I was probably the last one to
be aware that all of our offspring
had become professional actors
and that a couple of them have

the principal reason Sheen did the
film.
The actor had come close to the
genre with "The Little Girl Who
Lives Down the Lane," with a
young Jody Foster, and the
Stephen King shocker, "The Dead
Zone." But he had never gone with
all-out horror.
"The Believers" was shot in and
around New York with a cast that

become enormously successful,"
observed the 46-year-old Martin
Sheen.
"I can't figure out why they happen to be in the same profession. I
supposed they had had a bellyful
of it when I dragged them halfway
around the world on various locations throughout their growing-up
years. I would have thought they
would do anything but be in the
movies or want to be actors."

'Bebop' to include children's chorus

Papa hasn't exactly been idle.
He is appearing this summer in
"The Believers," an occult horror
tale of black magic and human
sacrifices in midtown Manhattan.
The director is John Schlesinger
("Midnight Cowboy" ). and he is

The Playhouse in the Park invites
children in grades 1-6 to participate in a children's chorus for
the mini-musical "Bebop."
"Bebop" is written and directed
by Benton songwriter Tony
Powell. It will be performed at the

Ballet planned for opener

The offerings for the upcoming
season are as follows

The Velveteen Rabbit
Oberlin Dance Company
Thursday, Sept. U,8 p.m.
The opening concert will be a
dance program by the Oberlin
Dance Company 'San Francisco.
Brenda Way. artistic director.
which will include their acclaimed
work -The Velveteen Rabbit."
This family-oriented ballet, an
adaption of the classic children's
book was choreographed by Katie
Nelson to the Random House
recording featuring narration by
Meryl Streep and the music of
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2nd and Broadway

Paducah, K 1'

Dogi-zusms
ISN'T IT TIME?

George Winston.
The ballet premiered last
December in San Francisco, and
according to reviews, became an
Instant hit. Plans are being made
for a special performance for
Murray and Calloway County
elementary children also on Sept.
24.
1,12011 Bates, pianist
Tuesday, Oct. 21,8 p.m.
A faculty member at the University of Delaware, Bates is one of
the finest American pianists performing today. "...he is an elegant
player, with a keen ear for color
and a flair for poetry as persuasive as his bursts of fiery extroversion." — The New York
Times.
Aspen Woodwind Quintet
Tuesday, November 3,8 p.m.
This usually attractive group of
young players on flute, clarinet,
oboe, bassoon and french horn
first began playing together in
1978 while fulfilling other professional obligations at the Aspen
Music Festival.
They have since performed for
concert series and on radio and
television throughout the United
States and Europe Winners of the
1984 Naumburg Award,the quintet

Friday, Julie 31
II:81 p.m Evening Classics - Classical Encore with C B Hunt
8:30 p.m. Nightbeat Joe Jackson offers a program of cool and progressive jazz from the

has been hailed by the "New York
Times" as "one of the best
ensembles of its kind."
The King and I
Thursday, May 5,8 p.m.
The season closes with one of the
blockbuster hits of the musical
stage, Rodgers and Hammerstein's "The King and I," under the
tour direction of Music Theatre
Associates, the same company
that brought us the well received
Brigadoon in 1986.
An exotic excursion into the rich
splendors of the Far East, it is the
story of an English widow who
travels to Siam to serve as tutor to
the many wives and children of the
king.
In addition to these attractions,
MCMA members may attend
Paducah Civic Music Association
productions which include
Fascinating Rhythm (Gershwin)
on Sept. 22, pianist Leonid Kuzmin
on Oct. 24, Broadway Marionettes
on Nov. 28, and violinist Leland
Chen on Jan. 27.
The membership drive for the
Murray Civic Music Association
will be conducted the week of Aug.
31 • Sept. 5 with headquarters at
the Bank of Murray downtown
branch

50a through the '70e
II p.m. Soulflight

I a.m. Pickin' with

Monday,Jose 28
4:30 p.m. Evening Classics — The St Louis Symphony Orchestra - Leonard Slatkin conducts Britten. Richard Strauss, with Barry Tuckwell, soloist
8:18 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Featured artists include Dave McKenna. Blue
Mitchell Mel Torm., Woody Herman and others

Tuesday, Jaw IS

CM p.m. Evening Classics - The Chicago Symphony Orchestra Sir Georg SolU conducts Stravinsky. Liszt and Richard Strauss Jerome Rose, piano solo
11:121 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Featured artists include Red Garland. Eddy
Davis, Jimmy Rushing. Rob lic(bnnell and othei $

Welcome To

Lamle!! to
Steck on
Head

Non
herks

Music from Washington The Cleveland Quartet performs works by
Ifendelssohn, Beethoven. and Smetana
8:28 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Featured artists include Milt Jackeon, Stan
Getz Nancy Wilson Doe Severtrupon. and others

BUILDING DEDICATION

Thursday, July

11:31 p.m. Evening Classics - The New York Philharmonic Zubin Mehta conducts works
by Lint. Haydn. and Schuman
I:311p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Featured artists include Duke Eillington. Ben•
ny Carter. Ella Fitzgerald. Count Bute and others

Read the want ads daily

JUNE 21, 1987
COME JOIN US FOR:

Think 7/4.__imi For Dad's Day!

Sunday School 10:00 am.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Pot Luck Dinner Following Morning Worship

Father's Day Special
5 Year Warranty

Paducah. KY 42443
Hours: Mon.-Sot. 9-5; Closed Sun.

Only $4995

25" Remote Stereo Color T.V.

"THE POOL SHOP.LTD."
4720 Fifridliand Road

Wedmesday. July

8:30 p.m.

Highway 641 North

„

Salurday. June ri

A look at new albums in the W1CMS folk bluegrass library
7 a.m. Weekend Edition with Scott Simon NPR's weekend look at happenings around the
world
8 a.m. Music from the Front Porch Folk and bluegrass music from the WICIIS record
library with Linda Morgan and Lynn Jarrett
12 sax. Mountain Stage with Larry Croce Guests are Debi and Megan Smith, Mike
Cross and Rod MacDonald
2 p.m. Our Front Porch with host John Sheffler The Double Decker String Band is guest
3 p.m. Off the Track Music from the folk rock and rock traditions of the '80s and '70's
with John Griffin and Jim Carpenter
4 p.m. All 'Things Considered
5 p.m. A Prairie Home Companion with Garrison Keillor Repeat of a previous show
7 p.m. Marian McPartland's ?Um Jazz Jane Jarvis is guest
8 p.m. Jazz Horizon' Contemporary jazz hosted by Cam Williams
linnisy, Julie 98
4 a.m. Opus '87 with Mike Ftathke Chamber music from festival performances and
classical music from the WiCMS record library
11 a.m. Weekend Edition with Susan Ramberg Two hours of news from NPR
1 p.m. The Big Broadcast of 1987 with Bobby Bryan Featured artists include Les Brown.
Count Baste, Ozzie Nelson, the King Sisters, and others
4 p.m. All Things Considered
5 p.m. Our Times Interviews and features with WICMS news and public affairs director
Kent Jenkins
4 p.m. Legacies - The history of women and the family in America from English settlement to the Civil War
II:30 p.m. NPR Playhouse - Little Chills 'Spare a Quarter. Mr Fenton' ' by Andrew
Joffe and "Grecian Girdle- by Timothy Liebe
7 p.m. Vocal Chords Faculty members from the MSL' Department of Music survey the
tradition of classical vocal music
8 p.m. Audiophile Audition with John Surlier Interview with Dave Fokos of Synthesis
Speakers
p.m. New Sounds with John Schaeffer
II p.m. Music from the Hearts of Space Electronic and meditative space music

SCOTTS GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH
an above ground pool by Doughboy
Sale pricer on all kits in stock.
Up TO 7 Foot poop Ends

For more information, contact
Liz Bussey at the Playhouse in the
Park, 759-1752

Friday, June 24 through Thursday. July 2
Mooday•Friday
5:39 a.m. Morning Edition Terry Gross' Fresh Air pins Morning Edition from 8-9 a m
• a.m. Daytime Classics Seven hours of classical music with news headlines and
features hosted by Margaret Hunt and Joe Jackson
4 p.m. All Things Considered National Public Radio's news magazine of the air
1 p.m. Radio Reader with Dick Estell

Services

You got

community theater's second
"Gourmet Cabaret" of the summer season, on July 4-5.

WkNIS Highlights

Murray Civic Music Association
announces this yea'
r s schedule
The Murray Civic Music
Association, which has brought
such attractions in the past as Van
Cliburn and the "Sound of Music."
proudly announces the offerings of
the asth season Noriruie Winter.
outgoing vice president for programming said. ''We are pleased
to offer so many outstanding performances this season. We are
confident that we have something
for everyone

includes Helen Shaver, Robert
Loggia, Richard Masur and Jimmy Smits.
His Broadway role as the
anguished son in "The Subject of
Roses," and his repeat in the film
version, started a flood of films:
"Catch 22''; "Rage";
"Badlands"; "Apocalypse Now";
"That Championship Season";
and "Gandhi."

Tucker T.V.

Bro. Heyward Roberts
Pastor

1911

4

1

'

Mon -Fri 8-5 & Sat 8 1,
Coldwator Road
753-2900

Model ISC2585P
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CLASSIFIEDS
1 .Legal

1

.L

egal

1

NOTICE TO
ORDINANCE NO. 37-342
CREDITORS
An Ordinance authorizing the Mayor of the CiThe following estate
ty of Murray to enter into a grant agreement
fiduciary appointwith the Commonwealth of Kentucky, Deparments have been
ment of Local Government, wherein the City
made in the Calloway
of Murray is the recipient of a $206,000 grant
District Court. All
to be utilized for the purpose of economic
claims against these
development with the City of Murray and the
estates should be tiled
County of Calloway and further authorizing
with the fiduciary
the Mayor of the City of Murray to enter into
within six months of
a contract with Southeastern Book Company
date of qualification.
and the Murray-Calloway County Economic
Walter R. Reed,
Development Corporation.
Vanderburgh County,
Adopted by the Murray City Council the 11th
Indiana, Deceased,
day of June, 1987.
Holmes Ellis Marian J. Reed, 909
Hill
Road,
Mayor Oak
Evansville, IN 47711
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk
Wm.
Summary prepared by W. Donald Overbey, Executrix,
City Attorney Donald Overbey, 291
Main Street, P.O. Box
1419, Murray, KY
42071, Attorney.
NOTICE OF SALE
Max B. Hurt, Route
By virtue of an execution directed to me
41, Box 12, Kirksey,
and issued by the Clerk of the Calloway CirCalloway County, KY,
cuit Court in favor of Lisa Irene Hopper, I
Deceased,
Jewell
will, on the 25 day of June, 1987, at 1:00 p.m.,
Geraldine Hurt Dunn,
sell to the highest bidder a 1973 Nolena
114 Griswold Street,
Foster Mobile Home where said mobile
Delaware, OH 43015,
home is now located on Highway 280 in
Executrix, Harold T.
Kentucky.
Calloway County,
Hurt, 105 North Sixth
The purchaser shall pay by cash, approvStreet, Murray, KY
ed check or give bond with approved sure42071, Attorney.
ty payable within ten days of the sale, same
Opal S. Graham,
to have the force and effect of judgment on
1508 Glendale Road,
which execution may issue if not paid at
Murray, KY 42071,
maturity.
Deceased, Jo RobertJ. D. Williams, Sheriff
son Elkins, 1311 Wells
Calloway County, Kentucky
Blvd., Murray, KY
Executrix,
42071,
Robert 0. Miller,
Courthouse
Bldg.,
Notice
2
2 .Notice
KY,
Murray,
Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
NURSING HOME
Circuit Court Clerk
INSURANCE

.1. 'gal
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Notice

THE Gold Nugget, weaf
side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

6. Help Wanted

6. Help Wanted

BABYSITTER needed
starting July 6th for
Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays,
7A.M.-5P.M. Call 75380w.
HIRING! Governmenf
your area. $15,000
jobs
$61,000. Call 1602)8388915 Ext. 6114.

NO experience
necessary •
Needed
people with good communications skills and
warm outgoing personalities. Above aver,
age wages to 6400 per
week. Excellent for
housewives, students or
others needing flexable
hours. Work from
Need An Extra Car
HOUSEKEEPETZ home. Write: Charlie
For A Few Days?
needed, some babysit- Winters- Winter & Co,
G • eve
A*
Sit
ting, 1 or 2 days a week. Box 264, Paris, Tn.
Dwain Taylor
Send resumes to: P.O. 38242.
OVER The road truck
Box 1040-Q.
Chevrolet, Inc.
LOCAL progressive driver needed. 2 years,
.1 3617
5,01
company in Western verifiable experience,
KY/TN is seeking East Coast experience
individual with a suc- 502/365-3140.
am interested in
EGISTER ED nurses
cessful work history in
obtaining some Bank of
LEGAL NOTICE
sales/sales manage- for home health. Excel
Murray stock and will
lent
salary/ benefits_
ment. If you are looking
A final settlement of
pay a reasonable price.
for a dynamic growth 8A.M 4:30P.M., Mon
Please reply to: P 0
accounts has been filoriented position with a day through Friday
Box 1040-A, Murray, 5. Lost and Found
ed in the Calloway
market leader this is an with some on call hours
Ky. 42071.
District Court by
LosT
mans leather excellent career oppor- Contact: ContinueCare
James Irwin, Extravel bag with zipper tunity. This is a top Home Health Agency,
closure for toilettries level sales executive 104 N. 5th St., Suite 201,
ecutor, of the estate of
and razor. position with great op- Murray, Ky. 42071 or
David
H.
IrwIn,
call 7511434. E.O.E.
Gatesborough area. 753 portunity for adyan
deceased. Exceptions
cement based on merit. TAKING applications
7293, 762-2898 (days).
to this settlement
Be part of a successful for employment Cooks,
sales team. If you have waitresses and drivers
must be filed in the
the qualifications send No phone cant. Darcy's
Calloway
District
resume to: P.O. Box Pizza Villa of Murray.
Court on or before
1040-Q, Murray, KY.
URGENTLY seeking
June 29, 1987, the date
RNs for all patient care
of hearing.
WHO ARE WET
areas; ICCO, 12 hr.
Ann P. Wilson,
•The oldest and largest in•
shifts; ER, OB/Med
Circuit Court Clerk
suronce, financial institution
Surg. Contact: Oweata
domiciled in Kentucky.
Williams, RN,
L
Director of Nursing,
LEGAL NOTICE
WHAT DO WE DOT
Marshall County
Provide financial services to
A final settlement of
— LOST —
Hospital, Benton, KY.
individuals curd businesses
In vicinity of Lone Oak
accounts has been fil502,527-1336. Come join
PrimItIv•
WHAT DO WE NEED:
ed in the Calloway
our family.
A local person, mole or
Baptist Church on
District Court by
WANTED. Pro
female, who is searching for
Faxon School Rd.
fessional floor covering
Clarice Norsworthy,
a position which offers a
1 l, yr old part German
installer- able to lay
lifetime of interesting work
Administratrix, of the
Shepard Collie dog wearcarpet, vinyls, hard
of an independent nature.
mg an oronge nylon collar
estate
of
Boyd
inlaid and tile. Must
flea collar. Right front
WHAT DO WE OFFER?
Norsworthy, Deceashave references and
Total informohon to help
dew claw missing. Answers
ed. Exceptions to this
guarantee own work.
you evaluate this position.
*o the name of Smoke
Apply in person Joe
settlement must be filFull training with a
REWARD of $25.00 for
Smith Carpet, Hwy. 641
guaranteed starting income
ed in the Calloway
return.
N., 753-6660.
No age limit to appand increases limited only to
District Court on or
Call 436-2537
individual effort Full-time
ly. Our most combefore June 29, 1987,
Situation Wanted
9.
employment with retirement
prehensive policy
the date of hearing.
benefits.
nurse
2 .Notice
EXPERIENCED
6. Help Wanted
pays for Skilled, InAnn P. Wilson,
would like to do
WHAT DO YOU DO?
or
termediate
babysitting in her home
Circuit Court Clerk
NEEDED- Salesperson
GLASS work, Glass for
Send your resume to.
in New Concord area
With good telephone
cars, trucks, homes,
Custodial Care.
P.C. Box 7445
436'5637.
communications skills
businesses, boats,
Poducoh, KY 42002-7445
With Medicare's
GENERAL house and of
and a warm outgoing
mobile homes. Glass
Or call (502) 554-1131 betnew guidelines for
fice cleaning. 5 years ex
personality for a new
table tops & mirrors cut
ween 9,00 a.m. and 1200.
confinement, Nursperience. References
business with new pro,
to size and shape.
noon.
supplied. 759 4604 Or753
ducts. Send resume to
Insulated glass & patio 2
InHome
ing
.Notice
8642.
P.O. Box 659, Murray,
door glass. Repair
surance is more
MURRAY STATE UN ,
KY 42071.
storm windows & doors.
to
COMMUTER
important. than
Replace store fronts &
NEED a lob? 4 openings IVERSITY Internal 10. Business Opportunity
riders.
doors, closers & hinges. Chicago needs
now. You may qualify Auditor- Resonsible for AGAPE Core will assist
ever. For free in312901-642-1710
or
Call
Also, we have a line of
if: (1)you do not have a broad range of duties Your organization in the
formation call:
ceramics and do some 331 3628.
GED or your high including establishment sales and marketing of
internal financial
Jerry McConnell
types of odd jobs and
school diploma, (2) you of
your products and/or
controls, prevention
Insurance
home improvement FLEA Market, open
have been out of school
services. In addition we
detection
of
and
abuse,
Monday - Friday. New
115.3-4199
work. M&G Complete
9 months or more, (3)
witt - assist new comanalysis,
Glass Co. ph. 753-0180, items weekly. 917
you are between ages 16 cost-benefit
panies in start-up or
-tree mew reeks service"
efficiency
studies,
Coldwater Rd.
Dixieland Center.
& 21. We are a EOE.
troubled companies
accounting
Foundation
This project is funded
with their own special
and other accounting
by the Western Ky.
problems. Contact
tasks.
Primary
related
Private Industry
111rITT1TITIO1
Agape Core, Box 592,
emphasis
for
2
to
3
Council- JTPA. Call
Murray, KY. 42071.
years will be the de
THEY
ALL
J.T.P.A.
Out
RAN AFTER
Of School
'THREE BLIND MICE.
(
NO BUT I HAAN T
velopment and im
1
1 . Instruction
8:30753-9378
between
THE FARMERS WIFE WHO
BEEN AROUND
SEE HOW THEY RUN
plementation of finan12:005 days a week.
CUT OFF THEIR TAILS
\,_NtERY
LON6
cial
policies
and
pro—
NEED a summer job?
LEARN TO DRIVE
WITH A CARVING KNIFE
cedures. Qualifications
Sell Avon, start your
TRACTOR-TRAILER
are: Bachelor's degree
own business. No ex- in Accounting; two
(2)
perience necessary, will
years experience in
train. For information Accounting; certificacall 753-0171.
tion as a Certified
PE, t,Ptnot NEEDED Et
NEM
NEW CHRISTMAS Public Accountant or
CATALOG! New gift & Certified Internal
toy catalog! Earn $U Auditor, or certification
NANCY
Acasatip4 Scr.co
and bonuses on your must be obtained within
F.ancoal NO Ava4aNe
time schedule! Repre- one (1) year of emNAVE A BUNCH CF
DIDN'T
I KEPT- TAEM
ALLIANCE
WATER BALLOON2
sent Merri-Mac's 100% ployment. Position is
RAC TOR DUE IR TRAMONG C6 NTEMS •
114E‘l LEAK
iN WE FREEZER
1.1.01.0 ,M
UP HERE THAT
guaranteed line. Great available immediately.
ALL 01,/ER
6
0)
I PAADE
YOUR
new programs, free kit Salary for position is
Cali Toll Free Anytime
An
LAT
FLOOR'
program! Car & phone low to mid 20's. Letters
70F -COUCY,E
'
needed. Call now free: of application with the
NOT DO
Early attempts at the milkshake
1 ,800-992-1072.
names and telephone
YOU 11-9/.1K
14.Want to Buy
numbers of at least
flA 6TUPID
three (3) references WANT to buy- Ear corn.
OR
should be mailed to: Kirksey Feed Mill, 489
Director of Accounting 2515.
and Financial Services, WANT to buy: Standing
2nd Floor- Sparks Hall, timber on shares or will
A
Murray State Univers- pay cash. For sale:
IVTTITTT1111
ity, Murray, KY 42071. Portable welder, 400
Answer to Previous Puzzle
ACROSS
Pitcher
30
Deadline for resumes is amp, 1500 or best offer
COME CLO5ER,MY 50N.
WHAT'S THE MATTER.GARFIELP?
handle
July 15, 1987. Murray 435-4291 or 753-0467.
I'M HAVING, TROUBLE
FEELING YOUR YEARS NOW
1 Strike32 Lampreys
HEARING YOU
THAT YOU'RE TURNING NINE?
State University is an
breaker
DACE
RETS
TA R
33 New Deal
Equal Opportunity/ 15. Articles for Sale
5 Soak up
ts1
0'
N
E
A
A
A
agcy.
Affirmative Action ALMOND wrought iron
8 "— Sings
34 Partner
L S
Employer. Applications table and 4 chairs with
A
A
A
the Blues"
35 Fuss
from racial minorities cushions, excellent
12 Intertwine
A
36 Small bird
and women are es
13 Thick, black
condition, $45 759 1259.
SIT
A
37 Fathers
pecially encouraged.
substance
38 Metal
0
A
16. Home Furnishings
14 Escape from
fasteners
A
A
danger
0
6
PIECE bedroom suite
Dependable
maintrugs
40 Small
15 Unmarried
R R
and occasional chair,
0
A
A
41 Hebrew letter
enance man 30 years
16 Hinder
good condition. Call
1
43 Note of scale
18 Guido's high
after 5P.M. 753-0738.
old or over capable of
44 Diminish
E N
A
0
BEETLE MASSEY
note
CHIPPENDALE re
Bromine
working
without
45
19 Latin
I R E
D
A
1 0
production sofa. Cream
symbol
supervision 40 hour
conjunction
color, blended cotton
•
R O W
E
T 1
Arabian
47
20 "Family —"
felt,
like new. 753-7274
week. Flexible hours
garment
E S S
A N
A
A RIS
21 America
after 6P.M.
Laughing
49
painting,
Job includes
abbr.
DUNCAN Phyfe dining
51 Pre-war
23 Teutonic
flat top roofing, elecroom suite, Mahogany_
abbr.
French coin
deity
1 Wild plum
includes table with
9 Tavern stock
tric repairs and etc.
Pollution
52
24 Chemical
2 Galloped
glass top, 6 chairs,
10 Deputy
55 One opposed
Must have transportacompound
3 High card
buffet with glass top
11 — of the
Parent56
26 "The —"
4 Exist
and china cabinet 753
Dragon"
tion $4
base pay
teacher
(Newman/
5 Beef animal
0537.
16 Food
plus the foliowing
9rP
Redford film)
6 Grain, pl
FOR sale- Maple couch
program
poetic
Eyes:
57
28 Quality
by
7 Prefix before
benefits
paid
and chair, excellent
17 Evaluate
29 Simian
8 Left field
condition. 753-2309 after
DOWN
20 The one here
compan,i
6P.M.
22 Mile abbr
#1-100%
social
25 Claw
rOR sale very cheap
security retirement
beautiful Chintz sofa & 2
10 11
26 Mineral
8
9
7
6
'
45
4
5
3
1
2
r I lc TREN ON THE
1 HEARD i
Ak
iIi...4
7,40-1AT 1. e WE OPTEN CIESTROY 114E
I CAN'T 1
spring
aeLisvw THAT
.....C.
fr;1-4ER NANO
crushed velvet high
INTERESTING
IS IT' i ThiNGS WE LOVE ROSY
fund payments
ThISORY
27 Approaches
backed chairs, William
14
13
%
,--cr
TCOAV -.Now
/-----/-#2-workman's comAllen Furniture. Used
28 Camomile,
12UU
1'1
, .
only 6 months. Call
e.g.
inpensation
r
ta
17
s ••
15
753-2420 after 3p.m
29 Suitable
surance premiums
31 Legal matters
23
19
#3-state unemploy33 Lubricate
20
21j
MOVING
34 Small amount
ment insurance
28
24 25
Pine furniture
36 Crown
#4-Federal unemploy37 Mr. Claus
lill
for sale. Other
1A
A
31
30
29
39 Indian
ment insurance
28
or,odds and ends.
mulberry
k•
/'
Ce...
#5-all state & federal
40 Food from
32
753-7325
income tax deducheaven
Tat irrilINTONI
41 South
tions for 3 or more
34
35
•
American
19. Farm Equipment
III
dependants
rodent
mil
40
ROW cultivator, S7542 Black
gas
#6-$ 15'week
44 Linger
Call 435 4326
reimbursement.
44
43
41 42
45 Stupid
ROLOTAPE model 666
Applications can be
id"
person:
ag. meas wheel with
49
slang
repl counter, bumper
picked up & left in
hitch $100; Oakfield
dUUU
illUU 46 Hurries
NUid
labeled box in front of
48 Emmet
Model B soil sample kit,
M&G Glass in Dix135; Oakfield model A
diUIUUUUUdUUU 50 Demon
51 Title of
soil sample kit, $70,
Shopping
ieland
respect
lrridometer soil moisdUUU
dUU
dUIS
Center
ture meters. $40; hasty
53 Agave plant
bee's and extracting eq.
® 19417 United Feature Syndicate 54 Companion
No phone calls please.
759-1314 after 8P.M
of fro
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Max
Beale, Executor, of
the estate of John
Paul Beale, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be tiled
In
the
Calloway
District Court on or
before June 29, 1987,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

NEW Concord Family
Hair Station will now be
open on Tuesday 9A.M.6P.M. Perms, $20. Frost
and color. 436-2714.
SHOP Country Jeans
for Father's Day. Give
Dad a pair of Jordache,
Sizes
529,95; Lee,
29-42. 5 miles 94 East.
759-1062. Open Friday
and Saturday
10A.M.-5P.M.
SILK screening, em
broidery, sew on lettering, caps, T-shirts, golf
shirts, jackets, sweats.
Faye's, next to Pagliai's
753-7743. Group discounts.
SURPRISE Dad with a
big cookie & balloons. My
Favprites, SW Coldwater
Rd.-759 1319

Your Ad
Could
Be Here
Call
Classifieds
753-1916

Happy Birthday,
Tex
We all love you,
Especially K.B.

1

1-800-334-1203

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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Miscellaneous
20. Sports Equipment
24
21 Miscellaneous
27, MOO Hones tot Sale 32. Apt. for Rest
tOLF baits 13. Maud
baths and clay
BUILDING house must 2 BEDROOM apartper dozen; Spaulding 2 AIR conditioners, 1200 BIRD
and 1000 BTU, Sears pots New shipment, sell or take over ment% for rent at Ern
golf clubs, bag and cart, food
slicer, practically lust arrived Coast to Payments 1944 14340 2 batty Apartments.
175. Ken• 753-66611
new, cross buck storm Coast Hardware, 753 bedrooms, 1 bath, Families and married
19,900 489 2864 after couples welcomed. Now
door, good condition 11604.
2 2 . Musical
Call

753 9355

before

ALMOST new Kimbalf 2:30P M weekdays
piano for sale, $1000
Call for appointment SP MAGNUM sryirm
Wesson. $300 Antique
753-3644.
buffets. $175 & S85 Sears
24. Miscellaneous
Kenmore sewing
4 LOTS in Murray machine, $50 Antique
Memorial Gardens, t550 bookcase, $395. Dining
tables, 6
each. 247 9441 or 247 room suite
chairs & matching hutch,
NS.
$300 Call 435 4433
4x4 UTILITY -R4iler with
sides. $230. Call 435•4326. 4 CHROME wheels, Hi
SETTER built storage 4 wheel drive, 15x 10,
buildings, now 061 dis $100 for set Chrome
play

at

Murray

Treas

in

I'%12' starting

at $585

Call

Williams. 419-2663

L E

push bar for 4 wheel
drive, $40
Set of
Bulldog rails, $30 753
1392 or 753-0525

PUBLIC NOTICE
The State Board of Education has
scheduled a public hearing on a proposed
school facilities plan for Murray Independent School District. The hearing is open
to the public and will convene at 3- 30 p m
Monday. June 22, 1987, at the Board of
Education office, Murray. Kentucky
The proposed plan is available for public
inspection from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m at the
central office. Individuals or groups who
wish to speak at the hearing are encouraged to notify Superintendent Jeffrey at
502-753-4363 on or before June 22 and to
have a prepared statement that can be left
with the hearing officer Anyone having
questions regarding the plan and ,or hearing procedure should contact Superintendent Robert Jeffrey.
NOTICE
It appears to the Calloway County
Fiscal Court, that a sufficient number
of names have signed a petition in the
Faxon Precinct, for the creation of a
Fire District in that Precinct.
Therefore, a special meeting of the
Calloway County Fiscal Court is called for June 25, 1987, at 1:00 p.m., in the
office of the Calloway County
Judge/executive, George H. Weaks in
the courthouse. At that time, anyone
opposing the creation of this Fire
District will be heard.
George H. W'eaks,
Judge/executive
Calloway County,
Murray. Kentucky

The Panorama Shores Water Association
hereby gives notice that the maximum contarnimint level for coliform bacteria was exceeded
during its recant reporting period of Aped 1987
to the State's Division of Water. The test
results for coilform bacteria (normally found in
the intestinal tract of man or other warm blooded anirnals) indicate that some contamination
had occurred. Coliform bacteria is not considered harmful, but its presence is a reliable
indicator that harmful bacteria may have been
present. If the presence of coliform bacteria
would continue to occur, a boa water notice
would be issued. Frequent testing is done to
assure the quality of your drinking water Tests
since Aped have met State standards. This
notice is in accordance with the Kentucky
Public and Semipublic Water Supplies Regulations 401 KAR 6:015, Section 11(3)

roR

sale Console TV,
gas stove, 15' freezer,
twin bed, bedroom
suite, washer and
dryer. riding lawn
mower and tiller .436
2560
R sale
Model An
Xerox copier and stand
3 years old, Perfect
condition 5 paper tray
sizes, 8 1/2x11, 8
1/2xI4, 5-1;2x4 1 / 2.
11* 17. 11
1 . 2
Machine inlarges to
154% and reduces to 65%,
lightens and darkens
and will make up to 99
copies on one setting
Phone 753 2613 for
information
FOR sale Tilt trailer
for riding iawn mower
or garden tractor, ex
cellent condition. $100
753 462
FRIGIDAIRE large
chest type freezer, runs
good. 436 2165.
G OOD used air
conditioners 110 volt &
220 volt, refrigerators,
freezers, electric ranges
Hodge & Sons 753 4669
JD 712 riding mower,
48" deck, $1500 ATC
rack
110 90 12 5 M ,
$50 759 1514 after SP M.
JUNE Special
New
push mowers
Wheel
Horse Toro Southland
From $109 and up
Stokes Tractor, Indust
ria; Rd . 753 1319
KENMORE frostfree
refrigerator with ice
leathercraft
maker
tools
Reasonable
prices 753 8037
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
Acree Portable
Buildings. Mayfield,
Ky SO2 247 7831
niPiTMOL
The fi
cycle engine oil now for
4 cycle also
See at
Stokes Tractor. indust
rial Rd 753 1319

ro

6P.M.
renting 1 bedroom
apartments Call 753
DOUBLEWIDE
Located near Kentucky 1530.
Lake
Great summer 1 or 2 BEDROOM
home 753-8964.
apartment near down
NOUSE trailer for sale. town Murray. Call 753
12x60, 3 bedroom, 11/2 4 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 6 6 5 0 or
baths, priced to sell
436 2144.
Call 502 328-1259. Can be / BEDROOM duplex,
seen in Coach Estates all appliances, good
B 3.
neighborhood, near
LIKE new trailer on shopping center. $275
extra nice lot. LotS Of per month. Can 753 2967
outside storege. Priced after 1P.M.
in the teens Call Kim at / BEDROOM duplex in
Wilson Realty, 753-3263
Northwood, $265 per
MOBILE home 1x37, month. 759-4406
double axle, air, power / BEDROOM duplex for
Pole, $995 Call 753-8061
single or couple, air
conditioner, gas heat,
out 121 North $125 a
28. Mobile Homes ter Rent month 49• 2595.
linrrr•rnmdrciirn / BEDROOM duplex, 2
trailers in city limits. miles East of Murray
No pets
753 9866 or $165 a month, $100
753 2365.
it. 753 1566.
OWN gable
/ BEDROOM, East side
of Murray. $130 month townhOuses in Benton
plus 5130 deposit 753• now available for leasing. Enjoy the quiet,
9227 after 5.30P.M.
/ OR 3 BR, furnished or peaceful life. Custom
unfurnished, some new decorated, 2 and 3
bedroom, 1 1/2 and 2
furniture, natural gas
1/2 baths. Spacious
electric, air con
design,
fully equipped
ditioned
Shady Oaks
kitchens.
All mainten
153- 5209.
TRAILER for rent see ance provided. These
Brandon Dill at Dill's units must be seen to
appreciate their qualTrailer Court
ity. 527-1481 for an
appointment.

'M

31

Want to Rent

SMALL /louse' on
waterfront. Excellent
tenant
Professor at
No pets or
M S U
children. Need by
August 1 - or earlier
Please call Pat in
Louisiana 318-988 0650
or leave information
With secretary in
Communications Dept.
at M.S.0 762-4483. Will
be in KY June 23-26 to
look for house

32

Apt. for Rent

NICE 1 bedroom and
nice 2 bedroom apart
ments near university,
carpet, gas heat, water
furnished. No pets
.
489- 2244.
NICE 1 bedroom apar
tment near University
No pets. Deposit. Call
after 5P.M. weekdays
or anytime weekends
753-9393.
NICE 2 bedroom un
furnished apartment.
Stove, refrigerator,
central air and heat. No
pets. $265 month. 753
01160.
NICE 3 bedroom spar
tment, just re
decorated. Stove and
refrigerator, A/C,
close to campus.
S250/month. 753-7276.
NICE large duplex,
central gas heat and
air, appliances and
curtains furnished,
available 7/1, lease/
deposit required, no
pets. $285 month. 7591087.
NICE private 2 bedroom, stove, refridera tor, disposal, in
Murray. References,
deposit, married
couples only. 492-8594.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky
Equal Housing
unity.
2 bedroom apartments, no pets. 753-0521
or 46-2165.

1, 2 OR 3 bedroom
apartments, nicely
furnished, located near
POTTING soil. 40 pound campus Days, 753-6111;
nights, 753 0606
bag. $2 39 Wire tomato
supports, 69 cents We 1 BEDROOM apart
ment located 1628.B
have I Cu ft -bales of
Miller Ave. $150 rent
Spaghnum peat moss,
Call 753
$8 69 Coast to Coast. and deposit
3.415 before 5P.M , 753
Hardware 753 8604
RUBBER bed mats for 7123 after 5P.M.
all pick ups
Stokes 1 BEDROOM, duplex
apartment
Stove and
Tractor
+ridustriai Rd
refrigerator furnished
753 1319
2 blocks from UniversSANITIZED play sand,
ity $135 per month, $100
50 pound bag only SI 99,
deposit No pets Phone
now in stock
2x8x16
753 4844 days, 435•4181
69
patio stone, only
evenings.
cents each
2x12x12 1
BEDROOM furnished
square patio stones in
apartment
Partial
red, gray aria black,
utilities paid. No pets,
$I 69 each
Coast to
no children. 753 9741
Coast Hardware, 753
DUPLEX for rent, I
8604
block from MSU Cam
SERVICE after the sale
pus $165 per Moran.
at Stokes Tractor, in
753 1911 Or 753- 2649.
dustriai Rd , 753 1319
For rent 1 Or 2 BR apts.
TANDY 64K color
Water furnished. Start
computer 2, cassette
ifig at S144. Murray
recorder, DMP110
Manor Limited. Equal
triple mode printer,
Housing Opportunity
software and ac
Call 7S3-8668.
cessories
manuals
34 Houses for Rent
MUR Cal apts. Nor
included
All for $500
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR.
gEt5ROOM house
Call 435 4349
Now renting. Equal near college, all ap•
TORO the el Weed
Housing Opportunity. pliances. $200 month.
trimmer See at Stokes 759 4984
753-2967.
Tractor, Industrial Rd
753 1319
USED electric stove for
$40
sale
used air
conditioner. $175 Cali
753 7780 after 6P M
USED riding mowers,
all sizes and all prices
Stokes Tractor, Indust
riai Rd . 753 1319
Will be selling appliances, furniture,
WE buy, sell and repair
air conditioners
Cali
lots of glass and china, cooking utenDill Electric 759 1577
sils, collector items, lots of tools, lawn
WE now have Briggs
mower, 1 lot of old silver dollars,
and Tecumseh engine
parts
For all your
halves & quarters. Lots more. Will not
service needs see us at
itemize.
Stokes Tractor, Indust
nal Rd 753 1339

;ffr

Big Auction Sale

Estate Auction
Saturday, .Itme Nth, 10:00 a.m.
Located on Highway 732 at the Irmo
Oobb turn-off. Mil sell the estate of the late
Harold Marvin, coexisting of real estate
and personal property. Real twists couslsts
offour rooms phis bads /souse, was once used as store building and could cuddly be converted bock to store or other business,
approximately 2 acres of land with lots of
shade, and out buildings. Real estate swill
sell at approximately 11:45 a.m.
Persona)property consists of. 2couches
(1 makes bed ), rocker, coffee and end
tables, lamps, colored T V., 13.1-W T V
telephone table with seat, Duncan Fife
wood dining table & six chairs, G E
frostfree refrigerator, upright freezer,
clothes dryer, card table, two 4 bed
frames, 1 wood bed, dresser, 2 old chest of
drawers, wood stove with blower. 220 electric heater, 2 vacuum cleaners. Ironing
board,irons, large display case with sliding
galas doors(from Lerman's clothing store)
old cedar chest with drawers ( very
unusual), wheat dishes, shawnee salt &
pepper shakers, punch bowl set, some milk
ease, iris, lots of other glassware, trinkets,
pots & pans, silverware, dishes, utility cart.
mixer, can opener. toaster. & other kitchen
Items. Willow lawn furniture wheel barrow,
step ladders, old kerosene heater, gas cans.
rakes, shovels, pick, hedge trimmer, grass
catcher, bench grinder, electric drills.
soldering iron, lots of hand tools, extension
cords, ice chest, coleman stove, fishing
equipment, several lures left from Marvin's store(new, still in boxes). lots ofother
miscellaneous items. Johnston outboard
boa! motor- w.u. air conditioner.
Tame: Real Estate - 15% Iowa day of
sok., balance in SI days. Poseadsa - date
ofdeed. Porsossal property • full oettlemest
day et sale.
LUNCH A V
LE
Male

Johnston Auction
Hardin, KY
Pat Jaime= - Asetlesaer
Agnes McCarty - App. Anetheaser

Wattle

LET US SELL FOR YOU
NMI GIS& 1•114 Aloft Me sappowd Illasity.
imitrima.
Oman". Air
8//0.10.0/11/111/1. preekonv properly. ail Pat.
4.144111. ay .44srm• 1111111811•11111,111114

Sat. June the 20th 10 a.m.
/
1 2 mile west of Lynn Grove,
Ky. on Hwy. 94.

31. Nooses fee Rent
2 BEDROOM Water,
washer, dryer and ad
pliances furnished
Natural gas. No pets.
753-3177.
-77house
=MrriTT
17-1v
garden
Space, near

Kirksay. 2 bedrooms, 1
bath downstairs, large
bedroom upstairs. Bot
tied gas. $190. 18*-2433.
UNiOuE 1 bedroom on
Olive St. Large yard,
patio. No children or
pets. Lease, deposit
$300. 753-3913 evenings.
VACANT beautiful
bedroom brick house in
country. Family room,
basement, 2 car garage.
$350 a month, same
deposit. 753.5292.

26

TV

Radio

27 Mobee Hanes for Sale
¶A60 118
Alt A
C
mobile home, 1 bed
room, central heat and
air, stove, refrigerator
with ice maker, dis
hwasner, large front
kitchen
Excellent con
dition
Paris Landing
Cali
area
$8,750
901 642 2531
1x70 TRAILER on
100)047 lot with 111x10
storage building 4/10
mile out on Hwy 263,
directly across from
Fist. and Wiidlife Bldg
Moving Must sell 753
6531 or 753 4904
1974 MONGOAAERY
12x60 mobile home,
partially furnished Call
after SP M 790-450
19111
14x70 SALEM, /
brirm . 2 bath, fireplace,
central pas heat and air,
partially furnished in-

cluding all appliances
and some furniture, Outbuilding, located at Filtx
Meadows 759-9452.
'44 MODEL Teen;
bedroom, 1 bath, all
gas 53000 474-0656.

Otto Chester's
Auction Service
435-4128

Lynn Grove, Ky.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday. Jose
11157 - 11:06 a.m.
310 North 4th, Murray, Kesteeity
Charles Caldwell has commissioned Limb
& Taylor Audis.Service to sell at public auction the personal property of Caldwell Cars.
Cutting torch w/tanks•5 drawer tool chest
ff tools • 2 drawer chest k tools • 5 h.p. air
compressor • battery charger • battery
booster•2 wheel utility trailer•tire changer
120-201 • portable air tank •2 electric water
fountains •2 high pressure washers w/barrels• weaker as dryer•5 steel cabinets•floor
fan • portable grinder • door edge guards •
3 office desks and chairs•2 filing cabinets•
work bench wistice • couch and chair • approximately 100 new and used tires (swotted
sizes) assortment of wheel covers•floor mats
• CB radio • wide variety of paint•several
hand tools and other merchandise not dated.
Termssad
Cash or tee& wilb
primer I.D. Oomph*seelisusmit day el SEAL
••••1114110•111••••liday
mis tabs preesdesee
over previously piloted materlel.
N1* rPer Awake**
P., Mere sawmalle• Oenenee:

Lamb & Taylor
Auction Service
Ue. a neetiled

av•774 Firm flee.
"inekandebeet le Ow Orr'

leo Poi Lamb
0111-411•4111•7

Dow Moyle,
Val -861-11780

sale. 753 1525 or
753 2798.

Simbrah bulls. Performance & semen
tested
Excellent qual
sty $650 & up. Cadiz,
Ky. 522-879.1.

38. Pets-Supplies
SPRING sale. AK C
German Shepherds and
AKC Australian Cattle
dogs. Champion sired,
$100 up. Obedience
lessons, boarding. 436
2158
40. Produce

NOW RIPE
116 Acres

U-Pick
Blackberries
40%.
Picking Hours:

6-90.m.; 5-9 p.m.

Johnny
Robertson Rd

41.Public

Sales

Large
5 Party
Yard Sale
Friday
Juno 19th
its

mi. E. of Hazel,
on 1803(East SOW tine

aced.)
antiques

toys

Plants lots ol misc.

Yard
Sale
Thursday
Only
7 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.
728 Nash
Drive

Garage
Sale
Friday
121 S. for 2 mL, turn
left at Used Car lot
go * mile

4 1 . Public Sales

Friday
8 a.m - 4 p.m.
510 Beale St.
misc , collectibles

Friday
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
1308 Overby Dr.

clothing, large sizes
kitchen
utensils,
drapes

Counter top stove &
wall unit oven, chemical
toilet & supplies (newi.
leather purses, furniture. assorted household
items, adult & children's
clothes

2 Family
Garage Sale

Yard
Sale

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Friday
8 a.m. - ?
121 S., 3rd house
on left in Lynwood
Estates Subd.

Camper size refrig good
condition, trundle beds &
mattresses, weight bench
dishes clothes & toys
SOINTHING FOR EVERYONE!

S. on 121 right
skis of road. Red Brick
house w/whtte trim.

dishes,
Clothes,
jewelry, toys, miSC

Table Items

3 Party
Garage Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - ?

Start Packing!
We make buying and selling
Real Estate easy for you.

753-1222
,•••

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, June 20, 1987
10:00 a.m.
310 North 4th, Murray, Ky.
Charles Caldwell has commissioned Lamb
& Taylor Auction Service to sell at public
auction the personal property of Caldwell
Cars.
Cutting torch witanks•5 drawer tool chest
& tools•2 drawer tool chest & tools•5 h.p.
air compressor•battery charger•battery
booster • 2 wheel utility trailer • tire
changer (20-20)•portable air tank•2 electric water fountains • 2 high pressure
washers w/barrels • washer k dryer • 5
steel cabinets•floor fan •portable grinder
• door edge guards • 3 office desks and
chairs • 2 filing cabinets • work bench
w/vise • couch and chair • approximately
100 new and used tires (assorted sizes
assortment of wheel covers • floor mats •
CEI radio • wide variety of paint • several
hand tools and other merchandise not
listed
TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Cash or check
with peeper I.D. Complete settlement day
of sale. Aammiacemeate day of mile take
precedeace over previously printed
material.
°Not Responsible For Accidents*
For more information contact

Inside Store
All Used Clothes

50% off
Toys

121 North to
Bendfleld Subd.

50% off

Rocker sweeper picture
frames. Home Interior pilures. antique dishes. 601 of
silverware
children s
clothes all sizes) pillows
baskets lots of other things

25% off
Thurs.-Fri-tat.
111, 111, 20
8:00-4 p.m

Yard
Sala
Fri. & Sat.
June 19 & 20
Approx.3 mi. out 121 S.
1st house on left past
New Providence Rd.
Lamps. Curtains. bedspreads clothes baby
items, small appliances
odds & ends

Maternity

Moving
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
No Early Sales

Lots of
good stuff!
310 South
10th St.

641 U-Pick
Tomatoes
2 miles South of Murray
On 641

391t

Open: Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-10 a.m. & 5 p.m.-7 p.m.

Auction
Hwy. 641 N., Paris, TN
641 Auction House
Every Fri. night 6:00 p.m.
Trus week lots of furniture & collectible
,;passware Consignments taken weekly
Call 901-644-9528.

Gary Pinson, Owner - Firm No. #1682
Bryan Dell Carter, Auctioneer - No. #1941

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
ANTIOUES*ANTIOUES*ANTIOUES
SATURDAY, JUNE 20, 1987
10:00 AU.-RAIN OR SHINE

MISS BLANCHE HOUSEMAN
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
928 Paducah Rood
Near The Overhead Bridge

5-Piece Parlor Furniture Set w Needlepoint Cove •
Bottoms & Backs: Loveseat: Rocker. Arm Chair; 2
Straight Chairs (Beautiful). Walnut Marble Top Table
• immigrants Trunk • Walnut Secretary • Baldwin
Aerosonic Piano • Piano Bench w Needlepoint
Covered Bottom•Organ Stool w Back•Wicker Chai
• 2 Drawer Walnut Lamp Table • Walnut Marble To.
Desk•3-Pie Safes *Tin Fronts•Walnut Wash Stan.
w Drop Pulls•Walnut Wardrobe•Curved Glass Chin
Cabinet w Claw Feet • schoolmaster Dina w Be . .
Trim a Bennett• East Lake Dresser w Marble Top &
Fruit Pulls•Spool Full Bed•Spool 5 Drawer Thre •
Cabinet•Victorian Walnut Bed•Peer Mirror w Math
Top Base•Lincoln Dresser w Marble Top•4 Draw,
Walnut Chest 01 Drawers• 5-Piece Mahogany Bedroom Suite: Poster Twin Spool Beds: Night Stand:
Chest On Chest, Dresser (Mrs Annie Givens Personal
Furniture)•2-Jenny Lind 5. Beds•Oak Wash Stand
•Osk Dresser w Beveled Mirror•Walnut Chest•Dutc
Wash Stand•Guilt Box•Victorian Marble Top Dress*
w Glove Boxes•Several Gooseneck Rockers w Ca
Bottoms & Backs • 2-Fern Stands w Detailed Trim
Cane Round Back Rocker•Several Captains Rocker
•What Knot Stand•2-Sets Of Wicker Porch Fumitur
& Accessories•Several Old Trunks•Cedar Chest
Needlepoint Framed Items• Milk Glass items•Vict•
Ian Prints•Godey Print• Misc. Prints•Several Mirrors In Frames • R.S Prussia China Items • Bavan
China items• La Belie China Items•Pattern Glass•
Crystal Items•Flo Blue items•Blue & Brown Granit
Items•China Floral Plates•Theodore Haviland Chin
Wilton Pattern-Set 8 Place•Small Brass Desk Lamp
Green Glass Sweetheart Lamp•Several Handle Lamps
tirPellicoitt Shades•Several Beautiful Floor Lamps
Several Beautiful Banquet Lamps•Several Miniature
Lamps•Brass Kerns•Wood Sugar Bucket•cend
Mold•Old Stearn Iron•Round Breed Tray w Roiling
Pin•3-Or Pepper Calendars 1045•Seth Thomas Mantle Clock•Cuckoo Clock•E.N. Welch Mantle Clock•
Gilbert Mantle Clock•China Clock•Gilbert Banjo Wait
Clock•Plymouth Camel Back Mantle Clock•Sessions
Clock •Singer 'frock:lie Sewing Machine• Pille Urns•
Many Misc Antique Items • 2-Sets Of Stack Book
Cases•And T/w List Goss On And On

HOUSEHOLD ITEMS
66...1 •
WOW a •
•KlIeNtle.101111 20 Cu. Ft
Up alght Freezer•WeetInghoues 17 Cu. Ft. Frost Free
Itelnperesor•Breekteet Table w Chairs.Zenith Color
Television •Couch•Chair•Hospital Bed •Portable
Toilet•Wood Desk•Kitchen &hoc •Several Kitchen
Cabinets•Linens•tau Household Items
MR. PAUL
TERMS:

Lamb & Taylor
Auction Service

HOUSEMAN, ST. LOW, MO. P.O.A_
Settlement • Of easel

JAMES R. CASH

KY & TN -rtrm 11445

AUCTKOKER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 47039
15071 673 11466 OR 15021 47161*?
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SAILS iN SEVERAL STATES

"Salbaireat Is Ow Cry"

Joe Pet Lamb
502/492-8927

Hanger Items
each

*2.00

ANTIQUES

Kopperud Realty

Bonded In

3 for •1.00

MISS BLANCHE HOUSEMAN a retired school teac
of 40 years, at the age ot83isno longer obis to maintai
r horns and has made the deciaion to sell at pu
uction her lifelong collection of beautiful antiques
Many of Miss Houseman's antiques are pan other tw
sisters estates MRS ANNIE GIVENS. who was a wet
known lifelong collector of antiques and MRS FANNI
ENKINS. All three were quality antique admirers. TN
List Only Highlights The Items To Be Sold! Make Plan
o Attend This All Day Auction Which Will B.
nder The Big Tent With Plenty Of Seating!

When You List With Us....

[Ac &

KIDS! KIDS! KIDS!
900 Coldwater Rd.
759.4877

Yard Sale

Yard
Sale

3 mi.

day, 2P.M. Old Far
mington School, Hwy
121. 247 7201.

YARD SALE
Outelde

Electric stove, freezer.
2 table & chairs, glassware. tools. lots misc

753-1816

Fair
Flea Market
Saturday, SAM. SP.M.,

Sunday, 1P.M.-4P.M.
Dealers' Auction, Sun

Quilts

37. Livestock-Supplies
tIMMENTAL and

For information call

4 USED Zenith console
color televisions $50
and up 753 2900 or after
5P M 753 5702
LEASE TO OWN 25"
console Tv with remote,
$53 a month
Murray
Rental & Sales 753 87431
LEASE TO OWN Wir
eless remote VCR $32 a
month
Murray Rental
& Sales 753 8201
LEASE TO OWN 19"
color TV, $28 a month
Murray Rental & Sales
753 8701

3$. Pets-Supplies
41 Public Sales
41. Public Sales
ouseummoomommome
POODLE puppies, for wnr-rawari-TFai

Doug Taylor
901/247-3784
-•••••

•
;
4111101101111101111011111101111111110111001Malit.

THURSDAY, JUNE 18, 1007

CLASSIFIEDS
41. Pubilt Soils

11111."Fitmlly
Yard Sala
sat:Only
7 a.m. -2 p.m.
1718 Oak Hill Dr.
FREE KITTENS
Furniture, toys
clothes, misc.

41. Public Sales

Garage Salo
509 N. 7th St.
Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
tun. - 6 p.m.
Beth Morns, pley Pen, Min%
Vicor 9000 computer, Word
Perfect, suniemp, vacuum
ciente. tiller, crafts, dot
food, books, school supplies
antiques

Estate Auction
Friday afternoon, June 19th at5 p.m. at the
late Mrs. Olga Bouldin trailer home at
Kirksey, Ky. Take Highway 290 to Kirksey
to Beech Road, ind house on right.
Will sell a nice mobile home 10' x 55', 2
bedrooms, 114 baths. Will sell with
furniture.
Other items to sell: automatic washer &
dryer-nice table & chairs-metal cabinetnice microwave oven-cast ironwear-old
mixing bowls-good chest freezer-electric
sewing machine-nice color TV-beautiful
twin bed-heaters & fans-table lamp-wall
clock-nice wagon seat-pot & pans-large
G.E. air conditioner-stereo radio
combination-brass knob canes-gallon glass
jugs-one row Black Hawk corn planter-3
point potato digger-large shop anvil-pipe
vise-new car ramps-lawn & garden tiller-8
H.P. electric start Snapper riding mower-8
H.P. A.M.F. electric start riding mower-5
H.P. tiller-good push mower-1-8 H.P. riding
mower-one 7 H.P. riding mower-will sell a
large lot of mower & tiller parts-some shop
tools-set of Poplar side boards for long wide
pickup truck-20' extension ladder.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Terms: cash day of sale.

M.1

NIL

Dan Miller, Auctioneer
435-4144
Liscensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281
Darrell Beane-Terry Paschall-Auctioneers

Estate

Auction

Real Estate & Personal Property
Saturday, June 20th, 1987 at 10:00 a.m.
At the late Gertrude Warfleld home at
Hazel, Kentucky. Turn off Hwy. 641 West
in front of Gulf Service Station-2nd house
on left. Watch for auction signs. Will sell
fine antiques • collector items • good used
furniture • house & lot.
At 12 Noon: Will sell 3 bedroom house.
living room, eat-in kitchen, dining room,
laundry room, plus 2 rooms upstairs,
private well, storm doors & windows outside storage, on nice lot.
Personal Property: Fancy old walnut bed;
old walnut dresser; cherry or walnut
dresser with marble top; old walnut
blanket chest; fine primitive walnut corner
cupboard; small oak oval glass china
cabinet; complete old spinning wheel; 8 or
4 small walnut bedside tables-one, dropleaf; goose-neck rocker; oak lamp table
with claw feet and glass balls; old library
table; fancy coffee table; old goose-neck
platform rocker; old kitchen cabinet; wood
nickel match box; 2flat-top trunks; old picture frames; old rocker; iron bed; flat
irons; old books; spool what not; many old
what not items; fancy tredal sewing
machine; 2 oval dough trays; old cake
tray; wall coffee mW; old radio cabinet;
old cream bucket; George Goodman stone
jug; other stone pieces; dinner kettle;
footed dutch oven; iron tea kettle; 5-gal.
stone jug; sugar bucket; Seth Thomas
weight clock; Seth Thomas mantel clock;
fancy footed mantel clock; 3 nice kitchen
clocks; old bowls & pitcher set; glass
powder horn; old candle mold; 2
kerosene finger lamps; #1 stem kerosene
lamps; other finger lamps; fancy kerosene
lamps; 3 wall kerosene lamps with reflector and wall brackets; several fine old
quilts; Butterfly-Dutch Girl-Star-Wedding
Ring Pattern quilts; George Washington
choice bedspread; old sewing basket; lots
of lining.
Will sell some fine hand-painted bowls
and plates; fancy mustache cups; cake
stand; old meat platter; old turene; old
preserve stands; jelly stand; butter mold;
stone butter bucket with blue stripes; fine
old glass punch bowl and cups; stone mixing bowls; old stone churn with handle on
sides; old carnival glass; pink & green
depression; some old silver pieces; old
lantern; 2 nutmeg graters; oak drop-leaf
table; like new frost-free regrigerator;
upright freezer; electric stove; kitchen
cabinet; chrome breakfast set; nice couch
& chair; recliner: coffee & end table; 19"
color TV; fans; old school desk: 01 dinner
kettle; cross saws; old side saddle;
carpenter tools: tool box; milk can; wash
tub; step ladder; lawn furniture; hand &
garden tools; and many other items not
listed.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. Terms
on real estate: 20% of selling price down
day of sale, balance within 7 days with
passing of deed. Possession with deed.
Terms on Personal Property: Cash or
good check.
Auction conducted by Dan Miner Auction
Service, Real Estate held 'deny with
Shred-Wsidrop Real Estate-Pete Waldrop,
Broker. For mere hdermattea and year
sedies seeds, Phone (ON) 426-4144-1Lyme
Greve, Ky.

Dan Miller, Auctioneer
Licensed sad Beaded In Bedeck,& Teas.
elan
Darren Beam sad Terry
Paschall-Auellsiders
"SO Service Doesn't Met. It Payer
AUC1TONEER'S NOTE: Plan now to attend this Auction. Some of the finest antiques you will find in any auction.

41.5
•
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53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
52 Boats-Motors
53. Services Offered
49. Used Cars
OR Sale by Owner: 1933 YAMAHA Virago '8 6 OLDSMOBILE BOAT & trailer with 40 CUSTOM•built, single MOBILE HOME REMODELING inside
Immaculate 1N3 buc- 1000 SE, 3,000 miles, Cutlass Calais. White h.p. Evinrude, $500 Call tilt replacement win- Specialist, Repair, and out, roofing, lawn
dows, manufactured leveling, underpinning, care. Also, painting
caneer, 2.4x60 doublew- excellent condition. with blue velour inter- 435-4433.
Ide, 3 bedroom, 2 bath, MOO firm. Phone 759- ior, 4 door, 47,xxx miles, liOUSEBOAT 34' locally. Jerry Atkins 8. roofs, floors, plumbing, interior and exterior.
car,
family
excellent
fiberglass, 310 inboard Associates. 753-8407.
with brick foundation. 1384.
wiring, washing, Call Willie for free
Approximately 1-1/2 FOR We- 19/7 PAR VII excellent shape. Call engine, generator, CUT air •conditioning hurricane straps. 759- estimate 436-2326.
acres, including large Honda; 1979 XR-80 between 9A.M.•12P.M. newly painted, stereo costs with TVA ap. 4850.
ROCKY COLSON Home
deck and satellite Honda; 1982 ATC 200E and 2P.M. 5P.M. Mon
and tape player, proved solar screens. )4EED work on your Repair. Roofing, siding,
day through Friday, microwave, etc. Fully Jerry Atkins & As• trees? We can beautify painting, plumbing,
system. Suprisingly af- Big Red. 437-4171.
equipped. Call 436-2209 sociates, 753-8407.
fordable. 759-4472 or YAMAHA-700X Maxim, 753-6642.
your yard by topping, concrete. Free es733-0044.
DIRTY?? Let our shaping, dead-wooding timates. Call 474-2307 or
bought new in April, 375 IMPORT Auto Salvage- after 6P.M.
sale or rent- 25x4E miles. Also, 2 new Motors, transmissions,
mobile cleaner work for or removing dead or 753-6973.
store front, 5 rental apts., Vetter helmets. $2500 starters, alternators, 53. Services Offered
you. We clean diseased trees For SEWING Machine Re•
etc. Come see our
large lot, 1303 Chestnut 753-1628.
aluminum sided houses, satisfaction call the pair. All makes and
prices. 474-2325.
St., adjoining MSU. 615mobile homes, trucks proven professionals at models. Home & In•
Dealer in gas and wood
292-0000.
dustrial. Bag closing
and trailers. Western Bover's Tree Service
burning appliances, of50. Used Trucks
machines. Also scissor
Kentucky Cleaning 753-0338. The competi
fering full service in
49. Used Cars
PM111717Wrs
stallation. Also, Services. 527-7994.
tion knows us you sharpening. 40 yrs.
44. Lots for Sale
1153-mrscr7767ril 115r/I
experience. All work
Stepside bed, new tires, fireplace repair. MITCHELL Paving - should too.
kENTUCKY Lake lot. f with 325 cu. in. hemi, solid truck. $2100. 'Chimney cleaning
Driveways, parking ODD job Specialist, guaranteed. Kenneth
runs,
$375.
CII
435-4433.
Puryear 901-2473374.
acre, 12x60 mobile
'Masonry 'Damper lots, seal coating and ceiling fans, electrical, Barnhill, 753.2674,
home, septic and well, 1957 LINCOLN Mark II. 1 9 7 8 FORD fully 'Bird screen 'Hoods. striping. Also, plumbing, fencing. You Stella, Ky.
3000
A
real
classic.
Only
$16,500. Home- 554-8128
customized van, motor F r ele estimates. limestone, gravel, top name it, I do it. You STUMP removal. 10"
or Office- 442-3632. Ow- built. $8,000. If inter- 2 years old, new tires, 753-0933.
soil andsrading. Phone buy, I install. You below surface. In,
ested in seeing this fine runs good. Asking $5000. A-1 STUMP Removal. 753-15377\
ner financing.
break, I fix. Call 436 expensive, clean, no
Lasater.
call
Joe
car
E-18
Essee
at
Fox
lawn damage. Sureway
LOT in Maple Wood
Can
Reasonable rates, 10" FENC' sales at Sears 2868 evenings.
Stump Removal, 753
tates, 210'x140'. Call 753- 7 5 3 - 4 5 3 0 for an Meadows after 5P.M.
below surface. Call us now. Call Sears 753-2310
appointment.
5484. Free estimates.
2699.
'1986 NISSAN King tab, before you decide. Free for free estimate for PAINTING. Interior- ex
tenor, commercial- re
Cr171-13-Al'EVENI?-Wi
your needs.
MICE lot on 121, 6-1/1 1175 OLDS Cutlass 1/2 ton, air conditio- estimates. 753-0906.
clean. n e r , JVC AM/FM APPLIANCE REPAIR
make wet basements
miles Norte on natural Supreme, extra
FOREIGN car repair. sidential. Free estimates
436-2427.
25 years experience
cassette, nice. $6400
dry. Work completely
Factory authorized for
gas lines. 180x300, $3600.
Specialist on all im
guaranteed. Call or
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Days- 753-1953 or nights- 1978 DODGE Omni, 762-2559.
ported cars. Deisel or Tremon Farris- 759 1987
good condition. Call '53 CHEVY pick-up, Brown. Service on gas fuel injected. 489-2279.
PAINTING interior, ex
write Morgan Con753-0870.
after 5P.M. 435-4285.
struttion Co. Rt. 2, Box
new paint, new interior, and electric ranges, FOR most any type tenor. 25 years ex
1978 THUNDERBIRD, sharp! 753-4044.
409A, Paducah, Ky.
microwaves, dis
driveway white rock perience. Quality work
loaded, very fine condi '60 MODEL Ford pick-up, hwashers, re
46. Homes for Sale
also, any type gravel, Reasonable rates Free 42001 or call 1 442 7026
tion, 400, V-8. $2450. good running condition, frigerators, etc. Earl
dirt and sand call Roger estimates Yearry's
TISTBRTSVIIMIT-aMe
753-8115.
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753Hudson, 753 4545 or Painting 436-2245.
2 lots overlooking Ken- 1980 CAMARO, ef $.300. Call 435-4326.
Busy Bee's
PAINTING, carpentry
5341.
753-6763.
'72
FORD
pick-up
Bluff
tucky Lake, Pine
and yard work Also,
ficlent, V-6, clean, runs brown, runs
Cleaning
APPLIANCE
Service
on
House
GENERAL
Building
$400.
DaysShores, $12,000.
900d,
good. $2000. 753-8115.
all brands washers
Repair 20 years ex- small roof work. 753
Call753-2494 after 5P.M.
753-6660; nights- 753Service
0424.
1981 PONTIAC T-1,000, '79 CHEVROLET Custom dryers- refrigeratorsperience. Roofing &
6121.
AM/FM stereo, p.s., p.b., van, good condition, V-8, freezers- electric rangespainting, indoor & out QUALITY workmanship
753-0394
BEDROOM home with
753Call
before
6p.m.
door. Odd jobs. No job frame & trim carpentry.
automatic, p.s., p.b., air, air conditioners. George
full basement. 1 mile ac.
Ask
For Bonnie.
Remodeling,
patio
and
1412.
to small. 474•8057.
tilt, cruise, AM/FM Hodge & Son, 410 Dixiefrom lake. Ideal for starCenter, GUTTERING by Sears. fencing. D.L Poole 435ter home. Priced to sell. 1982 OLDSMOBILE stereo cassette, 19,000 mi. land Shopping
Sears continuous gut- 4306.
Call before 6p.m. Cutlass Cierra on engine, $3500. See at 753-4669.
56 . Free Column
Brougham, 4 door, University Gulf, 5-Points. APPLIANCE
ters installed for your
753-1412.
FREE 3 young dogs to
loaded.
753-9278.
SERVICE.
Kenmore,
specifications. Call
753-8124.
1 BEDROOM, 1 bath,
good home, small to
tastefully decorated - 1982 Z-28 PACE car with '84 WHITE S-10 pick-up. Westinghouse, Sears 753,2310 tor free
medium in size, take
Whirlpool. 26 years estimate.
fenced yard- good 1-tops and lots of 753-0570 or 753-7138.
you pick. 753-6619
*INSULATION blown in
neighborhood. Call af- equipment, extra sharp. FORD F-700 Grain experience. Parts and
FREE Labrador pup
service. Bobby Hopper, by Sears. TVA ap
ter 5P.M. for appont- Call 435-4429 or 753-6577.
truck, steel bed, runs
pies, 7 weeks old, black
1983 OLSMOBILE sta- good, twin hoist, $2100. Bob's Appliance Serproved. Save on those
ment 753-7903.
and white. 753 8506.
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
high heating and cool
BR, ready to move into. tion wagon, maintained Puryear 901-247-3374.
Business 753-4872, 436FREE kittens to a good
ing bills, Call Sears
Fenced yard, large BR, regularly, price below
5848 (home).
home. 753-8823
753 2310 for free
could be den, low utilities, loan value. Also, 2 truck 5 1 . Campers
YARD landscaping, estimate.
convenient location. Well topper campers. Phone 1979 2 3 F T Midas
leveling driveways, LICENSED electrician,
built -home. Call Century 492-8861.
**1
motorhome with Chev.
residential and com1984 MONTE Carlo CL, 400 eng., aux. genera- blade work and bush21 753-1492.
hogging. Call 436-5430 or
conditionmercial.
Air
1
owner
car,
46,000
*
7537 ROOM house, insulated,
tor, roof air, storage 753-0659.
ing. Sales and service.
5940 *
gas heat, city water, New actual miles. Phone pod, 8'x14' awning and
COLLEY Tree Service.
Gas installation and
Providence Rd. $28,000. 436-2407.
screen room, gas/elec.
Custom Kitchen
repair for natural and
1984 VOLVO-760 GLE, 4 ref., 4 burner range Keep your trees in
Call 753-8061.
Cabinets
LP. Fred's Repair 753door, grey, black inter with oven, gas furnace, shape by topping, pruning, deadwooding, 7203.
CHARMING 2 bed- ior, sun roof, 37,000 3-1/2' bathtub with spraying, fertilizing, or
All Types Of
room, beautifully de- miles, $11,800. 753-1362, shower, two closets, removal of unwanted
Woodworking
nights
436-5380.
days;
Custom
sleeps four, 30,495 ac trees. Stump removal.
corated country home
on 3 acres, lovely 1985 CHEVROLET tual miles- $10,500. Call Complete tree care. 14
shaded yard, only 5 Celebrity, 4 cyl., I door, 753-4302.
years experience. Free
miles West of Murray, 29,000 miles, very DARK Nue aluminum estimates. 753-0366.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
sharp. 753-8040 or 753- topper_
must sell. 753-9349.
• long wheel CONCRETE work,
•Drop by & see our showroom
-41
after
6P.M.
3050
roll
out
,.k
with
basfiN1
,
sate by owner: 1
409 SUNBURY MURRAY - IBehond Bunny BroodIA
sidewalk,
car
patio,
1985
HONDA
Accord,
and
sc.W7n
windows
bedrooms, 2 baths,
port. Free estimates.
**********************
753-9626
brick, den with extra clean with lots of tinted "ibble windows 759-1202.
.amps. Just 2
fireplace, living room, equipment, nice family with
old. 8200. 753dining room, eat-in car. Call 435-4429 or rrrip
942 .
kitchen. Central air and 753-6577.
heat pump, 2 car gar- 777 MONTE Carlo, CapSIPPEEDIVVF 44'if A LITsiCis SLES
age. $70,000. 1619 Car- tain swivel seats, brown 52. Boats-Motors
soo South 4th St. Murray, Ky. 759-1026
metallic and tan. Call 15' STARCRAFT bass
dinal, 759-1119.
Dustless Sanding
POR sale by owner: 3 after 5P.M. 759-4898.
boat, 50HP Mercury,
Special of the Week
Bedroom, 2 bath house in '79 CORVETTE, low new seats and carpet.
Canterbury. Family mileage, air, T -tops. $1250. Also, free puproom w/fireplace, dining Best offer. 753-3722.
pies. 753-9785 after
Any 1 2 X 18 room or less room. Large redwood '74 CUTLASS Supreme 5P.M.
Sanding, Sealing &
deck, fenced yard with Brougham, air con- 15' WIDE V-bottom with
lots of trees. Central air, ditioner, P.W., P.B., 10HP Sea King motor,
- Polyurethane Finish
IE.
gas heat, TVA insulation, P.S., good condition. heavy duty trailer with
2 car garage. $75,000. 753- Call after 4P.M. spare, $600. 436-5677.
9520.
492-8977.
16' GALAXY ski boat,
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed
"Since 1 954'1
'79 GRAND Prix, 1 walk-through wind1978 Toyota Calico Hatchback, 1 owner, 59,000
FOR sale by owner- door, P.S., P.B., $1500. shield with top, 85HP
354-6127
miles. Just reduced from $2700 to $2200.
Attractive 4 bedroom, Call after 5P.M. Mariner, $2500. Sharp!
Benton, KY 42025
Come Shop With America's Team Tommie & Donnie
Rt. 4 Box 127
2-1/2 bath brick home 489-2275.
753-9785 or 753-3254.
on wooded lot on quiet
OLDS Regency, fully 1979- 15' BASS boat with
street, near the Un- equipped, leather seats, 1974 Evinrude 60HP
iversity and Robertson $2650. 753-5211.
motor and trolling moSchool. Large country '84 WHITE Escort hat- tor, $3000. 753-1392 or
kitchen with all ap- chback L. 753-3697.
753-0525.
pliances, carpeted, heat
pump, TVA insulated.
Home offers 2 separate
living areas, ideal for
family with teens or
Joe Dyer
Dean Lampkins
elderly members. Low
Jean Bird
Joan Whayne
Judy Johnston
•Lawn Mowing & Vacuuming
60's. Shown by appoin436-2338
753-1258
753-3584
753-2643
4374446
tment. 753-2699.
•Mulching
JUST listed a 9 year old
•Trimming
2 bedroom, 1 bath home
= 4with new carpet, car•Light Landscaping
port and storage building, close to lake and
•Light Hauling
ICA
priced under $30,000.
Reasonable Rates-Free Estimates
Call Della at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492 or 753-2721.
NICE 3 bedroom brick
Located 405 S. 12th. Owner would
Need a weekend place or a
after 5 p.m.
house in town, good
consider a lease or renovate or
home full-time? Great!! We
bedroom
3
m/1,
plus
acres
20
location, recently reremove house from lot Call
have one. Walking distance of
home priced in the 20's
modeled, many good
753-4000 for more details Comthe lake. Priced in the teens.
features. Call after
mercial lot.
5:30P.M. for appoint...1110111111111•17,
ment 753-0886.

43. Real Estate

47. Motorcycles

rOR

ENTERPRISE

Terry Parrish
Appliance
Service
753-0016

C.E.'s

Remodeling & small
plumbing jobs.

rOR

Bodeau Floor Sanding Co.
Summer Special

-to

We Put Our Heart And Sold In It!

Murray Lawn Service

474-8855

PEACE and quiet,
minutes from Court
Square. 3 acres, 2
houses, city water. $55,
000. For appointment
call 753-2669.
REDUCED- Moving
must sell- 3 bedroom
brick, aluminum trim,
new carpet, new dishwasher, new roof, nice
neighborhood. 801
Sunny Lane. Call 7537458.
teller pays $1600 to
buyer at closing! Three
bedroom brick on cul-desac with 2 bedroom
furnished apartment.
Call Century 21 immediately for details...
753-1492.

This

new listing has
just been redecorated
with ultimate of pride.
Unusual cream carpet
appears hand
crocheted. Four bedrooms plus office, roc
room, counk kitchen
and summer kitchen.
Call us now at Century
21, 753-1492.
VERY
home. Big rooms for the
kids to roam. Approximately 5 acres.
Lower 30's. Call Kim at
Wilson Realty 753-3263.

volir

Rex Camp's Backhoe Service
Installing

City Sewer & Water Lines

;WW1

'

753-9224

Bryan's
Lawn Service
Lawn Mowing & Trimming Services
at a price you can afford.
FREE ESTIMATES
CALL 753-0840
before 5 p.m. If you
think you're paying too much.

Live in comfort in the country
in this easy-kept double-wide
There's a garden, an orchard,
and the lake nearby for exercise and recreation. In the low
30's.

V‘ e'll help make your dream house
a reality Large living room with
bay window Glass doors leading
from the den to a large deck which
surrounds a 27 round pool. Central
heat and air, wood stove in den Call
753-4000 for your showing.

Brand new home could be
yours today' 3 bedroom, 2 bath
located 1 acre mil priced in the
30's

Country living at its finest on 12
rolling acres. 3 bedroom brick
In good condition Ask us about
the assumable loan

LOTS FOR SALE
Haywood Vista
South 4th
Ledbetter Shores
Crappie Hollow

Cedarling Hills S/D. Lake
front, lake view home sites for
sale.

II D I ‘I. 1111\11 s‘l
Don't miss the great savings
on this attractive home.

"
- 4411111881111.8b16.
11
.
"4 11411811181110111ARIIIIi
Much more than a mobile home!
For easy, enjoyable retirement.
New additions of great room and
2nd bath Large screened porch.
Garage does double duty as
workshop. Just 1.4 mile from
marina. Priced in the 20's. Furniture ne otiable.

Great for the handy man. 4
bedroom home that needs to be
finished. Located on 12 wooded
acres only minutes from town.
Priced in the 20's
5.9 acres located in town.
Reduced from the 50's to the
30's
109 acres m/I for sale

bedroom

47. Motorcycles
HARLEY 644r135411,
custom paint, excellent
condition. MOO or best
offer. 499-2322 or 3957943.
Iwo CB 650 HONDA,
14,000 miles. 000d coed It on. Call 759•1959
after 4P.M

WM

Great location!
$ bedroom,1% bath,central electric heat
& air, fenced back yard, tastefully
decorated thru out. GreaUy reduced!
Now offered In the 40's.

BITI2i Better Homes
& Gardens 7534see

MTG Real Estate/
Better Homes&Gardens
Of Murray 753-4000
Olympic Plaza
The better way to sel your home.

wok
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Allergy sufferers urged to
take advantage of treatment
rek'
;
4
'irlterro-r•c*L-.4,117,
k,v.
t

'41

CINCINNATI t AP ) - Sufferers
of asthma and allergies who fail to
take the ailments seriously or seek
treatment increase the risk of
death, reports an organisation
that is promoting awareness of the
problem.
With the improved medical
treatment and drugs available to
treat allergies, victims of such
ailments should not have to suffer
and take unacceptable risks, the
Asthma and Allergy Foundation of
America states.
The national rate of asthma
deaths increased by 23 percent
from 1980 to 1985, to 1.6 deaths per
100,000 people, says Richard Remmy,executive director of the foundation's Cincinnati chapter.
"That's staggering," Remmy
says. "With all the modern treatment, better programs and better
allergists, people shouldn't be dying...Many people either don't
take asthma or the allergic
diseases seriously, and they
should."
On a less dramatic level,
allergic diseases can mean

chronic suffering for victims and
can keep young sufferers out of
school. Renuny says 130 million
school days were lost nationally in
1988 because of asthma and other
allergic diseases.
Between 1079 and 1983, the
allergy death rate increased by 47
percent for black males, 42 percent for black females. 10 percent
for white males and 33 percent for
white females, Remmy says.
"That's terrible stuff," he adds.
"It doesn't have to be that way if
the people can obtain proper cart,
either through their allergist or
through a university allergy treatment center with a medical card."
He said 11 billion is spent yearly
on asthma medication in the
United States. There are 30 to 35
brands of non-prescription antihistamines available to treat
allergic symptoms. Sufferers can
try these prior to visiting a doctor,
Remmy says.
Remmy's agency serves as an
information and referral service
for allergy sufferers in Ohio, West
Virginia, Kentucky and Indiana

In dollars per ounce
810

Special Buy!!
Landscape
Timbers

7

3 10 16
ApI

24

1

815

0110190 Treune Graphics
leti Ten Warr&
Source CBOT

2998
Dwain Taylor C evro et, km
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

Murray

7$3-2617

•••••• .4. 0.11 G COMM. C.

WASHINGTON ( AP) - The
government would pay for elderly
and disabled patients' prescription drug bills exceeding $500 a
year. under a new catastrophic
health bill approved by a House
committee
The House Energy and Commerce Committee approved the
bill Wednesday.
it would fund the new coverage
with up to a 20 percent increase in
Medicare premiums. If the 20 percent increase in Medicare fees is
not enough to cover costs, the
deductible on prescription drugs
would be increased enough to
make up the difference

Protestors met
with tear gas
SEOUL. South Korea API1
Police fired tear gas today at
thousands of anti-government protesters taking part in "Anti TearGas Day" rallies.
Witnesses said several thousand
people gathered in the center of
Seoul and tried to march toward a
church for a rally to protest the
use of the irritant, which has been
heavily employed by police during
more than a week of daily street
protests
Police sent tear gas cannisters
hurtling toward the demonstrators
while passers-by shouted. "No. no.
don't fire tear gas."

Iraq, Iran arms
deals increasing
STOCKHOLM. Sweden ( AP ) The number of countries selling
arms to warring Iran and Iraq has
jumped from nine to 26 in two
years, but many sales did not have
government approval, according
to a research group.
The Stockholm International
Peace Research Institute, in a
report Waled Wednesday, said
governments were losing control
of the arms trade to private
companies.
The group said that since its 11184
report, businesses or governments
In 17 coteries had joined the list
of arms scpiiers for the Persian
Gull combatants. The 1904 lilt included the United States and the
Soviet Union.

32" Wood Frame
Screen Door.
Aluminum krisen Door
Brown or White ..... 39.95
with Hardware
1909,90,91, 92

8 ft.

179 ea

-1

r

^

At4c0(
, 04,

1984 Nissan
Maxima
4014 door, beige, P.S.,
Air, P.B., loaded
••••
with equipment,
29,XXX miles

the Moscow district - including
two lieutenant generals, a major
general and a colonel - were expelled from the Communist Party,
severe discipline that entails
disgrace and loss of privilege.

$9700

al
ltd\r
71/4'
• reg. 9 29
=tide tipped

Reg. 139.95 10995
Do-it /
1
4 Horsepower Garage
Door Opener

SaW

blade

305 596 73 369

104132

COME TO THE
40.110
4.00 tetio.

1897

37..

Phial Cast

Skil Twist Cordless
Screwdriver

Skil 7/
1
4" Mailer Sere.
137503

••••••••••
Weekend Special

••••••

Rent
Movies$
For
Members Get V'
Each

Sharp 19" Color TV

Movies

99c

Additional

Medicine bill to
help elderly

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
stars

641 South

GM

Gorbachev seeking control
WASHINGTON API - The
replacement of the Soviet defense
minister with a relatively junior
general and a subsequent shakeup in the Moscow air defense command signal that Kremlin leader
Mikhail Gorbachev is determined
to take control of the armed
forces, government and academic
experts say.
But Gorbachev may be going too
far too fast, one scholar adds.
Defense Minister Sergei Sokolov
was forced to retire, and air
defense chief Alexander Koldunov
was fired after a West German
teen-ager flew more than 400
miles across Soviet territory in a
single-engine Cessna on May 28
and buzzed the Kremlin, an area
closed to all air traffic.
More dismissals were disclosed
Wednesday by the Defense
Ministry newspaper Krasnaya
Zvezda ) Red Star ), which said
Marshal Anatoly U. Konstantinov
had been replaced by Col. Gen. V.
Tsarkov as air defense chief of the
Moscow district.
The newspaper also reported
that other top-ranking officers in

22 29

May

Movie

Rent a VCR for the Weekend

41.95 aed gat a Free Movie
Pick Up Wookoad Spockd Friday,
Brims Back Aillosday

95 off Movie Club
Memberships inclues 27 FREE
Movies and daily discounts

P

for only

Your movie professionals have over 2600
movie titles & 50 VCR's to rent
Open til 8 Fri. & 6 Sat,

FR-60(seal)
FR-60V (Seal)

FR-55 (Frame)
FR•55V (Fronts)

ARL7e-rcilL7SFT"

RENTAL SALES

CENTER
200 E. Main Murray 753-5201

9666

Fiesta Royale Swing Set
Black or Vanilla

•RUGGED TUBULAR STEEL FRAMES-Durable, bonded, polymer powder.
coatedfinish
•WEATHER RESISTANT PHILIPPINE MAHOGANY-Cut, sanded, drilled,
ready-to-finish '
807257, 249, 811823, 483

SAT Mal N
GUARANTEED
GLASS SHELVES

Window
Air Conditioner

REFRIGERATOR

Model TEIX113K1-1
177 Cu ft capacity. 501 Cu fl freezer
Adjustable glass shelves Energy saver
switch Spacemaker" door holds 6-packs
Covered meat pan Equipped for optional
icernaker

WAS $719.95
NOW $618.00

ACRYZUARD

Nousc pron

Acryguarcl
•An exterior house paint for the

professional painter
•Equipment cleans quickly
with water.

Model ALM18DAMI
.17,700/17 400 BTU
*230/208 volts
13 0/13 9 amps
*Energy saver switon
.2 tan/2 cooling speeds
.10-position thermostat

Free Installation

in normal
window

EASY TERMS —FINANCING AVAILABLE—LAYAWAYS
Low Interest Rates,
Fres Warranty!
Long Monthly Payments
Fast, Efficient Service,
Horne Owned
Large inventory

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
753 1586

Howard Coy IL John Simmons Owinvrs

98
gal.
Super Plat %ez immarego°
*A masterful Rat finish for
walk, ceilings and woodwork.
*Equipment cleans quickly
with water.

5-Light
Polished Dross 4488
Chandelier
•Cleor Crimped
Top Hurricane Gloss
557Q

5531

All Refrigerators & Air Conditioners Are Reduced!

212 East Main Stront

SUPER FLAT

9

gal

die 1 -Light
00 Polished Ores,
Gsillng Fixture
•Satin White Glass
w/Grope Design

SAYE $131.95

YOUR

1088

GA F.
20 Year
ibergloss
Shingles

1779

3-Roll Pack
'r"x66'
Electrical
Tope

16" Steel
Tool Box

888

166

Tram Doitceder.

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY M
Sale lads
759-1390
atm hit
Open 7 Days A Week
saia Prises Geed at Murray Stars oily
Otlier Lauds's—Beaten sad Lake City
Yckir OiRnplate Hans Building 3ippLy center

Mott.-Fri. 7:30-7:00 Sat. II-6 Sen. 1-5

•

4%

